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Gearboxes based on planetary gear sets are preferred for their advantages, such
as higher gear ratios, improved self-centering capabilities, kinematic flexibility,
favorable bearing support conditions and higher power densities with less noise
in a more compact size. The multiple-planet branches of planetary gear sets are
usually symmetric about their axes so they are a more suitable choice in the
design of a drivetrain configuration where there is high demand for low-speed
high torque, high-speed low torque or both operating conditions. Meeting the
design requirements for such drivetrain configurations can result in a compromise
between the reliability and efficiency of the gearbox. The main goal of this study
is to experimentally and theoretically investigate the power losses of planetary
gearboxes.
A planet–sun gear mesh power loss model is first developed to quantify the
influence of micro and macro geometry on a single planet–sun gear mesh power
loss. Also, several base oil types were investigated to understand their influence
on planet gear bearing power loss. Understanding and quantifying the influence
of base oil types and viscosity on planet gear bearing power loss is essential as it
dictates the effective film thickness at the rolling element-raceway contacts. To
account for power losses in a wind turbine gearbox, the planet–sun gear mesh
power loss model was further developed to include a non-uniform load distribution
model to allow the prediction of the varying gear tooth loads at the planet–sun
and planet–ring gear mesh.
Also included is an adjusted local friction coefficient model to allow for the
prediction of local friction coefficient values at each contact point on the line of
action (LOA). Power losses were grouped into two main categories: load-dependent
and load-independent power losses. Load-independent power losses were identified
to be non-consequential for wind turbine gearboxes, while load-dependent power

losses dictate the total power loss of a wind turbine gearbox. A parametric study
helped in identifying several geometrical parameters that can be optimized in a
wind turbine gearbox to allow improved energy savings.
Considering that the next generation gearboxes for wind turbines and heavyduty off-road working machines have a planetary gear set incorporated with a
permanent magnet synchronous machine, the two groups of power losses initially
defined for conventional planetary gearboxes had to be extended to accommodate
the power losses arising because of the conventional mechanical gear interaction
with permanent magnet electric motors. For this, a methodology for predicting
power losses in an integrated planetary gearbox was developed and validated
with measurement data from a prototype integrated gearbox. A good correlation
between prediction and measurement was successfully achieved and load-dependent
power losses were identified as the most dominating power loss components, with
a major contribution emerging from the electrical components.
Realizing that the friction coefficient values at the gear and rolling element contacts
play a major role in predicting the efficiency of wind turbine gearboxes is the
first motivation for developing new closed-form formulae for predicting friction
coefficients. The second is that no formula exists for predicting the instantaneous
friction coefficient values for wind turbine gearbox contacts. As such, a new
family of closed-form friction coefficient formulae is proposed to allow a more
realistic prediction of friction coefficient values for wind turbine gearbox rolling–
sliding contacts. The new closed-form friction coefficient formulae are based on
a comprehensive experimental friction coefficient measurement database which
takes into account a wide range of rolling and sliding speeds, surface roughnesses,
oil temperature and lubrication conditions.
Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous machine, planetary gearbox, nonuniform load distribution, wind turbine gearbox, friction coefficient, power loss
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The renewed focus on improving reliability and efficiency in planetary gearboxes
is driven by the general machine element industry for ground and aerospace
vehicles, and the need for industrial drives to reduce power losses at the drivetrain.
Bearings and gears are the main tribological components which form the core
of these design spaces. Gears and bearings are typically exposed to demanding
applications, such as their use in ground vehicles, and various industrial drives and
motors. Being the main power transmission components of the above-mentioned
applications, power losses caused by these tribological components are critical to
the entire drivetrain efficiency.
Many operating wind turbines in the renewable energy industry use electric
generators which require rotational speeds of 1200–1800 rpm, so the relatively
low speed of rotation (10–25 rpm) of the main rotor blade and hub assembly
must be stepped up to accommodate the needs of the generator. A gearbox (as
shown in Figure 1.1) performs this function, and since the speed increase needed
is significant, it is common to design the gearboxes for a wind turbine drivetrain
using planetary gear sets and parallel gear configurations.
Gearboxes based on planetary gear sets offer higher gear ratios and higher power
densities with less noise in a more compact size. In planetary gear sets the load is
usually shared among all planet branches, thereby increasing the torque capability.
Furthermore, by choosing a particular component as an input or output and
specifying a particular component as the fixed member, different gear ratios can
be achieved. Additionally, the more planet gears there are at the planetary stage
the more the load capacity. Besides wind turbines, planetary gear sets are also
used in automotive transmissions, industrial drives and heavy off-road working
machines.
17
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Rotor blade

Gear box

Planet gear
MBS-A
MBS-B
Low-speed shaft
Hub

Generator
Brake disk
High-speed shaft
Parallel axis gear

: Rolling element bearings
MBS-A/B : Main shaft bearings
Figure 1.1. The configuration of a wind turbine drivetrain.

1.1

Motivation for the study

The wind power industry has seen increased growth within the last decade. With
16.8 gigawatts (GW) of gross additional wind power capacity installed in the year
2017 in Europe (15.6 GW in the European Union (EU))[61]. There are now 153
GW of wind energy capacity onshore and 15.8 GW offshore, making a total net
installed capacity of 168.7 GW wind energy. With this capacity, wind energy has
the second largest power generation capacity in Europe, closely approaching the
total installed capacity of gas in Europe. In 2017 wind energy accounted for 11.6
% of the EU’s electricity demand. Being a natural source of energy generation,
concerns regarding drivetrain availability, efficiency and reliability need to be
addressed in order to allow for the cost-effective operation of wind power farms.
The total electricity production in Finland in 2016 amounted to 66.2 terawatt
hours (TWh). In that same year, total electricity consumption amounted to 85.2
TWh (78 percent produced domestically and 22 percent imported from the Nordic
countries, Russia and Estonia) [76]. Of the 78 percent of consumed energy that is
produced in Finland, renewable energy sources contributed 29.6 TWh of the total.
One-tenth of this, or 2.96 TWh, was produced from wind power. Now, consider if
the efficiency of a 3 megawatt (MW) wind turbine gearbox installed onshore in
Finland is improved by 1 %, then about 30 kilowatts (kW) of additional power
will be available from a single wind turbine. Cumulatively, annual electricity
production in Finland would increase by 29.6 GWh due to improved wind power
efficiency.
The current trend in gearbox design for onshore (and some offshore) wind turbines
can be grouped in four categories: (i) three-point suspension, (ii) two-main-bearing
suspension, (iii) integrated drivetrains, and (iv) hub support drivetrains with a
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flexible coupling [29]. An important challenge in the design of these wind turbine
gearboxes is to minimize the cost of energy by maximizing the efficiency and
reliability, as they both have a direct impact on the cost of the energy produced
from wind turbines. Considering the increase in wind turbine size, the capacity
of the turbine results in extreme operating conditions for the turbine design
options that are deployed onshore. Understanding how to properly lubricate
the tribological components for example, bearings and gears in the wind turbine
gearbox is key to realizing the expected design life of the drivetrain. Additionally,
ensuring adequate elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) at the contacts of the
mating surfaces of the gear meshes and rolling element bearings in the wind
turbine gearbox is one way to reduce direct asperity interactions whilst reducing
friction when the contacts are in relative motion.
Recent data on the subsystem reliability of wind turbines have proven that the vast
majority of the gearboxes in wind turbines fail to achieve their predicted design
life [69]. The performance and accompanying reliability issues related to wind
turbine transmissions have led to increasing interest in direct-drive wind turbines.
The direct-drive systems reduce the number of lubricated contacts by doing away
with the gearbox; they are characterized by larger generator size and a larger
number of coils, and are yet to be proven reliable and efficient [68, 58]. Although
direct-drive systems could possibly lead to high savings on the drivetrain repairs
required by premature failures, direct benefits from direct-drive wind turbines
over their counterparts geared wind turbines, are still not conclusive [5, 69].
With regards to drivetrain component reliability, there is evidence to suggest that
white structure flaking (WSF), a prevalent failure mode in wind turbines, is due to
the formation of white etching cracks (WECs) [20]. Wind turbine gearboxes tend
to fail predominantly in this failure mode (WSF mode) at critical bearing locations
[38]. Using a large-scale industrial transient test rig, WECs were observed to
have resulted in the flaking of wind turbine gearbox bearings. In this test, the
loads experienced during the operation were: mean contact pressure of 1.9 GPa
and maximum contact pressure of 2.15 GPa. The reason for the flaking was
postulated to be due to the breaking of the tribofilm on the raceways [22]. Also
shown is evidence of the propensity for the degree of boundary lubrication to
influence WEC formation in rolling–sliding contacts in a benchtop test rig [26].
Studies conducted using twin-disc test rigs have been able to reproduce WECs
under severe operating conditions [27, 31, 62]. WECs in wind turbines form the
most critical and least understood failure mode, for which the root cause is still
being debated by the wind power tribological community. Recently, WECs were
generated on a ring-on-roller test rig and a cumulative energy criterion related
to frictional heat energy was postulated [26]. Elsewhere, sliding between rolling
element bearings and raceways under mixed friction conditions has been shown
to form WECs [39, 21].
Wind turbine drivetrains operate in a unique environment; as such, the gearbox
undergoes severe operating conditions, such as braking, grid engagement, torque
reversals, misalignment, unsteady wind and gusts, and grid faults. These conditions can lead to the possible breakdown of the lubricant film and consequently
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increase total friction loss. In addition, due to the speed requirements for the lowspeed shaft (LSS) through the high-speed shaft (HSS), the resultant lubrication
regime experienced in the drivetrain can vary from a boundary lubrication regime
to mixed lubrication. Considering that several multiple gear mesh and bearing
contacts exist in a wind turbine gearbox, friction at these contacts contributes
immensely to power losses in the transmission.
It is established in the review section that frictional heat and the resulting oil
temperature dictate the contact temperature which not only contributes to the
frequently occurring failures observed in wind turbines but also to power losses.
Another application case where heat generation is detrimental to efficiency and
durability is in traction motors. Recent developments in the design of traction
motors have resulted in the development of a planetary gear integrated with a
permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM). Such designs are typical for
heavy off-road working machines, but more importantly, they form a variant of a
wind turbine gearbox where a planetary gear stage is directly coupled to a PMSM.
So it has become more critical than ever before to predict power losses in wind
turbine gearboxes since any tangible improvement to gearbox efficiency has the
direct potential to reduce the cost of operating the wind turbine.

1.2

Power losses in tribological components

In practice, power losses manifest as heat at the contacts of tribological components.
Most machine components operate under conditions that involve relative motion
between rolling–sliding contact surfaces. Tribology characterizes the friction, wear
and the lubrication behavior of the rolling–sliding contact surfaces. A major
aspect of tribology involves the minimization and elimination of losses that occur
as a result of friction and wear at rolling–sliding contact interfaces. An improved
tribological design is essential for the efficient operation, improved reliability and
fewer breakdowns throughout the entire life-cycle of machine elements. Power
losses can be attributed to the interaction of a mechanical or electrical component
with its lubricating medium. The generated heat associated with the drivetrain
power dictates the cumulative gearbox efficiency. The following section will discuss
sources of power losses in tribological components.
Gear pair load-dependent power loss
Over the years gear efficiency has become a major concern for automotive vehicles
and industrial drives. This topic has been the focus of several investigations. The
major factor distinguishing all the previous studies conducted on this topic is
the methodology used. As reviewed by Eastwick and Johnson [17], Yada [80],
Martin [51], and Yufeng and Seireg [46], these methodologies can be grouped
as follows: (i) experimental investigations, (ii) prediction models using constant
friction coefficients and (iii) predictions based on physics-based EHL formulations.
The first group of studies conducted gear efficiency analyses using single spur and
helical gear pairs in order to investigate how the gear’s geometrical parameters
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and lubricant temperature affect gear pair power loss. Petry-Johnson et al. [60]
performed spur gear pair efficiency experiments using gear surface roughness,
speed, load and gear module as test parameters. The results indicated that
gear module and gear tooth surface roughness dictate high-speed gear efficiency.
Marques et al. [50] conducted helical gear pair experiments using various oil
formulations.
The second group of studies predicted power losses using a constant friction
coefficient. Most of these studies defined the friction coefficients as discrete data
points obtained from a ball-on-disc test rig or used a mean friction coefficient
formula to predict friction at the gear mesh contact. Schlenk [65] performed
gear efficiency calculations using a mean coefficient of friction formula. Schlenk’s
formula accounts for lubricant viscosity through a lubricant factor which can be
adjusted for different base oils. The work of Schlenk was recently adopted by
the International Standard Organization (ISO) [34]. Marques et al. [50] used
a mean friction coefficient formula, together with a power loss model, that is
only valid for spur gear pairs. Diab et al. [16] presented a dynamic model for a
helical gear pair to show the influence of tip relief on power loss. Höhn et al. [32]
presented a heat dissipation power loss model accompanied by experimental data
to investigate the influence of gear geometry, surface finishing and gear housing on
total power loss. Nutakor et al. [55] used an average friction coefficient formula to
approximate friction coefficient values along the path of contact, together with a
uniform load distribution at the contact of mating gear pairs, in order to predict
gear mesh power loss for sun–planet gear mesh types. Nutakor et al. [56] later
improved their initial effort to include a non-uniform load distribution model in
order to accurately account for the varying gear tooth loads at the planet–sun
and planet–ring mesh for a two-stage planetary gear set configuration. Fernandes
et al. [23] used an average coefficient of friction equation based on experimental
data to predict the gear mesh power losses of Forschungsstelle für Zahnräder und
Getriebebau (FZG) C40 gears.
The third group of studies relies on real-time EHL simulations to predict the friction
coefficient at the gear mesh contact in order to allow prediction of gear mechanical
power loss. Larsson [41] used a non-Newtonian fluid model while assuming
isothermal full film lubrication in order to capture the transient effects of pressure
and film thickness at every point on the LOA for a spur gear pair. The results
showed higher film thickness for mineral oil when compared to polyalphaolefin
(PAO) oil. Transient gear tooth effects and minimum film thickness were shown
to affect spur gear tooth lubrication. Li and Kahraman [43, 42] used mixed EHL
conditions with a rough gear tooth surface finish to instantaneously compute
the surface traction needed for the prediction of load-dependent power loss in
spur gear pairs. Li [42] later used a thermal mixed EHL model to investigate
the tribo-dynamic power loss of a spur gear pair. The transient EHL prediction
of gear mesh mechanical power loss while physics based and potentially more
accurate requires a significant amount of computational effort as the prediction of
the power loss of a gear pair requires several hundred EHL analyses. As such, this
approach becomes unfeasible for gearbox efficiency optimization where several
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analyses need to be conducted in order to find optimal sources of reducing power
loss.

Gear load-independent power loss
In terms of load-independent power loss, the approach used can also be categorized
according to the level of sophistication used to address the problem. One group
used experimental studies to quantify the oil churning or windage and oil pocketing
effects of gears fully or partially submerged in lubricants. Petry-Johnson et al.
[60] performed spur gear pair oil churning experiments using a static oil level as a
test parameter. Seetharaman and Kahraman [67] presented an experimental study
on the spin power loss of spur gear pairs operated in dip-lubrication conditions.
The results from this study indicate that the gear face width, rotational speed,
and static oil level have a significant impact on spin power losses.
The second group of studies on gear spin power losses used either numerical
or analytical closed-form formulations for predicting gear spin power losses.
Changenet and Velex [11] presented an analytical churning loss formula varied
with spur gear pairs operating under dip-lubrication conditions. Diab et al. [15]
introduced a hydrodynamic model of air-lubricant pumping in the spur and helical
gear mesh zone. Simulation results showed speed to be a dominating factor, with
less contribution emerging from helical gears. Seetharaman and Kahraman [66]
presented fluid mechanics closed-form expressions for predicting spur gear pair
drag and pocketing power losses. Talbot et al. [74] provided a computational
methodology for predicting helical gear pocketing power loss using the fluid
dynamics approach. The results from this study indicate that pocketing power
losses can only contribute significantly to power loss under high-speed conditions.
Also, wide face widths and small helix angles show larger pocketing power loss
effects.
In this research, the fluid mechanics approach to predicting spin power loss was
employed to capture the complex gear mesh pocketing and oil churning power
loss on all rotating solids and gears in the gearbox. The third group of studies
on spin power loss employed commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
codes. Al-Shibl et al. [2] presented a study to predict windage power loss from
a single spur gear rotating in the air. The results indicate the impact of gear
tooth modification on gear windage power loss. Concli and Gorla [13] presented
a numerical approach for studying the lubricant fluxes and the related power
losses using a single gear pair. Liu et al. [47] also used a similar CFD simulation
approach to investigate the oil distribution and churning losses inside a single-stage
gearbox of an FZG back-to-back efficiency gear test rig.
While the CFD approach appears to capture the oil distribution, oil churning and
pocketing interactions quite closely, the approach is computationally expensive,
as it requires a lot of simulation time. Furthermore, these commercial CFD codes
have little published information available in regards to the theory behind them.
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Planetary gearbox power loss
All of the studies cited above are limited to single gear mesh efficiency. Studies on
planetary gearbox power loss are very sparse. Mantriota presented some initial
experiments on a belt-driven power split continuously variable transmission (CVT)
test rig. This study, while useful for understanding the behavior of CVTs, provides
limited insight into planetary gear set power losses [49, 48]. Also, as shown by
Nutakor et al. [55], power losses due to tribological interactions in a planetary
gearbox account for a significant portion of the total power loss, even for a single
sun–planet gear mesh.
Talbot et al. [75, 73] presented experiments on power losses in planetary gear sets.
The results from these studies indicate that rotational speed, surface roughness, oil
temperature and the number of planet gears dictate both the mechanical and spin
power loss of planetary gear sets. In terms of the planetary gear set spin losses,
Kahraman et al. [36] and Neurouth et al. [54] recently presented experiments on
churning losses in a single planetary gear set. The results from these studies also
showed the impact of rotational speed, oil level, oil temperature and the number
of planet gears on planetary gear sets’ spin power loss.
The most common studies available on planetary gear train efficiency are limited
to kinematic and torque flow analysis. Castillo [14], Chen and Angeles [12], and
Salgado et al. [63] presented analytical expressions which employ speed and torque
equations and the concept of virtual gear teeth ratios to predict the efficiency of
planetary gear sets. In these studies, the efficiency of the planetary gear train
(PGT) is determined by obtaining the transmission ratio, after which the efficiency
is estimated through the kinematic analysis of the PGT graph diagram.
The studies reviewed above, while useful in providing a good database for the
study of planetary gear efficiency, focused on a single planetary gear set typical
of automotive transmissions and CVTs. These systems operate at speeds and
torque levels representative of automotive conditions and employ automotive
transmission oils typical for automotive gear and bearing contact problems. Also,
the test set-ups used in some of these studies were designed specifically to isolate
all other existing sources of power loss. Meanwhile the gearboxes used in some
industries, such as wind power and heavy off-road vehicle, may have a planetary
set incorporated in a PMSM. Therefore any tribological phenomenon leading to
overall power loss should account for both mechanical and electrical components
and how they interact.
A gearbox usually consists of multiple stages of planetary gear sets, either coupled
to a parallel stage or integrated into a generator. There is lack of experimental
data and analytical methods that predict the interactions contributing to power
losses in a planetary gearbox. Furthermore, a clear understanding of the power
losses in an integrated planetary gearbox is lacking in the literature.
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1.3

Objective and scope of the dissertation

The main aim of this study is to extend and provide a comprehensive investigation
of the power losses in a planetary gearbox, including both load-dependent and
load-independent power loss, through theoretical modeling and experiments. The
goal is to obtain a validated methodology for predicting power losses in a planetary
gearbox. In accordance with this goal, the specific objectives of this study are as
follows:
• to perform twin disk experiments to evaluate friction coefficient values by
simulating wind turbine gearbox lubricated contact parameters, to derive
new closed-form formulae for predicting friction coefficient values for rough
and smooth lubricated contacts using a multi-variable linear regression
analysis and to assess the accuracy of the regressed friction coefficient
formulae through comparisons with measured traction curves
• to develop a methodology for predicting the power losses of an entire
planetary gearbox and to extend this methodology to account for both
mechanical and electrical components in order to allow the prediction of an
integrated planetary gear set PMSM total power loss
• to validate the power loss prediction methodology by comparing the predictions to an integrated planetary gear set’s efficiency measurements.

1.4

Limitations

The research work presented in this thesis aimed at addressing power losses in
planetary gearboxes used in industrial and wind turbine applications. A simple sunplanet mesh power loss model is developed and advanced to a multi-stage planetary
gearbox model. A direct comparison of the simulation model for the wind turbine
gearbox power loss to measurement is impossible due to the lack of measurement
data. The integrated planetary gear power loss measurement, on the other hand
was successful. Although, in the course of the measurements several challenges
regarding the torque sensor was encountered. These challenges were mainly related
to the torque sensor sensitivity, which later resulted in a slight overestimation of
the measured total power loss for the integrated planetary gearbox. Nonetheless,
this thesis still provides important design guidelines concerning prediction and
measurement of power losses in planetary gearboxes. Also, it provides essential
tribological details of some wind turbine gear oils and their contributions to
gearbox power losses under different lubrication conditions. The work presented
in this thesis should be of great importance for engineers working in planetary
gearbox design and optimization.

1.5

Scientific contribution

The prediction of power losses at tribological contacts in any gearbox is key to
determining the energy efficiency of the geared drivetrain. The literature on
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planetary gearbox power losses lack a model that accounts for the non-uniform
load distribution at the gear tooth contact. The majority of the available literature
on gear power loss has used uniform load distribution assumptions.
Also, some of the existing literature has relied on assumed friction coefficients
without considering the actual friction coefficient values at the gear and bearing
rolling–sliding contacts. The only existing closed-form friction formulas available
now in the literature were derived for automotive applications, and the viscosity
grade of the lubricants in these automotive studies prohibits their use in wind
turbine applications.
Prior studies used custom-designed test set-ups (which do away with other existing
components) in order to replicate actual gear transmissions. Such simplified test
set-ups usually allowed studying the efficiency of bearings and gears as individual
components by excluding the influence of other existing components, such as
electric motors. In traction motors, a planetary gears set can be incorporated in
a PMSM to form the entire planetary gearbox. Furthermore, the next-generation
wind turbine gearbox configurations have also adopted the integration of planetary
gears with PMSMs as such is the case, it is essential to analyze the system as
a whole in order to understand how the mechanical and electrical components
interact.
This research gap, combined with the design assumptions used in analyzing gear
trains especially in wind turbines and heavy off-road vehicles may have contributed
to the low efficiency rating and frequently existing failure and reliability issues
in these major industries. The research presented here fills some of research gap.
The main contributions of this study can be summarized in four categories using
Publications I, II, III and IV:
Publication I investigates the power losses of a planet–sun gear pair using
existing approximate models. This model allowed the identification of the major
sources of power losses to be gear mesh mechanical (load-dependent) losses and
bearing power losses. Also, the influence of base oil on bearing power loss was
identified as a major contributor to wind turbine bearing power loss. In addition,
several sources of reducing planet–sun gear mesh power loss were identified.
Publication II presents a marked improvement over the frequently used approximation for power loss prediction [33]. The developed model combines a local
friction coefficient formula with a non-uniform load distribution model originally
designed for external gear pairs. This load distribution model has been applied
on internal gear geometry to account for the varying gear tooth load intensities at
the planet–sun and planet–ring gear mesh contact in planetary gears. Using the
power loss model, a detailed design sensitivity study was conducted to identify
sources for improving the efficiency of a two-stage wind turbine planetary gearbox.
Publication III presents the first methodology for predicting the power losses of
a planetary gearbox, whereby a single planetary stage is integrated with a PMSM.
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This configuration can form the next generation of planetary gearboxes for traction
motors and wind turbine gearboxes. For this a modeling approach which accounts
for other sources of power loss such as PMSM power loss, is implemented. The
methodology provides a marked improvement over other published literature on
planetary gear power loss predictions. The modeling methodology presented in this
study compares well with experiments, making it the first validated methodology
describing an actual integrated planetary gear PM gearbox.
Publication IV presents the most comprehensive experimental database quantifying the friction coefficient values for a wind turbine lubricant and contact
conditions in the literature. It is the first of its kind and includes a wide range
of operating speeds, normal loads, surface finishes and oil temperatures that are
present in wind turbine gearboxes. Using this experimental database, a family
of closed-form friction coefficient formulae for rough and smooth rolling element
bearing and gear contacts are presented.

Chapter 2

Planetary gearbox power loss modeling

The study presented here deals with different sources of power losses in a planetary
gearbox. The total power transmitted by a planetary gearbox is not only limited
to the load rating but also includes the heat generated at the lubricated rolling–
sliding contacts in the planetary gearbox. The heat generated within the gearbox
and between the lubricated contacts influences the total power transmitted by the
planetary gearbox; as such, the gearbox efficiency and related thermal consequences
need to be addressed at the design stage because they have a direct effect on the
overall reliability of the gearbox.

2.1

Planetary gearbox power loss prediction methodology

Power losses in any planetary gearbox can be categorized into two main groups as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. One group, referred to as load-dependent (mechanical)
power losses (PLD ) are attributed to load, and the relative sliding and rolling action
of the lubricated bearing and gear mesh contacts. These losses are dependent on
the torque transmitted by the given component and are characterized by friction
at the respective contact [51, 10, 4, 3]. The second group of power losses is termed
load-independent (spin) (PLI ) which is attributed to the losses present in the
gearbox under no load or during idling conditions. Together these two power loss
groups form the total power loss (P ) of a planetary gearbox. With the two main
power loss categories identified, the total power loss of the planetary gearbox is
determined as
P = PLD + PLI .

(2.1)

The main contributors to the load-dependent power loss of a planetary gearbox
are the total mechanical gear mesh loss (Pmg ) and the total bearing mechanical
power loss (Pmb ). With this the load-dependent power loss of a planetary gearbox
becomes
27
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Planetary gearbox
power loss

Load-dependent
(mechanical) power loss

Gear mesh loss
(Helical or spur)
external
internal

Bearing
mechanical loss

Load-independent
(spin) power loss

Carrier & gear drag loss
external
internal

Gear mesh
pocketing loss
external
internal

Bearing drag loss

Figure 2.1. The main components of planetary gearbox power loss.

PLD = Pmg + Pmb .

(2.2)

Spin losses comprise drag and oil pocketing losses, which are attributed to the
rotating gears and mesh contacts, and viscous heat dissipation in rolling element
bearings [33]. Also, other secondary sources of viscous dissipation in seals and
auxiliaries may contribute to the total power loss in the transmission. These losses
are primarily influenced by the applied lubrication methods employed in a specific
gearbox (for example dip-lubrication or pressure fed lubrication), geometry, speed
and the interaction of the air, oil or air/oil mixture with the rotating bearing
and gear. However, considering that the operating pitch line velocity for wind
turbine gearbox ranges from 1 m/s to about 10 m/s, losses associated to seals
and auxiliaries will not be considered in this study as they have been identified to
be negligible and the least consequential factors in the total power loss of a wind
turbine gearbox [56, 55, 19]. Accordingly, the main contributors to spin power loss
in a planetary gearbox are the rotating components drag losses (Pd ), oil pocketing
power loss due to lubricant pumping action at the gear mesh (Pp ) and losses due
to rolling element bearing viscous drag (Pbd ). Thus, the total load-independent
power loss of the planetary gearbox is determined as [66]:
PLI = Pd + Pp + Pbd .

2.2

(2.3)

Prediction of load-independent power loss

The load-independent power loss of the planetary gearbox can be categorized into
two groups. The first group is composed of the drag losses associated with the
interaction of a rotating component (gear, carrier, solid rotating component) with
the lubricant or air–oil mixture of the surrounding medium. The second group
is the pocketing or squeezing losses at the respective sun–planet (external) gear
mesh and the planet–ring (internal) gear mesh interfaces. A rotating component
fully or partially immersed in a lubricant is subject to drag forces due to lubricant
interaction along the direction of flow on the periphery and the sides of the gears,
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carrier, or solid component. Also, root filling of the gear cavities immersed in the
lubricant contributes to some amount of load-independent losses. However, such
losses were neglected in this study, as they are too small to be regarded in any
power loss computation.
In this study, the carrier, gear and other rotating components for which drag
losses need to be accounted are modeled as cylindrical discs. Seetharaman and
Kahraman [66] originally developed closed-form formulations for external gear pair
drag loss. Using this, while accounting for the internal gear mesh, (see Figure 2.2),
the total drag losses at the external and internal gear meshes can be predicted.

Rolling element

Ring gear
Planet gear

roi
φ
Oil level
hi

Figure 2.2. Parameters for static oil level

According to Seetharaman and Kahraman [66], the drag loss on the periphery of
component i is given as
i
2 2
Pdp
= 4vd bi roi
ωi φ,

(2.4)

where vd , bi , roi , and ωi are the lubricant dynamic viscosity, face width, outside
radius, and the angular velocity of a gear i respectively. Here φ is the immersion
angle that is defined as φi = cos−1 [1 − hi ]. The immersion depth hi of gear i (as
shown in Figure 2.2) is made dimensionless using the planet gear outside radius
roi as, hi = hi /roi . Accordingly, the drag power loss along the face of component
i is given as [66]:

i
Pdf
=


2 Ai
0.41ρvk0.5 ωi2.5 roi

df


√
,



sin φi


if Re < 105



2.72 Ai

0.025ρvk0.14 ωi2.86 roi

df


,

0.14

if Re ≥ 105

[sin φi ]

,

(2.5)

where ρ and vk are the density and kinematic viscosity of the lubricant contained
in certain locations, for example the planet gear sump or helical stage sump (in
the case of wind turbine gearboxes). For automotive or heavy off-road working
machines the lubricant is typically located in the open space of the gearbox.
i within a lubricant flow regime. The lubricant flow is
Equation 2.5 estimates Pdf
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characterized by the Reynolds number for either laminar (Re < 105 ) or turbulent
2 /v [35]. The wetted surface area Ai on the
(Re ≥ 105 ) regimes as Re = 2ρωi roi
d
df
side of component i is given as
Aidf

=

2
roi



π
− sin−1 (1 − hi ) − (1 − hi ) hi (2 − hi ) .
2
q



(2.6)

The total drag loss of any rotating component i in the planetary gearbox is given
i and face P i such that one obtains
as the sum of drag loss on its periphery Pdp
df
i
i
Pdi = Pdp
+ Pdf
.

(2.7)

Lastly, the lubricant pumping (the squeezing of oil) at a gear mesh pocket for
every cavity j of gear i at mesh position m were computed by first determining
the end and backlash leakage areas. Next, the discharge velocities of the lubricant
escaping through the backlash flow area Ab,ij and the end flow area Ae,ij at mesh
position m according to Seetharaman and Kahraman [66], are given as
χm dVijm
ωi ,
Ab,ij dθ

(2.8)

(1 − χm ) dVijm
ωi ,
2Ae,ij
dθ

(2.9)

m
vb,ij
=

m
ve,ij
=

m
m
where χm is the flow factor, defined as χm = Am
b,ij /(2Ae,ij +Ab,ij ), V is an arbitrary
volume and θ is a rotational increment angle in the tangential direction. With
the discharge velocities predicted, the pressure at backlash flow area pb,ij and end
flow area pe,ij are obtained respectively as

pm
b,ij = pb,ij

1
m−1 2
m 2
+ ρ[(vb,ij
) − (vb,ij
) ],
2

(2.10)

pm
e,ij = pe,ij

1
m−1 2
m 2
+ ρ[(ve,ij
) − (ve,ij
) ].
2

(2.11)

(m−1)

(m−1)

m
With this, the forces acting on the oil escaping through Am
e,ij and Ab,ij respectively
m
m
m
m
m
m
are Fe,ij = −pe,ij Ae,ij and Fb,ij = −pb,ij Ab,ij . With this, the instantaneous power
loss at the j-th control volume over the entire gear mesh rotational increments
m ∈ [1, M ] is found as
m
m
m
m
m
Pp,ij
= vb,ij
Fb,ij
+ 2ve,ij
Fe,ij
.

(2.12)

Finally, the average pocketing power loss of the entire control volume J of gear i
becomes
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m



Ppm

m



J1
J2
M
X
X
1 X
m
m 

=
Pp,1j
+
Pp,2j
.
M m=1 j=1
j=1

(2.13)

These pocketing losses occur at each sun–planet gear mesh (ex) as well as planet–
ring gear mesh (in) such that given a number of planet gears (Np ), the total
pocketing losses occurring at a planetary stage becomes
Pp = Np (Ppin + Ppex ).

(2.14)

Equation 2.14 does not account for a helical gear tooth but it is used here to
approximate Pp for either spur or helical gears immersed in oil. This approximation
is reasonable provided that the studied planetary gear sets are operating at a low
pitch line velocity, as is the case in the present study. The bearing viscous losses
were predicted using empirical formula from SKF [70].
Here the bearing viscous power loss Pbd of a planet gear bearing having a rotational
speed Ωb is given in Watts (W) as
Pbd =

πTbd Ωb
.
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(2.15)

In Equation 2.15, Tbd is the bearing frictional moment given as

Tbd = 4VM Kr Cw Bw d4m Ω2b + 1.093 · 10−7 Ω2b d3m

Ωb d2m ft
vk

!−1.379

Rs ,

(2.16)

where VM is a bearing drag loss factor, Kr is the rolling element related constants,
Cw is a bearing drag parameter, Bw is the bearing width, dm is the bearing mean
diameter, ft and Rs are bearing drag loss constants. The variables and functions
used in the empirical equation for the frictional moment of drag losses in rolling
element bearings are:
3
2
Cw = 2.789 · 10−10 lD
− 2.786 · 10−4 lD
+ 0.0195lD + 0.6439,

(2.17)

where is lD and Rs are bearing drag loss constants, described using the bearing
geometry and static oil level H as
ft =

(

sin
0;

t
2



; t ∈ [0, π]
,
t ∈ [π, 2π]

Rs = 0.018KZ d2dm (t − sin t)

(do + di )
,
do − di

(2.18)

(2.19)
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t = 2 cos−1



lD = 5

0.6dm − H
0.6dm

KL Bw
;
dm

Kr =



;

H = 1.2dm ,

1
dm = (di + do ),
2

KL KZ (di + do )
· 10−12 .
do − di

(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

Contributors to load-independent power loss includes the pocketing of oil at the
external and internal gear mesh, rolling element bearing drag, and the internal
and external gear drag. Here the ring gear drag loss Pdr = 0 because the ring gear
is fixed to the gearbox housing. However, pocketing at the internal gear mesh
p
(Ppin ) and external gear mesh (Ppex ), planet gear bearing drag loss (Pbd
), sun gear
s
r
c
drag loss (Pd ), ring gear (Pd ) and carrier drag loss (Pd ) are included in the spin
power loss prediction. With this the overall load-independent power loss in a
planetary gear set becomes
p
PLI = Np Ppin + Ppex + Pbd
+ Pds + Pdr + Pdc ,

h

i

(2.23)

where Np is the number of planet gears in the planetary gear set, in denotes the
internal gear mesh, ex denotes the external gear mesh, and c is the carrier.

2.3

Prediction of load-dependent power loss

The planetary gearbox power loss methodology proposed in this study improves
the methodology presented in [33] by (i) employing the minimum elastic potential
energy (MEPE) load distribution model of Pedrero et al. [59] for the computation
of normal load per unit length along the gear tooth contact lines, (ii) by incorporating a family of new closed-form friction coefficient (µ) formulae, obtained for
both smooth and rough contacts such that any asperity interaction at a discrete
contact point can be predicted.
Prediction of load per unit length
A gear load distribution model initially developed by Pedrero et al. [59] for
standard external involute gears and further developed by Sánchez et al. [64] to
account for load distribution in non-standard external gears was used to predict
the load per unit length f (ξ, ξ0 ) on the line of contact. Nutakor et al. [56] applied
this MEPE model on a wind turbine planetary gearbox by using the geometry of
the external pinion and the internal gear wheel to compute the elastic potential.
To accomplish this task, a helical gear was discretized into infinite slices (see
Figure 2.3), perpendicular to the gear axis. Here, the thin slices are equivalent to
spur gears stacked according to the helix angle. With this the contact on each
slice can be modeled as a cylindrical line contact. The load per unit length at a
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point on the line of contact described by ξ at the mesh position ξ0 is given as in
[59]:

f
βb

ξ

v(ξ0 )

d

v(ξ)

e
ξ

b

βb

c v(ξinn ) ro ξ
a
ra

βb

θa = ξa 2π
Z
rb

Figure 2.3. An example of the load distribution parameters on sliced helical teeth
(modified [71]).

f (ξ, ξ0 ) =

εβ cos βb v(ξ)
F,
b
Iv (ξ0 )

(2.24)

where εβ is the axial contact ratio, βb is the base helix angle, v is the inverse
unitary potential, ξ is the profile parameter, F is the transmitted load, b represents
the effective facewidth, Iv is the integral of the inverse unitary potential along the
line of action, the profile parameter ξ0 of the reference transverse section describes
the mesh position inside the mesh cycle. The profile parameter ξ of the contact
point is defined as
v
u

2
Z1 u
t rξ − 1,
ξ=
2π rb2

(2.25)

where Z is the number of teeth, rξ is the radius of the contact point, and rb is
the base radius. The inverse unitary potential v, which is proportional to the
mesh stiffness of the tooth pair for unit facewidth, can be described following the
equations presented in [59]:
v(ξ) = cos[b0 (ξ − ξm )],
where

(2.26)
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1
α
b0 =
1+
2
2
" 

2

−1

#− 1

2

;

ξm = ξinn +

α
.
2

(2.27)

Here b0 is the face width parameter, α is the transverse contact ratio, ξm is
the profile parameter corresponding to the midpoint of the interval of contact
ξinn ≤ ξ ≤ ξinn + α and ξinn is the profile parameter of the inner point of contact.
Finally, assuming v(ξ) = 0 outside the contact domain, the function Iv (ξ0 ) can
be computed from
Iv (ξ0 ) =

ZX
1 −1 Z ξ0 +j
j=0

v(ξ) dξ.

(2.28)

ξ0 +j−β

Radius curvature and surface velocities
The surface velocities at the point of contact for external spur gear pairs can
be described as ui = %i ωi , where %i is the transverse radius of curvature with
i = 1, 2 for pinion and gear profiles respectively. Similarly, ωi describes the
angular velocities of gear 1 and 2 respectively. The kinematic relation describing
the absolute velocities of the central members (the carrier, sun gear and the ring
gear) in a planetary gear set (see Figure 2.4) can be described by the Willis
equation [78]:
Zs ωs + Zr ωr = (Zs + Zr )ωc ,

(2.29)

where Zs and Zr are the sun’s and ring’s number of teeth respectively. Here ωc ,
ωs and ωr are the angular velocities of the carrier, sun and ring gears respectively.
For a planetary gear set configuration where the ring gear is fixed (ωr = 0), one
obtains
Zr
ωs = 1 +
Zs



Zr
Zp

!



ωp =

1−

ωc ,

(2.30)

ωc ,

(2.31)

where Zp and ωp are the planet gear’s number of teeth and absolute angular
velocity respectively. Considering that in a planetary gear set specific inputs and
outputs can be achieved depending on which of the central members is held fixed
and which is the input or output, a speed reduction or increaser configuration
may result. For example, if we consider the sun–planet gear (external) mesh for a
typical wind turbine planetary gear set, for this configuration (a speed increaser)
the planet gear is usually sized to be bigger than the sun gear, as such the sun
gear can be referred to as the pinion (see Figure 2.4). The opposite is true for a
reduction gear configuration. Figure 2.5 shows a general description of an external
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Figure 2.4. A schematic of a planetary gear set with a sun gear, a planet carrier with
four planet gears, integrated planet bearings and a ring gear.

sun–planet gear mesh with the tooth rolling and sliding velocities. Here the pinion
(gear 1) serves as the driver, with the driven gear being gear 2. The line T1 T2 is
a common tangent for the base circles of gear i. The tooth profiles have linear
velocities of V1 and V2 respectively, which are coincident with the contact point
C. The tooth profiles of gear i have a normal speed Vn . The designated point P
locates the operating pitch point, the point of tangency between the two pitch
circles of gear i. Consequent to the slicing of the gear pair into segments required
for the MEPE load distribution model, any potential contact for each segment,
on the line of contact, can be modeled as a cylindrical line contact with wj as the
segment width.

T1
rb2

P

ω2

Vn

C

rb1

V1

V2
u2

u1

T2
us
Figure 2.5. The rolling and sliding velocities of an external gear mesh.
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The contacts at each segment have an equivalent radius of curvature %j between
the contacts of the two surfaces as well as rolling velocities urj and sliding velocities
usj . Here involute tooth profiles with no modifications are assumed, thus given
the angular velocity of the contact surface of gear i, the tooth surface velocities
of the mating gears in the planetary gear set can be defined with respect to the
planet carrier as
u1j = %1j (ω1 − ωc ),

(2.32)

u2j = %2j (ω2 − ωc ),

(2.33)

where ωc is the planet carrier angular velocity, %1j and %2j are the radii of curvature
at the point of contact, and u1j and u2j are the tooth surface velocities of gear 1
and 2 respectively. With this, the sliding velocities usj and rolling velocities urj ,
for each contact segment j is defined respectively as in [18]:
usj = u1j − u2j ,
urj =

1
(u1j + u2j ) ,
2

(2.34)
(2.35)

Once the load intensity fjm , which is the load per unit length for each contact
segment j, is obtained from the MEPE load distribution prediction for each
contact segment and the kinematics of the contact are accurately defined, the
only unknown is the coefficient of friction µjm at the contact segment j, at mesh
position m(m ∈ [1, M ]). The derivation of µjm will follow in the subsequent
sections. Combining all the main factors influencing friction losses at the gear
mesh i(i = in, ex) leads to the sliding power loss, given as
i
Pmgsl
=

M X
J
1 X
us wjm fjm µjm .
M m=1 j=1 jm

(2.36)

where usjm is the gear tooth surface sliding velocity wjm is the width of the j-th
contact segment at the mesh position m.
Friction coefficient model
Considering that the operating conditions of many planetary gear gearboxes is
such that high levels of torque are transmitted at a relatively low speed, under
rough gear tooth surface conditions (some automotive applications even use shaved
gear surfaces), for tribological components under such operating conditions, the
shear traction between the contact surfaces is composed of the viscous shear
within the hydrodynamic fluid regions and the friction due to the direct asperity
interactions of the contacting solids at the boundary lubricated region. Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6. Discretized contact lines at the plane of action.

illustrates the discretized contact lines of involute profiles, at the plane of action
for helical gear pairs.
Here b is the active face width, z is the direction about which the gears rotates.
Zc is the zone of contact, between the Start of Active Profile (SAP) and tip of the
tooth of gear j. The sliding viscous shear stress acting on the contact segment
may be represented by a one dimensional (1D) flow as
τ (x, t) = ηe

usj
,
h(x, t)

(2.37)

where h(x, t) is the instantaneous film thickness distribution and ηe is the effective
viscosity in the rolling direction. Here x defines the coordinate for a point of
contact in the sliding direction. In the boundary lubricated region the shear stress
is defined as in [43, 37]:
τ (x, t) = µd p(x, t),

(2.38)

where µd is the friction coefficient for the dry contact condition. The average
coefficient of friction at a contact segment then becomes

µj =

1
Nt

Nt
X
n=1

x
Re

τ (x, tn ) dx

xs

fjm

,

(2.39)

where xs and xe define the limits at the start and end points for the computational
domain of the contact zone. The sum of discrete time instances is tn defined for
the simulation is Nt .
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Rolling traction formula for line contacts
For line contacts, isothermal rolling traction due to oil build up is approximated
according to Goksem and Hargreaves [24]:
F̃r =

ϕT 4.318(G U )0.658 W
α0

0.0126

%eq

(2.40)

,

where G, U and W are the non-dimensional material, speed, and load parameters,
respectively given as
G = α0 E ; U = vd urj /[E %eq ]; W = fjm /[E %eq ].
0

0

0

(2.41)

The effective radius of curvature is %eq and α0 is the pressure-viscosity coefficient
of the lubricant. It is noted that the thermal correction factor of Gupta et al.
[30] has been incorporated into the rolling traction formula. This is done to
compensate for lubricant viscosity and film thickness reduction due to lubricant
shear heating. With the thermal reduction factor given as
1 − 13.2(ph /E )L0.42
T
,
1 + 0.213 (1 + 2.23|SR|0.83 ) L0.64
T
0

ϕT =
where

LT =

vd ζ(urj )2 /κ;

SR =

usj
urj

!

.

(2.42)

(2.43)

The parameter LT compensates for thermal loading, ζ is the temperature-viscosity
coefficient, κ is the lubricant thermal conductivity and SR is the slide-to-roll ratio.
With all parameters contributing to rolling power loss estimated at each contact
segment J of gear mesh i(i = in, ex), the rolling power loss is found as
i
Pmgrl
=

M X
J
1 X
ur wjm F̃rjm .
M m=1 j=1 jm

(2.44)

Rolling element bearing mechanical power loss
Similar to the gear mesh contacts, the rolling element power loss is predicted as a
total contribution of rolling and sliding frictional moment loss on the bearings.
The rolling frictional moment Trr is given as [70]
Trr = Φish Φrs Grr (vn)0.6 .

(2.45)

where Φish is the inlet shear heating reduction factor, Φrs kinematic replenishment/starvation reduction factor, Grr is a rolling frictional moment variable. The
sliding frictional moment Tsl on the bearings is given as [70]
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Tsl = Gsl µsl .

(2.46)

where Gsl is a sliding frictional moment variable and µsl is the sliding friction
coefficient. Now, following Equation (2.15) one can deduce the rolling element
bearings mechanical power loss in Watts (W) as
Pmb =

π(Trr + Tsl )Ωb
.
30

(2.47)

With all the individual contributors to load-dependent power loss, including
i
i
sliding power loss (Pmgsl
) and rolling power loss (Pmgrl
) at gear mesh i (i = in, ex)
and the sliding power loss (Pmbsl ) and rolling power loss (Pmbrl ) at the planet
p
gear rolling element-raceway contacts (Pmb
) identified, the overall load-dependent
power loss of a planetary gear set becomes
p
in
ex
in
ex
PLD = Np Pmgsl
+ Pmgsl
+ Pmgr
+ Pmgr
+ Pmb
.

h

i

(2.48)

The total power loss in a planetary gearbox with i components and k stages then
becomes
PT =

XX
k

2.4

k
k
PLD,i
+ PLI,i
.

(2.49)

i

Development of new friction coefficient formulae

The computational effort required in predicting traction coefficient values at
gear mesh contacts during the lubrication analysis study (EHL simulations) for
gear pairs appears to be impractical for design and parameter sensitivity studies.
Nonetheless, the need to have a high fidelity prediction of friction coefficient has
motivated the proposals of closed-form equations, such as the work of Schlenk
on the average friction coefficient formula [65]. The work by Schlenk, which has
recently been adopted in an ISO standard [34], takes into account oil formulation
and uses a lubricant factor to distinguish between different base oil and additive
packages. Although the work by Schlenk accounts for surface roughness, load and
oil parameters, it assumes friction to be constant on the path of contact.
Gear tooth friction is not constant and it is dependent on the tribological
phenomena at the point of contact [79, 9]. To account for the local friction
coefficient, the formula by Benedict and Kelly [8] is typically used in the industry.
Meanwhile the work by Benedict and Kelly although taking into account oil
dynamic viscosity, rolling velocity and load it shows a singularity at pitch point
when used for predicting the local friction coefficient at the LOA. Other existing
local friction coefficient formulas such those proposed by Xu et al. [79], Li et
al. [45] and Kolivand et al. [37] do account for the time-varying gear tooth
parameters, but are limited to automotive applications.
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In this study, instead of predicting the traction coefficient in real time using
the friction model described earlier, a family of closed-form friction coefficient
formulae are proposed for both smooth and rough rolling element bearing and
gear contacts, using a wind turbine gearbox lubricant. The formulae are developed
using several experimental traction coefficient values. The need for using only
experimental traction coefficient values is motivated by the lack of the rheological
models needed to describe wind turbine lubricants [28, 6]. It is noted that any
discussion regarding the effect of lubricant rheology on friction is not possible
without considering the effect on film thickness [7]. As such, the parameters
required for the accurate prediction of lubricant film thickness (viscosity and the
asymptotic isoviscous pressure coefficient) should be accurate in order to allow
for determining the shear rate needed for predicting the friction coefficient.
Experimental measurement of friction coefficient
Experimental tests were conducted using s rolling–sliding test rig (twin-disc)
previously used for contact failure experiments related to wind turbine gearbox
micro-pitting [44]. This twin-disc test set-up was used in this study to simulate
wind turbine gearbox contacts with respect to their rolling and sliding speeds,
surface roughnesses, oil temperature and lubrication conditions. The overall goal
was to provide an experimental database capable of characterizing wind turbine
gearbox contacts and also allow the derivation of closed-form friction coefficient
formulae.
The test set-up
Figure 2.7 shows the twin-disk test rig used in this study to experimentally
evaluate the friction coefficient at the sliding–rolling contacts of two example test
specimens. Also shown in Figure 2.8 is the schematics of the complete layout of
the test machine. Here an illustration showing how an example normal load Fn
was applied during the test run provides a better overview of the test procedure.
The test rig is capable of achieving the desired rolling–sliding speeds typical in
wind turbine gearboxes; furthermore, it operates within rolling–sliding speed and
Hertzian contact stress ranges, as defined by Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. The contact parameter ranges achievable by the twin-disc test rig.

Parameter
Maximum contact pressure
Rolling speed
Slide-to-roll ratio
Oil temperature

Symbol
ph
vr
SR
T0

Range
0–2.5
2–12
-1.0–1.0
40–120

Unit
GPa
m/s
◦C

Test specimens and lubricant properties
The specimens selected for the traction test comprised of two discs with different
profile curvatures (see Figure 2.8). The smaller component of the contact pair
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AC motor
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Figure 2.7. The twin-disc test rig.

referred to as the roller, has a pure cylindrical shape with an outer radius of
r1 = 15.875 mm, a face width of 7.6 mm and no lead crown. The larger of the two
discs referred to as the disc, had an outer radius of r2 = 28.575 mm, a face width
of 6.3 mm, and a circular lead crown of radius 75 mm. Given the geometrical
parameters for the test specimen used in this study, the contact between the
crowned disc and the roller is represented by an elliptical point contact. When
these two discs are loaded an elliptical contact patch is created with a Hertzian
contact ellipticity b/a = 3.75 mm where a and b are the Hertzian half-widths of
the contact in the rolling (tangential) and axial directions respectively.
The surface roughness of each test specimen was processed to mimic the direction
lay of actual gear contacts in the direction of sliding. The axial grinding marks and
isotropic roughness of the ground and smooth test specimens are a direct result
of the surface finishing of the twin-disc specimens. These specimens are made out
0
of AISI 9310 gear steel with an equivalent Young’s modulus of E = 2.27 · 1011
Pa. Each specimen was initially case carburized to achieve a surface hardness
of 60–62 HRC representing typical wind turbine, automotive and aerospace gear
tooth hardness. Figure 2.9 depicts an example measured initial three-dimensional
(3D) surface roughness traces, obtained using a ZeGage optical surface profiler
commonly known as a Zygo profiler.
Regression of measured traction data
A multiple linear regression analysis makes use of the relation between two or
more quantitative parameters so that a response variable can be predicted from
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Figure 2.8. The layout of the twin-disc machine, showing its main parts.

others [40]. Using this statistical methodology, the dependent variable, which in
the case of this study are the friction coefficient values can be interpreted as a
function of multiple individual variables as
yi = ϑ0 + ϑ1 xi + · · · + ϑn,p−1 xn,p−1 + γi ;

i = 1, ..., n,

(2.50)

where y is the i-th dependent variable ( the response), ϑ is the n-th regression
coefficient p is the number of ϑ coefficient terms in the regression relationship.
Here γ is the residual term signifying the difference between an actual and a
predicted value of y. Considering that a large number of traction test data was
used to formulate the response y, a multiple linear regression of the test data can
be written in matrix form as
Y = Xϑ + γ,

(2.51)

where
y1
1 x1
ϑ1
γ1
 


 
 
 y2 
1 x2 
 ϑ2 
 γ2 


 
 
Y =
.. 
 ..  ; X =  ..
 ; ϑ =  ..  ; γ =  ..  .
. 
.
.
 . 
 . 
yn
1 xn
ϑn
γn
















(2.52)
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Figure 2.9. An example of a measured three-dimensional surface roughness profile for
an axially grounded specimen.

Here, Y , X, ϑ and γ represent a vector of response variables, a matrix of known
constants, a vector of regression coefficients and a vector of residual (error)
respectively. From Equation (2.51), an ordinary linear regression is conducted
to obtain the fitted values σi from this initial regression and then after a new
set of ordinary regression is conducted, but this time with weights wi defined
as wi = 1/(σi )2 . From a weighted least squares multiple linear regression, the
estimates of the regression become




b0
 
 b1 
−1
T
T

b=
 ..  = (X WX) (X WY),
.

(2.53)

bn
where b is a vector of regression estimates, X is a matrix of predictors, W is
a diagonal matrix containing weights wi and Y is the response matrix. The
weighted least square estimate minimize SSE defined as
SSE =

n
X

wi (yi − ŷi )2 ,

(2.54)

i=1

where ŷi is the predicted response of an i-th observed response value and n is the
number of observations. The goodness of fit of all potential variables are accessed
through the coefficient of determination R2 (R-squared). The R2 indicates how
much variation in the response is explained by the regression formula. However,
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because the R2 value increases whenever an additional variable is added to the
2
list of parameters, the resultant value of R2 can be misleading. Hence an Radj
2
(adjusted R-squared) is used as it provides an unbiased estimate of R2 . The Radj
is defined as
(yi − ŷi )2
2
Radj
=1− P
(yi − y i )2
"P

2.5

#

n−1
.
n−p−1


(2.55)

Integrated planetary gearbox power loss

In this section, the results from an experimental study on the power losses of an
integrated planetary gear set PMSM (an integrated planetary gearbox) are presented. The experimental set-up includes instrumentation to allow measurement
of power loss while operating the integrated planetary gearbox under conditions
where (a) the a reduction gear is present and (b) a reduction gear is absent.
Integrated gearbox configuration
The integrated planetary gearbox is composed of a multiple-pole tooth-coil wound
PMSM. The complete driveline is a compact two-speed transmission with a
reduction gear range (the first gear) and a direct-drive range (the second gear).
Either the reduction gear or the direct-drive gear can be enabled by dog clutches.
Figure 2.10 shows a schematic view in which the power flow in each gear range is
explained.
Speed reduction and torque multiplication occur in the first gear range. Here,
the planetary gear set ratio is 3.64:1. In the assembly of the integrated planetary
gear drive, the PM rotor is directly connected to the sun gear. The first gear (the
reduction) range is enabled by engaging clutch 2. In this operating mode, power
is transmitted from the sun gear, through the planet carrier then to the output
shaft (see Figure 2.10a). The direct-drive occurs when dog clutch 1 is engaged.
In this operating mode, the planet carrier rotates freely, while the sun gear and
the output shaft rotate at the same speed as the rotor to obtain a direct-drive 1:1
gear ratio for the entire transmission. (see Figure 2.10b).
Integrated gearbox power loss prediction methodology
Power losses in any geared transmission have already been categorized into two
main groups in previous sections of this dissertation. Here the main goal is to
further expend these main power loss components (load-dependent and loadindependent losses as shown in Figure 2.11) in order to accommodate losses that
are present in a planetary gearbox due to the incorporation of a conventional
planetary gear set with a PMSM.
The methodology employed here to predict the total power loss of an integrated
planetary gearbox takes into account the power loss components previously
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Figure 2.10. The power flow of an integrated planetary gear drive (a) in the reduction
gear range (b) in the direct-drive.

developed for conventional planetary gearboxes and then it adds extra power loss
components identified for planetary gear sets integrated with a PMSM.
The load-dependent losses of an integrated planetary gearbox becomes the
summation of the gear mesh Pmg , bearing mechanical loss Pmb and the PM
rotor load-dependent loss PPMLD components as
PLD = Pmg + Pmb + PPMLD .

(2.56)

Load-independent losses in an integrated planetary gearbox consist of all rotating
components’ drag losses Pd , oil pocketing loss due to lubricant pumping action
at the gear mesh Pp , losses due to rolling element bearing viscous drag Pbd
and losses due to PMSM’s interaction with oil PPMLI . Accordingly, the total
load-independent power loss of the integrated planetary gearbox is determined as
PLI = Pd + Pp + Pbd + PPMLI .

(2.57)

Permanent magnet synchronous machine power losses
PMSM power losses originate from the spinning action of the PM rotor, which
leads to drag losses and also power losses in the PMSM, originating due to
electromagnetism. Their division into load-dependent and load-independent
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Figure 2.11. Main components of an integrated planetary gearbox power loss.

components is not a straightforward task, and therefore they are briefly discussed
here.
Traditionally, PMSM, losses are divided into iron (Fe) and copper (Cu) losses.
Iron losses are due to the alternating magnetic flux and they occur in the stator
and rotor laminations, as well as in the solid parts of the machine, for example
in PMs. Iron losses can be further divided into hysteresis, eddy current and
excess loss components, but they are altogether called iron losses. Iron losses
are duplicating losses in a PM machine. Thus, they are present both at no-load
conditions (load-independent loss) and loaded conditions (load-dependent loss).
The most accurate reported methods to calculate the iron losses of the PMSM are
based on defining the flux density as a function of time separately for each mesh
element in a finite element analysis (FEA) [52, 72, 81]. In analytical calculations,
the iron losses are evaluated by dividing the magnetic circuit of the studied
machine into n sections, in which the magnetic flux density remains approximately
constant. The total iron loss is calculated by summing up the iron loss of different
machine parts as follows
PFe =

X
n



kFe,n P15

Bmax,n
1.5 T

2

nFe,n ,

(2.58)

where kFe is an empirical correction coefficient, P15 is measured total iron loss per
mass with a sinusoidal excitation with the same frequency and flux density of
1.5 T, the maximum flux density within the investigated structural part is Bmax
and nFe,n is the mass of the structural part. Copper losses occur in the stator
windings, and because they become the dominant electrical loss component when
the machine is loaded, they can be referred to as load-dependent losses. Copper
losses in a winding has n phases, phase resistance Rp and current I are calculated
as
PCu = nI 2 Rp ,

(2.59)
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where Fe and Cu are used to represent iron and copper from here onwards. It
is worth noting that because iron losses are also present when the machine is
rotating, the total load-dependent electrical losses are the sum of iron and copper
losses such that PPMLD = PCu + PFe . Similarly, because PFe occurs whether or
not the system is transmitting power, the PM rotor load-independent losses are
defined here as PPMLI = Prd + PPMSM . Here PPMSM consists of PFe which comes
from both the rotor and the stator. The permanent magnet rotor drag Prd is
typically characterized by the lubrication system and the oil–air medium.
Integrated planetary gearbox power loss
Contributors to load-independent power loss include the pocketing of oil at the
external and internal gear mesh, rolling element bearing drag, internal and external
gear drag power losses, and the no-load losses from the PMSM. Here the ring
gear drag loss Pdr = 0 because the ring gear is fixed to the gearbox housing.
However, pocketing loss at the internal gear mesh (Ppin ) and external gear mesh
p
(Ppex ), planet bearing drag loss (Pbd
), sun gear drag loss (Pds ), ring gear drag loss
(Pdr ), and carrier drag loss (Pdc ) are included in the planet gear spin power loss
prediction. Also accounted for are the electrical loses coming from the PM rotor
drag loss Prd and no-load losses from the PMSM PPMSM . With this, the overall
load-independent power loss of a planetary gearbox integrated with a PMSM
becomes
p
PLI = Np Ppin + Ppex + Pbd
+ Pds + Pdr + Pdc + Prd + PPMSM ,

h

i

(2.60)

where Np is the number of planet gears in the planetary gear set, in and ex
denote the internal and external gear meshes respectively and c is the carrier.
The individual contributors to load-dependent power loss include gear mechanical
power losses, bearing mechanical power losses, copper losses and iron losses. Here
i
i
both sliding power loss (Pmgsl
) and rolling power loss (Pmgrl
) at gear mesh i
(i = in, ex) are considered. In addition, the sliding power loss (Pmbsl ) and rolling
power loss (Pmbrl ) at the roller-raceway contacts are considered. Also included
are the the load-dependent power loss components from the electrical machine,
(PCu ) and (PFe ). With this, the overall load-dependent power loss of a planetary
gearbox integrated with a PMSM becomes
p
in
ex
in
ex
PLD = Np Pmgsl
+ Pmgsl
+ Pmgr
+ Pmgr
+ Pmb
+ PCu + PFe .

h

i

(2.61)

The Experimental set-up
A prototype of a planetary gearbox integrated with a PMSM has been instrumented
to verify initial design predictions of the concept of integrating a PMSM with a
single planetary gear set. The benefit of such a design is that it capitalizes on
the advantages of both design concepts. A 480 k W, 1590 rpm DC machine is
coupled to the rotor to provide a load to the integrated planetary gearbox. A
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torque transducer with a torque range of 5000 N m was mounted between the
DC motor and the integrated planetary gearbox to measure torque [53]. For such
a gearbox configuration, a dip-lubrication method was the lubrication method
of choice as it could both provide cooling to the PM motor and lubricate the
contacts of rolling element bearings and gears at the planetary gear stage with an
SAE 80W90 oil. Only a brief description of the test set-up is provided here as the
full description of the example configuration can be found elsewhere [57, 53].
The test matrix and specimen
The test matrix consisted of an integrated planetary gearbox having planet gear
sets and a PMSM. The test matrix includes ranges of speed and torque, and a
constant oil temperature as operating condition variables. An input speed range
of 240–1200 rpm (with an increment of 240 rpm) and an input torque range of
81–324 N m (with an increment of 81 N m) were considered in the test matrix.
The test set-up (see Figure 2.12) comprised of a torque transducer (MagtroL
TM 216) with a nominal torque of 5000 N m and a sensitivity calibration of 0.1
% of the rated torque. The sensitivity of this transducer limited the chances of
conducting unloaded tests on the integrated gearbox.

Torque transducer
DC Motor

Integrated planetary gear drive
Figure 2.12. The test set-up and instrumentation.

Measured integrated planetary gearbox power loss
Given the input power Pin of the integrated planetary gearbox, the resulting main
components of the total power loss P constitutes the losses due to spinning motion
PLI and those due to applied load PLD . For a given nominal input load Tin and
input rotational speed Ωin , the input power is given as

2.5 Integrated planetary gearbox power loss

Pin =

2π
Ωin Tin .
60
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(2.62)

Given this input power, the instantaneous output torque, Tout , experienced by
the gearbox is measured by the torque transducer. From the measured torque
data, the output power is determined by
Pout =

2π Ωin
Tout ,
60 <

(2.63)

where < is the input-to-output speed ratio at a given gear range. With this the
total power loss of the integrated gearbox under a loaded condition is
P = Pin − Pout .

(2.64)
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Chapter 3

Summary of findings

The main research question the study presented here focused on asking is how
planetary gearbox power losses can be modeled realistically using simple analytical
methods in a manner that allows repeatable power loss predictions in drivetrain
efficiency simulations. This is particularly essential for gearboxes used in wind
turbine applications since the efficiency of the gearbox’s mechanical and electrical
components and how they interact have a direct influence on the cost of wind
energy. The main research findings answered the sub-research questions defined for
this dissertation, and consequently the contributions have already been elaborated
upon in Chapter 1 of this work. However, the following section will briefly highlight
some of the main findings of Publications I, II, III and IV.

3.1

Power loss of a single planet–sun gear pair

Publication I investigated the power losses of a single planet–sun gear pair. The
developed model enabled conducting a detailed parametric study which allowed
several sources of power loss reduction in a single planet–sun gear pair to be
identified. Among the results obtained from the power loss predictions was a study
on the influence of the ISO VG 320 wind turbine gearbox oils on a single planet
bearing power loss. Table 3.1 displays the physical properties of the selected wind
turbine oils used in this study. The pressure viscosity α values presented in Table
3.1 were calculated as α = svkt [25]. Here the s and t are constants obtained from
[1]. The example planet gear used in this simulation uses a two-row planet gear
cylindrical roller bearing arrangement with the planet bearings integrated in the
bore of the planet wheel.
Here, for simplicity, planet bearing load sharing was assumed to be equal in each
row. Also, because the study aimed at showing the individual contributions of
each base oil type on planet bearing power loss, only the losses in a single row were
studied. In addition, the simulation result presented in Figure 3.1 was conducted
at a nominal input carrier speed Ωin = 11.8 rpm. The results illustrated in Figure
3.1 were predicted using Equation (2.15) and Equation (2.47).
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Figure 3.1. Predicted bearing power loss with MINR, PAG, and PAO oil: (a) 60 ◦C and
(b) 80 ◦C.

From Figure 3.1, it is observed that (see Figure 3.1a) at nominal planet bearing
speed Ωb the planet cylindrical roller bearing total power loss Pb increases
significantly for both synthetic oils polyalkylene glycol (PAG) and polyalphaolefin
(PAO), at oil temperature T0 = 60 ◦C. Similarly, when the oil temperature reaches
T0 = 80 ◦C, both PAG and PAO show increased power loss. However, for oil
temperature T0 = 80 ◦C the absolute value of Pb is less as compared to
T0 = 60 ◦C. This suggests that a large reduction of Pb can be achieved at high
oil temperature. Meanwhile, it is important to understand the significance of a
base oil viscosity index (VI). MINR has a VI of 97, and as displayed in Table 3.1,
MINR has the lowest VI among the three base oil types used in this study. In
addition, it is essential to recognize that the VI of a lubricant essentially dictates
how the lubricant changes with temperature.
Table 3.1. The properties of selected wind turbine gearbox oils.

Parameter
Kinematic viscosity cSt at
Kinematic viscosity cSt at
Kinematic viscosity cSt at
Kinematic viscosity cSt at
Density at 15 ◦C
α · 10−8 (Pa−1 ) at 60 ◦C
α · 10−8 (Pa−1 ) at 80 ◦C
Viscosity index VI

40 ◦C
60 ◦C
80 ◦C
100 ◦C

MINR
320
108.98
47.25
24.40
0.895
1.97
1.76
97

PAO
320
134.12
66.48
37.4
0.895
1.32
1.28
166

PAG
317
164.03
94.35
59
1.075
1.05
0.96
253

Also worth noting is the film-forming capabilities of MINR when compared to PAO
and PAG. When considering film-forming capabilities of these three base oil types,
it is important to recognize the role of α in the prediction of elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) film thickness. It is very typical that a high α value can result in higher
EHD film thickness, which is also evident from results presented in Figure 3.1.
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However, because of the practical implication of VI on the lubricant dynamic
viscosity, it turns out that choosing a base oil type with a higher VI would be
a better compromise than selecting the MINR lubricant although it shows good
potential for high energy savings in planetary bearings. Note, PAG has a high
potential for maintaining a higher viscosity as compared to PAO, however it is
also essential to consider the implication of PAG on both efficiency and reliability
as these two factors have a direct impact on the cost of wind power. From Figure
3.1 we can see that using the PAO base oil type would be a better compromise in
terms of bearing reliability as it would promote a sufficiently effective lubricant
film and have reasonable energy savings. Also, the gear design sensitivity analysis
showing the influence of the gear macro and micro geometry on power loss are
presented in Nutakor et al.[55].

3.2

Power loss of a two-stage planetary gearbox

Publication II investigated an entire two-stage, commercially available wind
turbine gearbox. The developed power loss model allowed performing a full design
sensitivity analysis on the complete gearbox. In the following analyses the selected
lubricant is an ISO VG 320 PAO, with similar parameters as described in Table
3.1. All rolling bearing power loss results presented here were predicted using
Equation (2.15) and Equation (2.47). Figures 3.2a and 3.2b demonstrate the
influence of bearing mean diameter (dm ) on bearing mechanical power Pmb at the
oil temperature 95 ◦C. Here, Ωb for the first and second stage was kept at the
nominal speeds of 31.9 rpm and 145.3 rpm respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Variation of bearing dm with total planet bearings Pmb showing (a) stage 1
and (b) stage 2 planet bearings.

In addition, the planet pin diameter and the planet bore were kept constant while
the bearing outer diameter was varied to accommodate different dm values. First,
dm = 370 mm and 265 mm were considered. These dm values correspond to the
original bearing data presented in [56]. To study the influence of dm on Pmb ,
two new bearings defined by NU2352 and NJ2338 were chosen. These bearings
are characterized by dm = 400 mm and 295 mm for the first and second stage
planet gear bearings respectively. As can be seen from Figures 3.2a and 3.2b,
Pmb increases with dm . Here at Tmesh = 667.6 kN m and 184 kN m (with Tmesh ,
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defined as torque in the considered gear mesh) increasing the dm results in a 17 %
and 23 % increase in Pmb . In terms of design durability, an increase in bearing
dm would indeed result in favorable fatigue performance. However, as shown in
Figure 3.2 higher Pmb would result.
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Figure 3.3. Variation of Pmesh at the first planetary stage: (a) gear module (m) with
variable gear centre distance (b) gear module (m) with fixed centre distance.

Next, the influence of some gear macro geometrical parameters on planetary gear
power loss follows. An appreciable amount of energy savings can be achieved
using a list of gear micro geometries, as shown in [55]. However, only a selected
few will be discussed here. Figure 3.3 shows how Pm varies with gear module
m at the first planetary stage. Here, when the module is varied in the range of
m ∈ [10, ..., 24], a sizeable Pm reduction of 46.8 % is achieved at the first stage.
The results presented in Figure 3.3a are contrary to that of [77], where a condition
of fixed centre distance was analyzed for a parallel axis gear pair. This is because
the result presented in Figure 3.3a has a variable operating centre distance where
a change in m means a change in the gear pitch diameter dp . A provision for
varying operational centre distance was implemented to ensure that the assembly
requirements of the planetary gear sets are met. However, to show the sole
effect of the module m on gear mechanical power loss Pm , (expect making minor
adjustments like Tip chamfer modification, choosing a smaller root radius or
enlarging the dedendum on the ring gear to prevent contact interference) all other
parameters were held fixed while varying m within the range m ∈ [15, ..., 30] at
an increment of three for a condition of fixed centre distance. As can be seen
from Figure 3.3b, the trend of Pm clearly depicts that presented by Vaidyanthan
[77] both experimentally and theoretically. Furthermore, the experimental data
reported on spur gear pair efficiency measurements by Petry-Johnson et al. [60]
also confirm a sizeable increase in gear efficiency is gained by increasing m.
Figure 3.4 shows the predicted power loss when the the sun gear, planet gear,
and the ring gear (Zs , Zp and Zr respectively) such that the number of teeth Zj
corresponds to Zj ∈ [19...23, 35...43, 92...109]. Similarly the gear facewidth b
was varied as bj ∈ [300, 325, ...500] at the second planetary stage. Here Pmesh
is defined as the power in the considered gear mesh. To ensure adequate tooth
proportions and reliable design assembly, the operating centre distances were also
adjusted. This was necessary as the design being studied is fixed. Unless otherwise
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Figure 3.4. Variation of Pmesh at the second planetary stage: (a) number of teeth (Z)
(b) face width (b).

mentioned, other relevant parameters were kept constant, in agreement with [56].
An increment of one tooth was used for the planet gear while simultaneously
increasing the sun gear teeth (Zs ) and ring gear teeth (Zs ) to achieve the desired
tooth proportion.
As shown in Figure 3.4a, increasing the number of teeth Zj for gear j results in
decreasing gear mechanical power loss Pm . While the decrease in Pm at the single
sun–planet (external) gear mesh and the planet–ring (internal) gear mesh is not
pronounced, a sizeable reduction in Pm is achieved when considering the total loss
reduction at the planetary stage. By increasing the sun number of teeth across
the range Zs ∈ [19, ..., 23], a 42.94 % reduction in Pm is achieved. The results
(illustrated in Figure 3.4a) suggest that a gear with finer pitch and more teeth
should have much lower Pm . The trends shown in Figure 3.4a is in line with the
EHL predictions and experimental results reported by Vaidyanthan [77], where
the measured data clearly show a 40-tooth helical gear pair to have much lower
Pm compared to a 23-tooth gear pair. The experimental results of Petry-Johnson
et al. [60] on spur gear pair efficiency measurements also collaborate the trend
illustrated in Figure 3.4a.
Figure 3.4b, shows that increasing gear face width b discretely results in a 9.6 %
reduction in Pm . An increase in b will result in a substantial decrease in the
unit pressure at the gear tooth, thereby relieving the pressure on the gear tooth
profile. However, when Figures 3.4a and 3.4b are compared, it is clear that the
Pm reductions in Figure 3.4b are not pronounced as in Figure 3.4a. This suggests
that increasing the gear face width b is not a feasible approach to reducing Pm .
Similar trends were observed for helical gear efficiency measurements reported by
Xu et al. [79].

3.3

Validation of the planetary gearbox power loss model

Power losses in an integrated gear set PMSM was measured for two operating
scenarios. The measurement were conducted at an approximately fixed (constant)
oil temperature of 60°C but at a varying range of input speed (Ωin ) and torque
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(Tin ). The proposed methodology captures the interactions of both mechanical
and electrical subsystem power loss. Power loss measurements from a developed
prototype traction motor having integrated planetary gear set PM electric motor
were compared to model predictions managing to successfully demonstrate the
accuracy of the proposed methodology. One major variation that was made in
the nominal operation of the integrated planetary gearbox was the removal of the
reduction gear range from the complete gearbox. The reason for doing this was to
allow data collection under a defined condition when only one of the gear range
is engaged. Thus, several tests were made with the reduction gear absent. This
allowed collecting torque data under conditions where only the main individual
components contributing solely to the direct-drive power loss are present. The
main outcome of this major test variation is described below.
3.3.1

Case with the reduction gear present

In this specific measurement scenario, the integrated gearbox was operated as
normal (see schematics for power flow in Figure 2.10), meaning both gear ranges
were allowed to operate in order to achieve the two-speed requirement of the
gearbox. As such, power loss predictions in this case should consider the integrated
gearbox as a whole (mechanical and electrical component contributions). Thus,
the power loss results presented in this sections were predicted according to
Equation (2.60) and Equation (2.61).
Figure 3.5 shows the measured and predicted total power loss at nominal torque
(Tin ) values with respect to rotational speed (Ωin ). Good quantitative agreement
between measurement and predictions can be seen particularly at lower speeds.
Here the largest component of the power loss is PLD , which constitutes 79 % of the
averaged total power loss at Ωin = 1200 rpm, whereas PLI , is only 21 %. Meanwhile,
at Ωin = 960 rpm no measurement data is presented, mainly because the measured
data point had a very poor resolution. This behavior was hypothesized to be a
consequent of the torque sensor range sensitivity. However, there is no indication
of what caused the data to fall out of trend when compared to the rest of the
measured torque data. The cause of this variance in measured torque data is still
under investigation in our ongoing studies on the studied test set-up.
Figure 3.5b shows a similar comparison between measurement and prediction
at Tin = 81 Nm. Here, a higher than desired discrepancy is observed, as can be
seen from the lowest speed measurement data. Meanwhile, a good quantitative
agreement between measurement and prediction is evident when Ωin = 480
through to 1200 rpm. Also, the largest component of power loss is PLD , and it
constitutes 57 % of the total power loss, with PLI contributing 43 % of the total
power loss. Here the increase in the portion of PLI indicates that at light loads
the PLI represents a large portion of the total power loss. In general, as evident
in Figure 3.5, measurements and predictions show good quantitative agreement
at lighter loads.
Additionally, it was observed that at the lowest input speed and the lowest to
moderately high torque, the measured power loss at this speed appears to be
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Figure 3.5. Measured and predicted integrated gearbox total power loss (direct-drive
and reduction gear range) at (a) 324 Nm and (b) 81 Nm.

lower compared to all the other measured data points. This behaviour, (as evident
in Figure 3.5b) is attributed to the lower contact temperature present at the
PM stator and rotor during start-up. Here, because the PM stator and rotor
contact temperature are lower than the oil temperature, the resulting oil viscosity
present at the contact is higher, and thus, there is higher oil film thickness. It
is important to note here that the PCu and PFe components do not explicitly
account for temperature variations in their predictions, as such the higher lubricant
viscosity at start-up (as evident in Figure 3.5b) is not captured by the power
loss formulations Equation 2.58 and Equation 2.59. This sizable higher oil film
thickness results in a decrease in the measured power loss as observed for low
input torque cases.
3.3.2

Case with the reduction gear absent

The experimental data used for the comparisons presented here were obtained
from conditions when the reduction gear (see Figure 2.10a) is totally removed from
the integrated planetary gear drive to isolate its contribution to the total power
loss. This was necessary as it allowed the sole contribution of the direct-drive
gear range to be studied. Although the measurements required the removal of the
reduction stage, all operating conditions as used in the previous measurements
were repeated to allow a direct and repeatable comparison.
Figure 3.6a shows the comparison between measured and predicted total power
loss P for the direct-drive gear range within the range of input speeds Ωin at
Tin = 324 Nm. This comparison shows good quantitative agreement between
the measurement and predictions. Here, similar to the previous case, the largest
total power loss component is PLD with 76 % contribution to the total power
loss, while PLI only contributes 24 % of the total power loss. While a good
agreement between measured and predicted data points is evident, a closer look
at the trends shows clear variance in the total power loss P at increasing speeds.
This variance was observed in all high-load power loss measurement data. The
scatter at these measurement point is again speculated to be due to the torque
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Figure 3.6. Measured and predicted integrated gearbox total power loss (direct-drive
range only) at (a) 324 Nm and (b) 81 Nm.

Figure 3.6b shows measured and predicted total power loss P for lighter loads
with Tin = 81 Nm. Here, good quantitative agreement is again observed for the
measured and predicted total power loss P . Additionally, the individual loss
component contributions are PLD = 52 % and PLI = 48 % respectively when
Tin = 81 Nm. Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 3.6, PLI varies exponentially with speed, which is also in agreement with planetary gear set loadindependent power loss predictions by Nutakor et al. [56] and in agreement with
planetary gear set load-independent power loss experiments by Kahraman et al.
[36] and Talbot et al. [75].
3.3.3

Case with only the reduction gear

The case with the reduction gear range only was calculated as the difference
between the case with a reduction gear for all ranges of Ωin and Tin and the case
without a reduction gear (direct-drive only). It can be observed from Figure 3.7
that P varies linearly with speed, confirming the trends of planetary gear set
power loss predictions by Nutakor et al. [55, 56], planetary gear set power loss
experiments by Talbot et al. [75] and spur gear pair experiments by Petry-Johnson
et al. [60].
Figure 3.7a shows the power loss measurements and predictions for a five planet
gear set reduction gear range of the integrated gear drive. As expected, at the
higher input torque case (see Figure 3.7a), as speed increases the scatter in the
measured data starts to dominate. This scatter or increase in measured power
loss is primarily related to load. The increase in normal load naturally results
in the increase in friction due to increased asperity interactions. Additionally,
because the temperature is kept constant in the test, any increase in speed has a
direct impact on the thermal balance at the PMSM.
It is important to note that the main essence of implementing the oil bath
lubrication here is to promote cooling in the PMSM. The heat exchange due
to cooling while the speed increases from 240 through to 1200 rpm results in a
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Figure 3.7. Measured and predicted integrated gearbox total power loss (reduction gear
range only) at (a) 324 Nm and (b) 81 Nm.

decrease in viscosity for this lubricant. This reduction in viscosity results in a
reduction of lubricant film thickness at the external and internal gear meshes.
As such, with the film thickness reduced, the gear contact temperature starts to
increase which in turn promotes the total power loss P . Here, because PCu and
PFe do not account for thermal correction, a subtraction of the electrical losses
left residues of loss due to thermal interactions and hence the high power loss
variations for the high load and increasing speed case. However, at lower input
torque (see Figure 3.7b) little or no scatter is present. Overall, the experiments and
predictions show good qualitative and quantitative agreement. This suggests that
the proposed methodology to predict the total power loss P is indeed accurate.

3.4

Integrated gear drive total power loss distribution

In Figure 3.8 the breakdown of the total power loss into its individual components
at different load levels is presented. Figure 3.8a shows the major contribution
of the power loss of an integrated planetary gear drive when Ωin = 240 rpm and
Tin = 324 Nm, which form the low speed and high torque case for the studied
application. With this input torque and speed, the sun gear torque transmitted
per planet branch is 64.8 Nm. Meanwhile, conditions at the PM sees the full
torque 324 Nm. Normally, it is in the low-speed high-torque operating mode
that the integrated planetary gearbox is meant to operate for heavy off-road
applications.
In Figure 3.8a the sum of PCu and PFe contributes 83.77 % of P ; this sizable
amount of loss forms the most donating components of PLD . The remaining is
comprised of Pmg , which constitutes 10.30 % of the total power loss P , Pmb is only
0.48 % of P . Here the total load-independent loss was defined as PLI = P − PLD ,
which in this high-torque and low speed case constitutes only 5.45 % of P . In
the case of PLI , (as shown in Figure 3.8b) the individual loss components are as
follows: PPMSM = 4.89 %, Prd = 0.52 %, Pp = 0.01 %, Pdb = 0.02 % and
(g,c)
Pd
= 0.01%. Here (g, c) represents the sum of drag losses on the carrier and
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Figure 3.8. A predicted power loss component breakdown of the reduction gear range
for (a) total power loss (b) load-independent loss when Tin = 324 Nm and Ωin = 240 rpm.

sun gear. Here it is clear that in the high-torque and low-speed case, the most
dominating loss component is load-dependent losses PLD , forming a total sum of
94.55 % of P .
Figure 3.9 shows the main contributors to the total power loss of an integrated
planetary gear drive when Ωin = 1200 rpm and Tin = 81 Nm. This operating
condition forms the maximum speed operation point of the integrated gearbox.
Typically, this mode of operation allows for transportation on road. From Figure
3.9a it is clear that when Ωin = 1200 rpm, the most dominating component of P is
the load-independent power loss component PLI . Here it is important to recognize
the individual contributions of PLI that are due to the electrical component’s
interaction with the lubricating oil. Here is it clear that using a custom designed
gearbox to study planetary gearbox power losses without considering the entire
contribution of the mechanical and electrical components would lead to a gross
under-estimation of P .
Figure 3.9b shows clearly that for this high traveling speed mode of operation,
the most dominating power loss component is the PM rotor drag Prd , which
constitutes 28 % of the total power loss P , followed by the load-independent loss
of the PMSM PPMSM , accounting for 27.4 % of P .
Here the total sum of individual load-independent loss components yields
PLI = 56.47 % clearly dictating the total power loss at this load and speed level.
The Individual PLI loss components are as follows: Pdb = 0.24 %, Prd = 28 %,
(g,c)
Pd
= 0.39 %, PPMSM = 27.42 %, and Pp = 0.42 %. These results suggest that
for an integrated planetary gearbox the load-independent power from the planetary
gear sets are less pronounced.
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Figure 3.9. A predicted power loss breakdown of the reduction gear range for (a) total
power loss and (b) load-independent loss when Tin = 81 N m and Ωin = 1200 rpm.

3.5

Derivation of new friction coefficient formulae

An experimental study was able to capture the effect of several key parameters
present at the contact of rolling–sliding lubricated surfaces. This experimental
study generated a comprehensive friction coefficient database for an ISO VG
320 PAO lubricant with, two surface roughnesses and operating conditions a
mimicking wind turbine gearbox lubricated contact parameters. The results from
these measured data were combined to derive two friction coefficient formulas.
Each formula accounts for one of the two individual surface roughnesses. After
conducting a multiple linear regression analysis using ninety individual measurement data, the following closed-form equations were derived for predicting friction
coefficient for values.
For rough contact surfaces:
η
µ = exp a0 + SR a1 + a2 H
U






a

a

(3.1)

a

|SR|a3 H 4 U 5 G 6 ,

For smooth contact surfaces:
µ = exp b0 + b1 SR · U · log10 η |SR|b̄2 H 3 η b4 U 5 G
h

i

b

b̄

b6 SR

,

(3.2)

where the slide-to-roll ratio SR = us /ur . Here the Hertzian contact pressure
ph , the lubricant absolute viscosity η0 , the rolling velocity ur and the lubricant
pressure viscosity coefficient α0 are used together to define dimensionless speed,
load, material, and viscosity parameters as
The dimensionless pressure parameter can be expressed as
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H=

ph
,
E0

(3.3)

where E is the effective modulus of elasticity, Pa.
0

The dimensionless viscosity parameter can be expressed as
η0 =

η02
,
E Rn2 ρ
0

(3.4)

where η0 is given in Pa s. The parameter Rn = 0.01m is chosen for normalization
purposes. The lubricant density ρ is given in kg/m3 .
The dimensionless speed parameter can be expressed as
U=

ur η0
,
E 0 Rn2

(3.5)

where ur is given in m/s.
The dimensionless materials parameter can be expressed as
G = α0 E ,
0

(3.6)

where α0 is the pressure viscosity coefficient, Pa−1 . For the lubricant used in this
study (wind turbine gearbox oil) the coefficients of the new regression formulae
are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Regression coefficients for ISO VG 320 PAO.

i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

ai
-34.75
20.20
-71.44
0.07338
0.9803
-0.28842
3.765

bi
4.763
93795713
0.06937
1.7714
0.18060
-0.24077
-0.03689

Using Equations 3.1 and 3.2, together with the coefficients defined in Table 3.2,
resulted in a coefficient of determination of about 91 %.
3.5.1

Prediction of friction coefficient by regressed formulae

In this section, the results of predicting friction coefficients for steel rollers are
presented and discussed. The influence of speed, load, and surface roughness on
the friction predicted using Equation 3.1 and 3.2 is given as follows.
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The effect of speed
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of rolling speed ur on the friction coefficient. These
results illustrates how the friction coefficients vary with a slide-to-roll ratio in
regards to ur within the range of 2 through to 12 m/s. Here the Hertzian contact
pressure ph = 1.6 GPa and the oil temperature T0 = 50 ◦C are kept constant.
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Figure 3.10. The effect of speed on the friction coefficient at ph = 1.6 GPa and
T0 = 50 ◦C for (a) rough (axially ground) contact (b) smooth (isotropic super finish)
contact

Evident from Figure 3.10 is the increase in friction coefficients for the lowest
rolling speed. Here for the rough contacts (see Figure 3.10a) and smooth contacts
(see Figure 3.10b) the friction coefficients increase with the slide-roll ratio. This
rise in the friction coefficient starts from a slide-roll ratio of 0.02 to about 0.13.
This rise in friction coefficient with respect to slide-to-roll-ratio is attributed to
the low heat generation. However as the slide-to-roll ratio increases the friction
coefficients rise and reach a plateau and begins to decrease gradually due to the
rise in contact temperature.This behavior is clearly seen for both rough contacts
(see Figure 3.10a) and smooth contacts (see Figure 3.10b).
The effect of rolling speed on friction coefficient has a total of two distinct effects
on the friction coefficient. The first is the increase in the shear rate. This effects
is more evident in the low slide-to-roll ratio as can be seen from Figure 3.10 where
in both of the two surface roughnesses studied, the shear rate effect appears to
be more pronounced for the lowest slide-to-roll ratio. On the other hand, with
increasing slide-to-roll ratio, the friction coefficient values appear to decrease
appreciably, as shown for rough and smooth contact friction curves (See Figure
3.10). The second effect of rolling speed on friction coefficient values is the
rise in contact temperature. Here the rise in contact temperature results in a
decrease in lubricant viscosity. This behaviour opposes the first effect of speed
on friction coefficient values. As stated earlier, at higher slide-to-roll ratio the
contact temperature dominates and the friction coefficient values tend to decrease
as speed increases.
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The effect of load
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of load on the friction coefficient. Here the direct
influence of varying friction coefficient on the slide-to-roll ratio is observed for
the entire contact pressure range of 1.2 through to 2.0 GPa. Here the rolling
speed ur = 4 m/s and temperature T0 = 70 ◦C are kept constant. A pronounced
increase in the friction coefficient is observed for both rough and smooth contacts,
as depicted in Figure 3.11. This is due to the dominating effect of load on shear
stress. Also, it is important to recognize that any increase in contact pressure has
a direct influence on lubricant viscosity and also the shear rate.
Rough contact
ph =1.2 GPa
ph =1.6 GPa
ph =2.0 GPa

0.06
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0.02

0
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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(a)

Smooth contact
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Friction coeﬀicient
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0.08

ph =1.2 GPa
ph =1.6 GPa
ph =2.0 GPa

0.06
0.04
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0
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Slide-to-roll-ratio

(b)

Figure 3.11. The effect of load on the friction coefficient when ur = 4m/s and T0 = 70 ◦C
for (a) rough (axially ground) contact (b) smooth (isotropic super finish) contact

The trends illustrated in Figures 3.11a and 3.11b clearly show an appreciable
increase in friction coefficient for slide-to-roll ratios of 0.02–0.13. However with
increasing slide-to-roll ratios the contact temperature effect starts to dominate the
friction coefficient, especially at high loads. Consequently, the friction coefficients
start to drop with increasing slide-to-roll ratios. On the other hand, when contact
stress is low, ph = 1.2 GPa, the friction coefficient is seen to increase from the
lowest slide-to-roll ratio through to the highest without an appreciable drop in
friction coefficients due to the minimal heat generated at the contact.
The effect of surface roughness
While the effect of surface roughness should already be evident, Figure 3.10 and
Figure 3.11 are used here to discuss the influence of surface roughness on the
friction coefficient. Here it is clear that even at the lowest load case (presented in
Figure 3.11), the contribution of surface roughness appears to be very dominant.
Here, it is clear that surface roughness makes the friction coefficient values less
dependent on slide-to-roll ratio. This dictates that the magnitude of friction
coefficient values largely depends on the roughness amplitudes. This is mainly
because of the sole contribution of asperity on the friction coefficient. The asperity
interaction present at the contacts with a rough surface resulted in wear tracks
as observed from inspecting the test specimens used in the friction coefficient
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measurement campaign. The contacts for the specimen with smooth surfaces
showed little wear traces, suggesting that the contact with rough surfaces had a
more aggressive running in than those with the smooth surfaces as expected for
boundary and mixed lubrication conditions.
Comparison of the regressed friction coefficient formulae with measurement
In this section, the friction coefficients predicted using the regressed formulae are
compared with the data obtained from the twin-disc test rig. Figure 3.12 shows
the friction coefficient values predicted using Equations 3.1 and 3.2, obtained
from the multiple linear regression analysis presented in the previous section. The
regressed formulae predicted the same trends as the experiments.
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Figure 3.12. A comparison of the regressed and experimental friction coefficient curves
for ph = 1.6 GPa and T0 = 70 ◦C for (a) a rough contact at ur = 2m/s, (b) a smooth
contact at ur = 2m/s, (c) a rough contact at ur = 8m/s and for (d) a smooth contact at
ur = 8m/s.

The results depicted in Figure 3.12a through to Figure 3.12d, show the variation
of the friction coefficient with slide-to-roll ratios within a range of 0 through
to 0.8. Here the experimental friction coefficients increase to a plateau at the
lowest slide-to-roll ratios, similar to that observed for the trends predicted by
the regressed formulae. From Figure 3.12a through to Figure 3.12d, the effect of
speed on the friction coefficient for the regressed and experimental data correlate
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very well. Here, under the same loading condition, the effect of surface roughness
on the friction coefficient is clearly evident.
The contact with high roughness showed increased friction coefficient values when
compared to smooth contacts. Figure 3.13 shows the effect of load on the predicted
and experimental friction coefficient values. Here the rolling speed ur = 4m/s and
oil temperature T0 = 100 ◦C were kept constant.
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Figure 3.13. A comparison of regressed and experimental friction coefficient curves
with ur = 4m/s and T0 = 100 ◦C for (a) a rough contact at ph = 1.2 GPa, (b) a smooth
contact at ph = 1.2 GPa, (c) a rough contact at ph = 1.6 GPa and for (d) a smooth
contact at ph = 1.6 GPa

On the other hand, contact stress was varied in pairs as ph = 1.2 GPa and
ph = 1.6 GPa for Figures 3.13a and 3.13b and Figures 3.13c and 3.13d respectively.
Here the variation of the friction coefficient values with slide-to-roll ratio show
that friction coefficient values are highly dependent on the applied load. Also,
the increase in contact stress leads to increased asperity interaction; as contact
asperity interaction increases, the film thickness also drops significantly and hence
there is an increase in the friction coefficient.
Overall the trends of the predicted friction coefficients values are very close to
the measured friction coefficient data for the entire range of operating conditions
considered in the text matrix. Deviations between predictions and measurement
may point to the effects of inherent vibrations emerging from the twin-disc test
rig. A minor difference is evident in the regressed formulae and the experimental
data. This is due to the inherent dynamics of the twin-disc test rig. The results
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of the system vibrations lead to the differences observed for example in Figure
3.12 and 3.13.
Nonetheless, the regressed formulae show very good agreement with the experimental data. Consequently, the regressed formulae have proven reliable to be
used confidently for prediction of the friction coefficient values of rolling–sliding
contacts.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

This study experimentally and theoretically investigated the power losses in
planetary gearboxes. The main sources of power losses in planetary gearboxes
were grouped into two groups: load-dependent and load-independent losses. Major
sources of load-dependent power losses were identified as gear mesh and planet
bearing mechanical losses for conventional configuration gearboxes. In terms
of gearboxes with planetary gear sets integrated in a permanent magnet motor,
the two sources of power loss components have been identified to be even more
critical than those mentioned above. These power loss components are copper
losses and iron losses, and they are due to the PM motor’s interaction with the
load. Carrier and gear drag losses, gear mesh pocket losses and planet bearing
losses were identified as load-independent losses. Also, PMSM no-load losses were
identified as major losses contributing to the total spin losses.

4.1

Power loss in a planet–sun gear mesh

The influence of various wind turbine lubricant base oil types on planetary bearing
power loss, and the micro and macro geometry effects on the mechanical (loaddependent) power loss and spin (load-independent) power loss of a planet–sun gear
mesh was investigated. An approximate power loss model was used to quantify
the sensitivity of gear mesh mechanical and spin losses of a planet–sun gear mesh
to gear design parameters, such as addendum contact ratios, helix angles, pressure
angles, module sizes, face width, and lubricant base oil formulation. It was also
shown clearly that module size represents one of the most critical gear design
parameters and should be considered in gear design optimization if efficient design
is required. Decreasing the module decreases load-dependent and load-independent
losses. Increasing gear face width improves both load capacity and efficiency.
Efficiency increases with increasing pressure angle however, since gear excitation
increases with an increasing pressure angle, a compromise must be made between
mechanical efficiency and other attributes associated with durability and noise.
Power loss can be reduced by increasing the helix angle. However, its effect is less
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significant compared to module, face width and pressure angle. Gear drag power
losses are insignificant in a wind turbine planet–sun mesh. This is not surprising
considering that load-independent losses are highly driven by rotational speed.

4.2

Power loss in a wind turbine planetary gearbox

This work extended the planet–sun gear mesh model to incorporate several
improvements such as combining a non-uniform load distribution model with
a local friction coefficient formula to predict friction coefficient at any point of
contact on the LOA. In this study a mechanical and spin power loss model was
developed for a double planetary stage gearbox. Here ISO VG 320 PAO wind
turbine lubricant was the oil used. A parameter sensitivity analysis was conducted
on the influence of design and operating parameters on planetary gearbox power
loss. The study showed that decreasing oil viscosity (through an increase in oil
temperature) results in a significant decrease in planet gear bearing power loss.
The use of a combined lubrication system improves the lubrication at the gear
and bearing contacts, because it allows hydrodynamic lubrication, and thereby
prevents possible metal-to-metal contact. This is especially important for the
planetary stage of wind turbine gearboxes. Spin losses increase with increasing
speed, with windage drag dominating over oil churning losses at the planetary
stage of wind turbine gearboxes. In wind turbine gearboxes, increasing the bearing
mean diameter results in an increase in planet gear bearing mechanical and spin
power loss. Increasing oil temperature reduces spin losses while increasing gearmesh power losses. Reducing gear module size leads to a substantial reduction
in gear mechanical and spin power losses. Even greater reductions in power loss
can be achieved by increasing the normal pressure angle. However, a compromise
should be made between power loss reduction, and durability and noise in the
transmission. Reducing the gear face width reduces spin losses. The effect of gear
face width on gear-mesh power losses is not as pronounced as the other design
parameters considered in this study. Nonetheless, an increase in face width reduces
gear-mesh power loss. Increasing the number of gear teeth reduces gear-mesh
power losses. Increasing gear helix angle did not yield any substantial reduction
in power loss.

4.3

Power loss in an integrated planetary gearbox

A power loss model that accounts for the mechanical and electrical components and
how they interact in a planetary gearbox with the planetary gear sets incorporated
with a PMSM was developed and validated. New sources of power losses present
in the integrated planetary gear set configurations were identified. With this a
methodology for predicting integrated planetary gear set PMSM power loss, a
model was presented and the results were compared to dedicated experimental
data obtained from a developed prototype integrated planetary gearbox. A good
correlation between the predictions and experiments was demonstrated. The
load-dependent power loss predictions for the planetary stage constituted the
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least in terms total load-dependent power loss distribution. Also, the planetary
stage load-independent power loss was the least dominate power loss component
for the considered example case studied. In general the PMSM power loss
components dominated the total power distribution for the integrated planetary
gear configuration. The immense contribution of copper and iron power losses
to the total power loss suggest that the electrical motor is producing heat that
needs to be cooled efficiently.

4.4

Derivation of new friction coefficient formulae

An experimental database for the friction coefficient values obtained from a
comprehensive simulation of wind turbine gearbox contacts in a twin-disc test
rig is presented. Using the obtained experimental data, two closed-form friction
coefficient formulae have been proposed. The regressed formulae compared very
well with the experiment. The regressed formulae captured a wide range of
operating conditions such as contact stress, rolling speed, oil temperature and
surface roughnesses. This good agreement between the regressed formulae and
the experiments suggest that the regressed formulae can be used with confidence
for predicting friction coefficient values for rolling–sliding lubricated contacts.

4.5

Recommendations for future research

The following recommendations are made which could enhance the work presented
in this dissertation:
• While a comprehensive friction coefficient database for a wind turbine
lubricant and contact conditions has been presented, the database must be
extended to include other synthetic base oil lubricants in order to allow the
new formulation of friction coefficient formulae and quantify their effect on
drivetrain efficiency.
• The model developed in this dissertation, relies on the accurate prediction
of the friction coefficient in a boundary through to mixed lubrication regime.
Two closed-form friction formulas were developed using measurement data.
The formulae should be compared to the mixed EHL predictions of friction
coefficient values, provided that the true rheological parameters of the ISO
VG 320 PAO lubricant can be assessed over a wide range of actual wind
turbine lubricated contact conditions.
• The rolling element bearing power loss model used in this dissertation
accounts for both rolling, sliding and drag torque losses. This model however
falls short when used on helical gear planet bearing power losses, because
it neglects bearing misalignment due to over-tunning moments resulting
from helical gearing. Any research devoted to further developing rolling
element bearing power loss model should account for the combined radial
and moment loading in a dedicated load prediction model rather than relying
on applied external loads.
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• The main universally accepted approach for the verification of any simulation
model is to validate the predicted results with experimental data. Usually,
the experimental data is extracted from a test setup that is developed to
replicate the real system conditions because the actual system is inaccessible
as is the case for wind turbines gearboxes. Because the model validation
stage uses measurement data, it is important to evaluate the quality of the
measurement. Power loss measurement uncertainty describes this quality.
The use of the prototype integrated planetary gearbox to validate the
simulation model described in this work is valid for the considered case.
However, to increase confidence in the simulation model, the planetary
gearbox efficiency can also be investigated using an actual wind turbine
gearbox test setup.
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Abstract: Power losses in transmissions are mostly a
result of friction between elements, and gears-oil
interaction. They are inevitable, but with a use of
optimization, they can be minimized. The main components
of a geared transmission are bearings, gears, shafts, and
seals. Gears and bearings are responsible for the majority
of power loss, and they are studied in this paper. Several
models are presented, which allow power loss estimation in
bearings and gears. In addition losses in shaft seals are
also considered.
Keywords: Helical gear, Power loss, Friction coefficient, Roller
bearings, Drag power loss

I. Introduction
In terms of wind power generation, geared transmissions
have become a standard in renewable energy technology.
Besides wind turbines, gear trains are widely used in
various mechanisms and machines including industrial
drives, rotorcraft, automotive, machine tools, and prime
movers. The main purpose of a gear train in such
mechanisms is to transmit power in the form of rotational
motion. Since the inception of energy generation from
wind power, failures related to the turbine gearbox has
plagued the wind energy industry [1]. The majority of
gearbox failures initiate from the rolling-element bearings
and then progressing to the gear teeth in the form of
bearing debris [2], and lubricant contaminants. Therefore
the reliability of a geared wind turbine may be dependent
on the associated tribological issues related to the gearbox
and turbine components.
Although the electrical and control systems in wind
turbines are usually more susceptible to failure, the
gearbox is found to be the most critical component with
regards to wind turbine design and operation, because of
the accompanying downtime per failure rate [3];
furthermore, both the gearbox and its components are
usually expensive to maintain and replace regardless of
lubricant selection and maintenance systems. Additionally,
since wind turbines are usually located at less-accessible
environments and operating under harsh conditions, the
gear driven system turns to be challenging to maintain.
Consequently, the high failure rates, turns to significantly
increase the cost of wind energy due to gearbox downtime
and maintenance cost [4,5].
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Improving the efficiency in wind turbine gearbox is
essential, because during the power generation process
some of the transmitted power is lost at the expense of drag
caused by the surroundings in which the gears operate and
the friction in various components.
In practice, these losses are embodiment of heat that
needs to be dissipated to avoid overheating of the gearbox
components. The generated heat associated with the drive
power, defines the overall efficiency of the gearbox.
Additionally, the cost of cooling systems designed for
appropriate heat dissipation in gearboxes also serves as a
motivation to reduce losses during power generation.
Inappropriate thermal balance, for example in wind turbine
gearboxes, can lead to high investment loss due to
lubrication failure in the gear system. Efficiency can be
improved by using a low friction or a low viscosity
lubricant. However, low viscosity lubricants are usually
characterized by thin oil film and thus may result in mixed
and boundary lubrication conditions at mesh contacts.
In the design of a wind turbine system equipped with
gear transmission, the gear teeth and lubrication
interactions are critical aspects when the efficiency and
power losses in the entire gearbox are concerned. Although,
these power losses may comprise a portion of the total
efficiency, they can significantly influence the life
expectancy of the entire drive train. Moreover,
understanding and controlling these losses is an effective
way of enhancing the efficiency of the gearbox and the
overall turbine reliability. The heat generated within the
gearbox and between the gear teeth contributes immensely
to power losses, therefore gearbox efficiency and
associated thermal consequences have to be addressed at
the design stage. Accurate prediction of losses will allow
fast and cheap development process, by enabling the
possibility to anticipate the effect of design modifications
prior to testing of an actual gearbox, which ultimately leads
to more efficient and reliable designs.
Over the years, gear power losses has been the subject
for several investigations. Power losses, PV, in any geared
transmission, can be grouped into two categories:
load-dependent (mechanical), PLD, and load-independent
(spin), PLI, power losses. Load-dependent power losses
originate from the sliding and rolling, at lubricated gear
mesh and bearings contacts [6].
As reviewed in [7,8] power losses and efficiency of gear
systems has been of interest to researchers in the past
decades. Anderson et al [9] considered sliding and rolling
friction and further accounted for windage and bearing
losses. Wu and Cheng [10] developed a friction model of
partial elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) contacts and

applied it to predict the power loss of a spur gear pair. They
concluded that a decrease in either surface roughness or
coefficient of friction will account for a reduction in sliding
power loss. Michlin and Myunster [11] proposed a model
for predicting losses and wear at pitch point. According to
Niemann and Winter [12] at the design stage, where no test
data is available, average power loss calculations using a
mean coefficient of gear contact friction and a tooth loss
factor can be used to approximate the efficiency of a gear
pair.
Load-independent losses, are largely influenced by the
method of lubrication employed in the gearbox. They can
be grouped into windage power loss in terms of jet
lubrication for high speeds and oil churning power loss for
splash lubrication at low speeds.
Windage losses are due to the air or air-oil mixture
interacting with the rotating gear [13]. Dawson [14]
conducted a large number of experiments on single spur
and helical gears rotating in air, and deduced an empirical
formulae for gear windage. Ariura et al [15] measured
losses from high speed jet-lubricated spur gear systems
experimentally. Maurer [16] investigated the ventilation
loss torque between gear wheels and the area between the
teeth. Concil and Gorla [17], studied the effect of oil
squeezing power loss of a gear pair using a Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation.
Review of these studies reveals that there is a need for a
gear efficiency model which combines both mechanical
and spin losses to predict the average power loss in a
low-speed helical sun-planet gear pair. Consequently, the
main objective of this study is to present, a model for
predicting power losses in a sun-planet gear mesh with a
cylindrical roller bearing fully integrated in the planet gear
typical for a planetary stage of a wind turbine gearbox. The
model is implemented on an example sun-planet gear pair
for an industrial wind turbine gearbox, for which a
parametric study is conducted to investigate the effect of
geometrical parameters and operating conditions on helical
gear system power losses.

II. Power losses
In this study, the developed power loss model accounts
for all the main components used within the gearbox and is
expected to enable a realistic prediction of power losses
during the real life operation. The main components of a
gearbox are the bearings, gears and seals. The total power
loss is the sum of all the losses in each single element.
According to [12] the total power loss of a gearbox, PV , can
be expressed as

PV  PVB  PVGO  PVGL  PVS  PVX

(1)

losses which occur during power transmission, whereas in
bearings this may be attributed to bearing mechanical
frictional torque, M T . Spin losses involve all the power
losses that occur when the gearbox is idling (components
are rotating but not transmitting power). Spin losses in
gearbox may be attributed to the no load bearing frictional
torque, M0; windage and oil squeezing at gear mesh PVGO ,
and losses due to shaft-seal interaction PVS .
A. Gear load-dependent losses
Gear mechanical power loss depends on transmitted
power, the average friction coefficient in the gear contact
and the gear loss factor. According to Ohlendorf [18] the
load loss factor, HV , rates the sliding speed with respect

to the number of teeth, gear ratio, and the transverse
contact ratio as
HV 

 (u  1)
(1    12   2 2 )
z1 u cos( b )

(2)

where u is the gear ratio, z1 is the number of teeth on
pinion,  b is the helix angle at base cylinder (degrees),  
is the profile contact ratio,  1 is the addendum transverse
contact ratio of pinion and  2 is the addendum transverse
contact ratio of driven gear. The overall average
mechanical power loss along the path of contact at a gear
mesh can be written according to [12] as

PVGL  HV Pa m

(3)

where  m is the average coefficient of friction, Pa is
transmitted power, and HV is the gear loss factor. With
planetary gear transmissions where several gears are in
mesh (sun-planet and planet-ring), power loss needs to be
considered at each mesh to enable accurate evaluation of
the system efficiency, since the total power transmitted
through the gear mesh may be less than the input power
into the transmission. The mean friction coefficient which
depends not only on applied load, sliding velocity but also
lubricant properties and surface roughness in a gear mesh
may be approximated as constant at early design stage
when no test results are available. The approximated mean
coefficient of friction  m , along the path of contact in a
gear mesh can be expressed as

 Ftb

lmin
m  0.048 
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(4)

where the losses of the bearings PVB , the losses of gears:

PVGO and PVGL , the losses in shaft seals, PVS , and auxiliary

where Ftb is the circumferential force at base circle [N],

losses PVX (such as oil pumps, fans, heating, clutches, or

vc is the sum velocity at operating pitch circle [m/s], redC

control systems). The gear losses, PVGL , are mechanical

is the reduced radius of curvature at pitch point [mm], oil

is dynamic oil viscosity at oil temperature [mPas], Ra is
arithmetic mean roughness [µm]. The parameter X L is the

ish 
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(unit-less) lubricant correction factor, and lmin is the

B. Bearing load-dependent losses
The power losses in rolling elements originate from
various sources including:
(i) sliding in rolling element–raceway contacts, sliding
between roller ends and ring flanges, sliding between
rolling elements and cage pockets, sliding between
the cage and bearing rings and sliding friction in seals
when applicable,
(ii) rolling friction due to deformation at raceway
contacts and elastic hysteresis,
(iii) lubricant viscous drag on rolling elements [19].
Therefore an accurate prediction of losses in roller
bearings must account for most of these heat generation
sources. The bearing power losses were calculated
according to the SKF model [20], which considers four
different torque losses to predict the frictional moment as

MT  ish rs M rr  M sl  M seal  M drag

(5)

The studied cylindrical rolling bearings in the gearbox
are without outer ring, thus they have their outer raceway
integrated into the bore of the planet gear to minimize
planet size, provide optimum load distribution and
increased load carrying capacity on the bearings. The
considered bearings do not have seals so the seals torque
M seal in equation (5) are omitted. Therefore in the
calculation of the total bearing frictional moment, M T ,
only the rolling frictional torque M rr , the sliding frictional

1

rs 

minimum contact length which is equal to face width in
case of spur gears.

K rs v  n ( d  D )

e

Kz
2( D  d )

(8)

(9)

Krs  3 108 is the replenishment/starvation
constant for jet lubrication, K z , is a bearing geometric
factor, d and D are the bearing bore and outside diameter
respectively both expressed in [mm]. The sliding frictional
moment, M sl , can be expressed as
where

M sl  Gsl sl

(10)

The sliding friction coefficient,  sl , is given as

sl  bl bl  (1  bl ) EHL
bl 

1
e

2.6 108  nv  1.4 dm

(11)
(12)

Assuming bl and  EHL are true representation of the
lubricant operational conditions, equation (11) can be used
to accurately calculate  sl . However, approximate values
of bl  0.15 and EHL  0.02 for cylindrical roller
bearings may be used [20] if experimental data are not
available. The sliding friction parameter, Gsl , can be
expressed as

Gsl  S1 dm0.9 Fa  S2 dm Fr

(13)

torque, M sl , and drag frictional toque, M drag , were
evaluated. The rolling frictional moment can be written as

M rr  ish rs Grr (v  n)0.6

(6)

where n is the rotational speed, [rpm], v is the kinematic
viscosity of the lubricant at operating temperature, [mm2/s]
and Grr is a coefficient dependent on bearing type, applied
loads and geometrical parameters. For cylindrical roller
bearing, the rolling friction parameter is given as

Grr  R1 dm

2.41

Fr

(7)

where R1 is a geometry constant, d m is the bearing mean
diameter [mm], and Fr is the radial force [N], acting on
the bearing. Reduction factors are introduced to
compensate for shear heating reduction, ish , and
high-speed replenishment/starvation, rs , effects on the
bearing rolling frictional moments, which are given
respectively in equation (8) and (9).

For the drag losses, M drag , the oil bath lubrication model
[20] may be used to approximate the roller bearing drag
losses. However, since the oil bath lubrication model is not
suitable for the considered application example, where a
dry sump lubrication method is employed to deliver
lubricants through oil paths (channels) to gear and rolling
bearing contacts, the bearing viscous drag losses may be
evaluated using the following relationship [19]
7
2/3
3

10 f 0 (voil n) d m voil  n  2000
M0  
7
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160

10
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d
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m


(14)

where f 0 is dependent on bearing type and lubrication
method. For paired bearings (double row) 2 f 0 is
recommended [19], n is the bearing speed [rpm], voil is the
kinematic viscosity in [mm2/s] and d m is the bearing mean
diameter in [mm]. With both the mechanical , M T , and spin
torque, M 0 , components determined, the total bearing
power loss (in [W]) due to the rolling bearings in the

gearbox can be obtained using equation (15).

PVB    M T   M 0  10  n 
3


30

eq 
(15)

eq 

D. Gear load-independent losses
The load-independent gear loss are usually characterized
by the type of lubrication system employed in a gearbox.
Due to the lubrication system defined for the studied
gearbox, neither dip lubrication nor jet lubrication is
preferred. Typically wind turbine applications employ oil
paths (lubrication channels) to deliver oil with the help

of centrifugal force from the system’s rotational center
to gear mesh and bearing contacts. In such cases spin
losses are influenced by circumferential speed, internal
gearbox design, operating temperature, oil viscosity,
diameter and design of rotating wheels, air drag along the
surface of the gear wheels, hydraulic losses due to
squeezing, and impulse losses due to oil acceleration.
These losses are typically challenging to predict in a single
formulation because they are a function of numerous
parameters. In planetary gear transmissions, the
load-independent components in gears may be identified as
pocketing losses, Pp , due to air-oil squeezing at gear mesh
interfaces and drag losses, Pd , originating from the planet
carrier and rotating gear wheels. To that note the
load–independent losses may be described as

PVGO  Pp  Pd

contact region, according to Seetharaman and Kahraman
[21], can be expressed by

Pdp i  4   d  bi  roi 2 i 2

35.25

  34.25air

(18)

35.25

where  air is the density of air within the gearbox and ρ is
the lubricant density, both parameters are given in [kg/m3].
air is the absolute viscosity of air within the gearbox in
[N s/m2]. The drag power loss along the sides of the gears,
Pdsi , according to Seetharaman and Kahraman [21], can be
expressed as

 0.41   k 0,5 i 2,5 ro i 4 ,
Re  5 105

Pdsi  
0,14
2,86
4,72
5

0.025   k i ro i , Re  5 10

(19)

where  k is kinematic viscosity of the air-oil mixture
around the gear pair. The flow regimes (laminar: Re<5·105)
and turbulent: Re >5·105) in the gearbox where analyzed
separately depending on the rotational speeds. To
characterize the flows, the Reynolds number was defined
as Re=2ρωir/µ within the range of 105 to 106 [23]. The
overall drag power loss per single gear of a gear pair, Pdi ,
then becomes

Pd i  Pdp i  Pds i

(16)

According to Seetharaman and Kahraman [21], the drag
power loss on a rotating gear pair may be predicted by
considering each gear as a rotating disk in an air-oil
mixture. The loss model then constitutes the drag taking
place along the periphery of the gears and drag loss taking
place along the sides of the gears. For each single gear, the
formulations for drag loss on the periphery and sides of the
gears must be considered, the total losses for each single
gear are then summed up to give the drag loss in a gear pair.
Assuming the flow between the rotating disk to be
laminar and considering the drag force on the periphery of
a gear and the tangential velocity along the periphery, the
power loss due to drag on the periphery Pdpi of a single

  34.25  air

(20)

To consider the complete effect of drag losses, equation (20)
should be implemented on the rotating gears (sun and
planet) and carrier. However, in this specific study only the
sun-planet drag losses are considered. Furthermore, due to
the relatively small helix angle (β) coupled with the large
gear width for the considered planetary application, the
gear mesh pocketing loss component Pp has been
disregarded for possible consideration elsewhere.
E. Seal losses
The studied gearbox has a total of two labyrinth seals
located at the output and input shafts. The interaction of the
rotating shaft and the seals, promotes friction leading to
additional power losses. The seal power loss according to
ISO standard [24] for a given shaft with diameter d sh [mm]
can be expressed as

(17)

where bi is face width of i gear in [mm], roi and i
are the outside radius [mm] and the rotational speed [rpm]
of ith gear respectively, and  d is the dynamic viscosity of
the air-oil mixture around the gear pair. To simulate the
air-oil mixture to represent that of a typical ambient
condition of a gearbox environment, an equivalent
densit, eq , and viscosity, eq , was implemented.

PVX  7.69 106  dsh 2  n

(21)

th

According to Anderson and Loewenthal [22] the air-oil
mixture may be expressed equation (18)

III. Application
A wind turbine gear box with nominal power capacity of
3 MW was investigated. A helical sun-planet gear pair (see
Table 1 for details) with a cylindrical roller bearing
integrated in the planet wheel of a low-speed planetary
stage. The gearing arrangement is such that the planet gears
rotate around the axes that revolve around the sun gear. A
completely, fixed ring gear binds the planet gear. The

planet wheel, positioned parallel to the central axis of
rotation, mesh with the ring and sun gear. Input power is to
the carrier on which the planet is mounted. Consequently
the planet orbits around the sun as it rolls in mesh with the
ring gear. While the studied model can be applied to ring
and planet mesh, in this paper only the power loss between
the planet and sun gear mesh is presented.
A. Parametric study
The low-speed helical gear geometry was modeled in
MATLAB V8.4 [25] according to DIN ISO standard [26].
In this model the load distribution along the path of contact
was approximated to be equal at the gear mesh contact by
dividing the total load resulting from the torque by the
number of gear pairs in contact.
The predicted load, gear geometry, surface finish,
kinematic parameters and lubricant parameters are input to
a mean coefficient of friction model to determine the
average friction coefficient along the path of contact in a
gear mesh. The predicted average friction coefficient
which is assumed constant along the path of contact in the
gear mesh is input to a gear power loss model. Lubrication
data and conditions are formulated and synchronized to all
major components in the power loss formulation. This
formulation accounts for all the temperature and flow
change in the lubricant.
Table 1 Gear design parameters

Parameter

Sun gear

Number of teeth

Planet gear

26

36

Module [mm]

15

Pressure angle [ ̊ ]

20

Helix angle [ ̊ ]

2

Center distance [mm]
Outside diameter [mm]

471.5
427.9

Face width [mm]

574.4

Table 3 Properties of selected wind turbine gear oils

Parameter

MINR

PAO

PAG

Kinematic viscosity at
40 ̊C [mm2/s]

320

320

317

Kinematic viscosity at
60 ̊C [mm2/s]

108.98

134.12

164.03

Kinematic viscosity at
80 ̊C [mm2/s]

47.25

66.48

94.35

Kinematic viscosity at
100 ̊C [mm2/s]

24.40

37.4

59

Density [g/cm3] at 15 C
̊

0.895

0.860

1.075

97

166

253

Viscosity index

IV. Results and Discussions
Presented below are simulation results, quantifying the
influence of the design and operating parameters on the
gear power loss and efficiency. This parametric study will
enable designers identify the key parameters that may be of
great significance in optimizing the gearbox efficiency.
Figures 1a, 3, 4, 5, and 6, use blue and red color to identify
curves corresponding to the lowest and highest parameter
value. Black curves in those figures represent intermediate
values of the studied parameter.

500

Transverse contact ratio

1.539

Overlap contact ratio

0.370

Total contact ratio

1.909

In this study a radially loaded cylindrical roller bearing
is studied. See Table 2 for the bearing details. The radial
bearing force, Fr , on the bearing was calculated with
respect to the flexible planet carrier pins (planet gear shaft)
and the imposed gear tooth load. The bearing radial force,
geometrical data and the lubricant parameters are then
coupled together to formulate the bearing losses.
Table 2 Parameters of the cylindrical roller bearings

Parameter

To quantify the individual contributions of the design
parameters on power loss and efficiency, the subject gear
pair and roller bearings will be studied. In this analyses a
two row cylindrical roller bearings are studied. The bearing
has 14 rollers in each row integrated in the bore of the
planet wheel. Three fully formulated ISO VG 320
lubricants, a Mineral (MINR), a Polyalphaolefin (PAO)
and a Polyalkyleneglycol (PAG), typical for wind turbine
applications were selected. The basic physical properties of
the selected lubricants are represented in Table 3.

NJ2252 MA

Number of roller rows

1

Number of rollers

14

Inner diameter [mm]

260

Roller diameter [mm]

76

Roller length [mm]

120

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Variation of power loss with (a) RPM and module (b) module at
operating speed of 150 rpm

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 Variation of power loss with (a) Gear width (b) Alphan at 150 rpm

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6 Variation of bearing power loss with speed and oil temperature (a)
at oil 60 °C (b) at oil 80 °C

20

Power loss [W]

18
16
14
12
10

0.7
0.8
0.9
Eps1 (blue) and Eps2 (red)

1

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 Variation of power loss with (a) helix angle (b) addendum contact
ratios

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4 Loss degree variation with (a) helix angle (b) pressure angle

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5 Drag power losses for gear pairs: (a) varying b with module=18 (b)
varying module with b=570 mm

Fig. 7 Variation of power losses in gearbox shaft seals with respect to rpm

In the analysis, a helical gear pair with a fixed center
distance of 471.5 mm and a 1.38 ratio is studied. Both
gears considered were high precision gears with
reasonably smooth surface profiles. Each gear has a
surface roughness Ra = 0.5 µm. The following parameters
were varied:
(i) input torque and rotational speed,
(ii) geometric parameters including face width, module,
pressure angle, transverse contact ratio, and axial
contact ratio.
Fig. 1 (a) shows the variation of PLD against rotational
speed ω [rpm] and module (m). The module is varied from
15 to 30 with an increment of 3, while keeping other
geometric parameters constant. An almost linear behavior
is observed, suggesting that PLD varies linearly with speed,
meanwhile about 0.2 to 0.8 W difference in power loss is
observed for each module size due to the continuously
increasing speed. It can be said that the loss difference
observed at 20 rpm (blue line indicates the lowest module
size) is high compared to that experienced at 200 rpm. This
attests to the fact that PLD is critical for relatively low
speed transmissions.
Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the variation of module against PLD
for fixed rotation speed of 150 rpm. In cases presented in
Fig. 1 pressure angle and helix angle are kept constant at 20̊
and 2̊ respectively. It is evident from the figure that
increasing module size from 15 to 30, an almost linear
behavior of power loss is observed. Also due to increasing
module size, the gear teeth becomes longer and the sliding
speed between tooth surfaces increases, which in turn leads
to a substantial increase in power loss. Therefore it can be
said that decreasing the module size will lead to minimum
power loss resulting in higher efficiency gear
transmissions.
Variation of face width from 400 mm to 700 mm for the

gear pair rotating at 150 rpm is illustrated in Figure 2 (a).
Quantifying the influence of face width variation, it can be
observed that, increasing gear face width results in a
decrease in power loss for the given rotational speed. This
can be attributed to the fact that the wider the gear face
width the smaller are the sliding losses since the unit
pressure at the teeth is decreased.
Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the influence of pressure angle on
power loss, the results presented in this figure suggests that
increasing the pressure angle reduces power loss from 16.5
W to 10.3 W, which then results in an increase in efficiency.
The result suggests that within a given range, increasing
the pressure angle will enable a better gear tooth load
capacity. Furthermore, the gear pair tooth sliding is
reduced resulting in higher efficiency gear sets.
Illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) is the variation of power loss with
helix angle at a speed of 150 rpm. The plot suggests that
increasing the helix angle reduces the mechanical power
loss. Therefore more efficient gear sets can be realized by
increasing the helix angle. One must however consider the
consequence of trust load on the axle which increases with
the increase of the helix angle, which might contribute to
higher losses in the supporting bearings.
Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the variation of power loss with
addendum contact ratios  1 and  2 for the sun and planet
gear respectively, at a speed of 150 rpm. It can be seen
from the figure that smaller  1 leads to higher power loss,
a similar trend is seen for  2 though the difference in
contact ratio is high compared to the loss difference for the
two. This implies that for increased efficiency  1 must be
less than  2 .
Variation of helix angle against power loss (see Fig. 4 (a))
yields the same conclusion as illustrated in in Fig. 3 (a).
Similar deductions can be drawn by varying pressure
angles, see Fig. 4 (b). With regards to the studied parameter
range, the presented results suggests that increasing the
helix and pressure angle results in low loss and efficient
helical gears.
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) respectively illustrates the influence of
face width and module on drag power loss. Fig. 5 (a) shows
variation of gear face width from 500-700 mm with
module 18 at an operating temperature of 50C. With
regards to the studied gear pair, it can be concluded that the
influence of face width on drag losses is less significant.
However, in Fig. 5 (b), it is seen that, keeping the face
width set to 572 mm while varying the module size from 15
mm to 30 mm, with an increment of 3, drag losses become
to be significant with the increase of the rotational speed.
Maintaining the same operating conditions as in Fig 1 ,
the presented results suggests that the gear module
attributes significantly to both load dependent and load
independent gear losses.
The total bearing power losses illustrated in Fig. 6 (a)
was studied for three lubricants. As stated earlier, majority
of the gear box failures originate from rolling element
bearings. Consequently, this model is aimed at predicting
losses and identifying the most suitable lubricant for the
bearing lubrication since the bearing life is highly
dependent on the lubricant condition.
It can be seen from Fig 6 that operating speed and oil

temperature has great effect on bearing power losses. From
Fig 6 (a), at moderately high oil temperature 60 °C, it can
be seen that PAG lubricants promotes higher power losses
as compared to MINR and PAO. Reasons to such a
behavior may be attributed to the high oil density and
viscosity index. Increase of the oil temperature to 80°C
significantly reduces oil viscosity, and thus power losses.
This is especially visible in the case of PAO and MINR oil
types (See Fig. 6 (b)). It can be seen from figure that the
lubricant with the low viscosity index (MINR) resulted in
low power losses. Meaning bearing efficiency can be
improved with proper lubricant selection. Thus a
compromise could be made at the design stage to
implement different oil types to evaluate the optimal
efficiency of bearings or gears. Finally, Fig. 7 presents
losses related to shaft seals for the gearbox. The results
suggests that shaft seal losses increases exponentially with
speed. However, in the considered application example
(see Fig 7) these losses may constitute the lowest with the
gear mesh losses as the dominating ones followed by the
bearing losses.

V. Conclusions
A parametric study of the critical parameters influencing
the load dependent and load independent losses of a
sun-planet gear pair was studied. A helical gear power loss
formulation was developed to account for all the main
components used within the gearbox and is expected to
enable a realistic prediction of power losses during the real
life operation.
The developed model was used to simulate conditions
with addendum contact ratios, helix and pressure angles,
module sizes, face width, and lubricant base oil
formulation to quantify their influence on power loss
reduction. The helix and pressure angles were later
weighed against power transmission in terms of the load
dependent loss to indicate the extent to which power loss
can be reduced by increasing helix and pressure angles.
Results from this study indicate that:
• Module size represents one of the most critical gear
design parameters and should be considered in gear
design optimization if efficient design is required.
Decreasing the module decreases load dependent and
load independent losses.
• Increasing gear face width reduces the pressure
exerted on the gear tooth, leading to improved
efficiency. This suggest that the increased face width
must compliment the active face width used for the
tooth contact.
• Efficiency increases with increasing pressure angle,
however, since gear excitation increases with
increasing pressure angle one should be cautious, so
not to compromise the vibration capacity of the
transmission.
• Power loss can be reduced with increasing helix angle.
However, its effect is less significant compared to
module, face width and pressure angle.
Lubricant base oil contributes immensely to bearing
efficiency. Efficient lubricant results in improved
efficiency. The developed power loss model will help the
designer to identify the critical parameters influencing the

transmission efficiency all in an attempt to improve the
overall reliability of geared systems.
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Power losses in any geared-transmission can be attributed to gear-mesh and bearing-contact frictional eﬀects
and the interaction of rolling element bearings and gears with the lubricating medium. In this paper, a
composite power loss model combining a non-uniform load distribution model with a local friction coeﬃcient at
any point of contact and oil drag formulations has been developed. A design sensitivity study has been carried
out that examines how the design parameters of planetary gear sets and bearings and lubricant properties
inﬂuence performance. The accuracy of these models was assessed by comparing predicted results to published
measured values taken from planetary gear sets and parallel axis gear set experiments.

1. Introduction

operate under harsh environmental conditions making the transmission less accessible and challenging to maintain, especially in oﬀshore
applications. The reliability issues speciﬁc to the geared wind turbine
have led to increasing interest in direct-drive wind turbines, which do
away with the gearbox, even though direct-drive wind turbines have
not proven to be more reliable [4]. Moreover, direct-drive systems are
characterized by larger generator size and a larger number of coils, so
they are heavier and more prone to early failure [5]. To maintain the
geared wind turbine concept, concerns relating to improved gearbox
reliability and eﬃciency must be addressed.
Improving wind turbine gearbox eﬃciency is essential. Gear power
loss is inevitable during power generation. In practice, these losses
manifest as heat. The heat generation associated with drive power also
inﬂuences the overall eﬃciency of the gearbox. Predicting power losses
in the design stages makes it possible to make design improvements
prior to actual gearbox testing [6]. Furthermore, the added frictional
heat and resulting high oil temperature can lead to increased gear
contact temperatures, which in turn lead to a number of gear failure
modes including wear, scuﬃng, and pitting [7]. Other component level
failures may occur because of inappropriate lubrication leading to
lubricant starvation at the gear and bearing contacts. The primary
objective of this paper is to investigate mechanical power loss and spin
power loss in planetary gear systems.
The majority of studies on gear eﬃciency and power loss are related
to parallel axis gear systems. Most of these studies [8–10] have focused
on mechanical power loss. Some have investigated spin power losses
[11–14]. These studies, while signiﬁcant in forming a good database
for the power loss prediction in gears, generally only consider a single
gear pair. Typically, gear power losses in parallel axis gear systems can

Many operating wind turbines use high-speed electric generators,
so the relatively low speed of rotation of the main rotor blades must be
stepped up to accommodate the needs of the generator. A gearbox
performs this function, and since the speed increase needed is
signiﬁcant, it is common to design the gearboxes for wind turbine
drivetrains using planetary gear sets. Gearboxes based on planetary
gear sets oﬀer higher gear ratios and higher power densities with less
noise in a more compact size. Besides wind turbines, planetary gear
sets are also widely used in various other mechanisms and machines
such as industrial drives, rotorcraft, automobiles, machine tools, and
prime movers.
The multiple-planet branches of planetary gear sets are usually
symmetric about their axes, so they oﬀer improved self-centering
capabilities and favorable bearing support conditions [1]. These
advantages make planetary gear sets preferable to countershaft gear
transmissions. However, their multiple planet branches also reduce
eﬃciency, as the cumulative power lost at the multiple gear mesh and
bearing contact regions in planetary gear sets dictates the overall
eﬃciency of the transmission.
Since the inception of energy generation from wind power, the
reliability of the wind turbine transmission has been challenged by
failures related to the tribology of gears, bearings, and other gearbox
components [2]. Literature reveals that the electrical and control
systems in wind turbines are usually more susceptible to failure [3].
However, the downtime per failure rate and accompanying maintenance cost of the gearbox has made it the most critical component in
terms of wind turbine design. Furthermore, wind turbines usually
⁎
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Trr
Tdrag
ui
Ũ
Vm
ν
x
z
ηk
ηd
ηmix
μsl
μbl
μm
μEHL
ρoil
ρeq
XR
KA
Kv
KBβ
KBα
β
εα
α
αn
αt′
ξ
ν
ρC
VΣC
φT
ω
ϕ
ϕish
ϕrs
ϕbl
λ

Nomenclature

A
B
bi
d
D
dm
Er
Fr
Fa
Fn
F̃r
Fbt
G̃
Grr
Gsl
lc
l min
Mjet
Msump
n
Pch
Pdj

Area, mm
Bearing width, mm
Face width of gear, mm
Bearing inner diameter, mm
Bearing outer diameter, mm
Bearing mean diameter, mm
Modulus of elasticity, MPa
Radial load, N
Axial load, N
Normal load, N
Elemental isothermal rolling force, N
Circumferential force on base circle, N
Material parameter (dimensionless)
Rolling friction variable, (dimensionless)
Sliding friction variable, (dimensionless)
Instantaneous line of contact, mm
Minimum length of the contact, mm
Frictional moment due to jet lubrication, N mm
Frictional moment due to oil bath lubrication, N mm
Rotational speed, 1/mm
Power losses, W
Gear drag power losses, W, (j=side, periphery, face)

Pdpd
Pvb
Ph
Q̃
rb
roi
r1c
R
R̄
Re
Re
S
S̄
Tsl

Windage and churning drag power loss, W
Bearing viscous power loss, W
Hertzian contact pressure, Pa
Load parameter, (dimensionless)
Base radius, mm
Outer radius of gear i, mm
Radius of considered contact point, mm
Instantaneous rolling friction power loss, W
Average rolling frictional power loss, W
Eﬀective radius of curvature, mm
Reynolds number, (dimensionless)
Instantaneous sliding friction power loss, W
Average sliding frictional power loss, W
Sliding frictional torque, N mm

⌢

2

be studied separately from bearing losses. However, in planetary gears,
the associated bearing power losses must be modeled, because the
rolling element bearings are usually an integral part of the planet gears
where the planet bore becomes the bearing outer raceway. In addition,
the kinematic conﬁguration, complex external and internal multi-mesh
interactions, and lubrication paths necessitate for a thorough study to
evaluate the applicability of these models to planetary gear systems.
The literature on the power loss of planetary gears is sparse. Some
planetary gear eﬃciency studies have focused on gear train kinematics
and dynamics, whereby the entire mechanical eﬃciency of the planetary gear train is determined [15]. Typically, these models employ
speed and torque equations to analyze system eﬃciency. These studies
have usually concentrated on gear-mesh friction interactions to determine transmission eﬃciencies without considering planet bearing
mechanical power losses or any losses due to lubrication eﬀects (spin
power losses) on the planetary gear sets [15–17]. These models, while
useful in evaluating transmission design, fail to address power losses
due to lubrication interactions, applied non-uniform gear normal loads,
and eﬀects of operating speed.
Studies related to power loss in planetary gear sets have generally
been experimental. These studies have used a back-to-back test rig to
study mechanical and spin power losses [18,19]. Kahraman et al. [19]
recently measured power losses in a single planetary gear set under
unloaded conditions. Results indicate that planet bearing viscous
friction power losses were the most dominant source of spin power

Rolling frictional torque, N mm
Viscous frictional torque, N mm
Surface velocities of pinion and gear, m/s
Speed parameter, (dimensionless)
Drag loss variable with respect to the oil level
Inverse unitary potential, N/mm2
Coordinate
Number of teeth, (gear index i=1, 2), (dimensionless),
Kinematic viscosity, cSt
Dynamic viscosity, Pa s
Air-oil mixture dynamic viscosity, Pa s
Sliding coeﬃcient of friction, (dimensionless)
Lubricant additive parameter, (dimensionless)
Local friction coeﬃcient, (dimensionless)
Full ﬁlm friction coeﬃcient, (dimensionless)
Oil density, Kg/m3
Air-oil equivalent density, Kg/m3
Roughness factor, (dimensionless)
Application factor, (dimensionless)
Dynamic factor, (dimensionless)
Transverse load factor, (dimensionless)
The face load factor, (dimensionless)
Helix angle, (deg)
Transverse contact ratio, (dimensionless)
Pressure-viscosity coeﬃcient of the lubricant, 1/Pa
Normal pressure angle, (deg)
Operating transverse pressure angle, (deg)
Proﬁle parameter, (dimensionless)
Inverse unitary potential
Reduced radius of curvature, mm
Sum velocity at operating pitch circle, m/s
Thermal reduction factor, (dimensionless)
Angular velocity, rad/s
Planet gear immersion angle, (deg)
Shear heat reduction factor, (dimensionless)
High-speed replenishment factor, (dimensionless)
Sliding friction factor, (dimensionless)
Lubricant thermal conductivity, W/(m K)

Planetary
Power Loss

Spin
Power Losses

Mechanical
Power Losses

Gear
Mechanical

Bearing
Mechanical

Gear and
Carrier Drag

Gear
Pocketing

Bearing
Viscous

Fig. 1. Component level power loss of a planetary gear set.

losses. In addition, an increase in lubricant temperature was shown to
decrease total spin power loss. Talbot et al. [18] experimentally
measured spin and mechanical power loss in planetary gear sets.
Results indicated an inﬂuence of oil temperature on power loss. Surface
roughness was shown to be more inﬂuential with respect to mechanical
power loss, but without inﬂuence on spin losses. Talbot [20] also
proposed mechanical and spin power loss models to supplement his
work on experimental planetary gear sets eﬃciency. This study, while
useful in providing a good database for the study of planetary gear
eﬃciency, focused on planetary gear sets typical to automotive
transmissions and continuously variable transmissions (CVT). These
systems operate under speeds and torques levels representative of
automotive conditions and employ automotive transmission lubricants
typical for automotive gear and bearing contact problems.
To supplement the available information on modeling aspects
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2. Planetary power loss

Ring

Carrier

Planetary power losses of any gear system can be categorized into
two groups. See Fig. 1. One group is referred to as mechanical power
loss, which is due to the sliding and rolling action of the lubricant ﬁlm
and typically characterized as friction at the lubricated bearing and
gear mesh contacts. These losses are dependent on the transmitted
torque in the gear system [8]. The second group of power losses is
termed spin losses, which is attributed to the losses in the gear system
under no-load or during idling conditions [11–13].
Spin losses comprise drag and oil pocketing, which are attributed to
the rotating gears and mesh contacts, and viscous heat dissipation in
rolling element bearings. These losses are primarily inﬂuenced by the
applied lubrication methods employed in a speciﬁc system and the
interaction of the air, oil, or air/oil mixture with the rotating bearing
and gear. In addition, other secondary sources of viscous dissipation in
seals and auxiliaries may contribute to the total power loss in the
transmission [11].

Planet 2

Planet 3

Sun

Planet 1

Planet 4
Y
X

Planet bearing

2.1. Mechanical power loss modeling

Fig. 2. Schematic of planetary system with sun gear, planet carrier with four planet gears
and bearings.

The model developed in this study accounts for all the main
components within a planetary gearbox. Planetary gear sets consist
of multiple identical planet gears that mesh with a sun gear (central
member) and a ring gear. The planet gears are ﬁxed to a planet carrier
through planet pins and supported by rolling element bearings as
shown in Fig. 2. The total power loss in a planetary transmission is the
sum of all the losses in each single element and contact pairs.

related to wind turbines, Nutakor et al. [6] theoretically studied both
mechanical and spin power losses for sun-planet gear mesh types. For
mechanical power loss, the approximated power loss model assumed
uniform friction along the line of contact. In addition, the applied gear
tooth loads were assumed constant, although in reality these loads are
non-uniform. Even with these simpliﬁcations, design parameters such
as module, pressure angle, face width, and the helix angle of the
studied planet and sun gears were shown to inﬂuence mechanical
power loss. The obtained results indicated that the eﬃciency of a gear
system could be improved with appropriate design parameter optimization. In addition, lubricant base oil and temperature were shown to
inﬂuence the eﬃciency of planet bearings. This initial parametric study
will be further developed using a more accurate approach to capture
the inﬂuencing factors of wind turbine planetary transmission power
loss.
Review of these studies reveals the need for a planetary gear
eﬃciency model that can accurately predict power loss in planetary
gear sets typical for wind turbine applications. The main goal of this
study is to present a power loss model capable of predicting both
mechanical and spin power losses for planetary gear systems. The
model incorporates both a gear mechanical power loss approach based
on minimum elastic potential energy [21,22] and a local friction
coeﬃcient based on the combination of published average values [23]
with the instantaneous load per unit length at any contact point on the
line of contact. In addition, a roller bearing power loss model
comprising the load dependent and viscous torque moments is superimposed to account for bearing friction torque and viscous heat
dissipation losses at the roller and raceway contacts. Spin power losses
comprise the drag at the gear periphery and sides. However, gear mesh
pocketing losses have not been included in the scope of this study. In
accordance with this goal, the speciﬁc objectives of this paper are as
follows.

2.1.1. Gear-mesh power loss model
Typically, gear-mesh power loss is characterized by the normal load
and the relative sliding and rolling at the lubricated gear mesh. All the
inﬂuencing elements characterizing the friction interaction along the
line of action of a gear pair must be considered. In terms of gear-mesh
power loss, the load distribution along the line of contact and the
friction coeﬃcient at each contact point are primary contributors. This
paper will consider models for load distribution and friction coeﬃcient
variable along the line of contact.
For load distribution, the Minimum Elastic Potential Energy
(MEPE) model [21,22] will be considered. The model accounts for
the changing rigidity of the tooth pair along the path of contact and
allows describing the variation of the load per unit of length along the
line of contact at any meshing position. Because the model considers
the variations of the mesh stiﬀness, it yields accurate results and
provides analytic expressions of the load, which is important in
facilitating the calculation of the power loss by integration.
For the friction coeﬃcient, a widely used model that accounts for
the velocity, curvature, roughness, and lubricant properties will be
considered [23]. The expression depends on the circumferential load
applied to the base circle divided by the minimum length-of-contact.
This simpliﬁed uniform-friction coeﬃcient model can be adjusted by
considering the load per unit of length at any point along the line of
contact at any meshing position provided by the MEPE model, which
results in a local friction coeﬃcient model. In summary, for the
mechanical power loss approach considered in this work, both the
load per unit length and the friction coeﬃcient are computed instantaneously at any position in the meshing cycle, but both are expressed by
means of analytic equations, which produce accurate results.
The overall gear-mesh power loss at a single planetary stage will be
inﬂuenced by the number of planets at each stage k, the double sunplanet sp, the planet-ring pr contact of each planet, and the sliding and
rolling friction at both contacts. Accordingly, the total instantaneous
gear-mesh power loss will be

(i) Develop a model that combines both mechanical and spin losses
to predict the power loss of planetary gear sets.
(ii) Adjust the mechanical power loss model by combining a load
distribution model of minimum elastic potential energy and an
instantaneous, local friction coeﬃcient.
(iii) Apply the resulting model to an example large-scale wind turbine
gearbox, and perform a parametric study to quantify the inﬂuence
of design parameters and operating conditions on power loss.
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∑ n˜[(Sisp + Risp) + (Sipr + Ripr )]

Pmesh =

deﬁned as

i =1

(1)

Jv (ξ0 ) =

where ñ is the number of planets in k number of planetary stages
considered in the transmission. S and R are the instantaneous sliding
and rolling frictional power losses, which are described as follows.
c

(2)

c

in which μ is the friction coeﬃcient, dFn and dF̃r are the elemental
normal load and the elemental isothermal rolling force at any contact
point, u1, and u2 are the surface velocities of pinion and gear,
respectively, and lc denotes the instantaneous line of contact. Finally,
denoting the number of teeth on pinion by z1, the average power losses
are

S =
R =

2π

z1
2π

∫0 z1 S dα =

z1
2π

∫0

2π
z1

R dα =

2π

c

∫0 z1 ∫l dF˜r (u1 + u2) dα
c

(3)

2.1.2. Sliding frictional power losses
According to the MEPE load distribution [21,22], the load per unit
of length at a point on the line of contact described by ξ at a meshing
position described by ξ0 is given by

f (ξ, ξ0 ) =

εβ cos βb v (ξ )
F
b
Iv (ξ0 )

z1
2π

r12c
−1
r12b

(5)

εα
;
2

˜ ˜ )0.658Q˜ 0.0126Re / α
F˜r (x ) = φT (4.318)(GU

1

φT =

(7)

in which εα is the transverse contact ratio, ξm is the proﬁle
parameter corresponding to the midpoint of the interval of contact
ξinn ≤ ξ ≤ ξinn + εα , and ξinn the proﬁle parameter of the inner point of
contact. Finally, assuming v (ξ ) = 0 outside the contact domain, Iv (ξ0 )
can be computed from

Iv (ξ0 ) =

z1−1

ξ0 + j

j =0

ξ0 + j − εβ

∑∫

v (ξ )dξ

rb1
(rb2 ± rb1)
rb 2

∫ξ

ξinn +1

inn

1 − 13.2(Ph / Er ) L0.42
1 + 0.213(1 + 2.23SR 0.83) L0.64

⎛ dη ⎞ V 2
L = ⎜− ⎟ e
⎝ dT ⎠ λ

(14)

(15)

where λ describes the lubricant thermal conductivity. In summary, the
rolling frictional power losses at each tooth contact will be computed by
plugging Eqs. (14) and (15) into Eq. (13). The total gear-mesh power
losses will be computed with Eq. (1).

(8)

Jv (ξ0 )
dξ0
Iv (ξ0 )

(13)

where Er is the eﬀective modulus of elasticity, Ph is the Hertzian contact
pressure of the equivalent contact at any point of the line of contact,
and L is the thermal load parameter. L can be expressed as

From Eqs. (3), (4) and (8), the average sliding frictional power
losses are described by

S = Fω1

(12)

where G̃ , Ũ , and Q̃ are dimensionless material, speed, and load
parameters, respectively. Re is the eﬀective radius of curvature, and α
is the pressure-viscosity coeﬃcient of the lubricant. The line of contact
is described by coordinate x. The thermal reduction factor φT accounting for temperature eﬀects at high speed according to [24] is as follows.

(6)

2
⎤− 2
⎡1 ⎛
ε ⎞
b0 = ⎢ ⎜1 + α ⎟ − 1⎥
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 2 ⎝
⎠
2

(11)

2.1.3. Rolling frictional power losses
In terms of the rolling frictional power losses, isothermal rolling
frictional force due to oil build up according to [24] is given as

where

ξm = ξinn +

(10)

where f (ξ ,ξ0) can be computed with Eqs. (4), (6), and (7). The sliding
frictional power losses at each tooth contact (one contact between sun
and planet and another one between planet and ring, for each planet)
will be computed from Eq. (9) with the functions Iv (ξ0) and Jv (ξ0)
provided by Eqs. (8) and (10). The inverse unitary potential can be
obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7), while the friction coeﬃcient will be
computed from Eq. (12).

where r1c is the radius of the considered contact point on the line of
contact, and r1b is the base radius. The proﬁle parameter ξ0 of the
reference transverse section describes the meshing position inside the
meshing cycle. The inverse unitary potential v, which is proportional to
the mesh stiﬀness of the tooth pair for unit face width, can be
accurately calculated as follows [21].

v (ξ ) = cos[b0 (ξ − ξm )]

2π
ξ − tan αt′ dξ
z1

⎛ K K f (ξ, ξ0 ) ⎞0.2
⎟ ηoil −0.05 XR XL
μ = 0.045 ⎜ A v
⎝ VΣC⋅ ρC ⎠

(4)

where εβ is the axial contact ratio, βb is the base helix angle, b
represents the eﬀective face width, F is the transmitted load, v is the
inverse unitary potential, and Iv denotes the integral of the inverse
unitary potential along the line of contact. The proﬁle parameter ξ of
the contact point may be deﬁned as

ξ=

μv (ξ )

where KA is the application factor, Kv is the dynamic factor, KBβ is the
transverse load factor, and KBα is the face load factor. Fbt is the
circumferential force on the base circle, l min is the minimum length
of the contact, VΣC is the sum velocity at operating pitch circle, ρC is the
reduced radius of curvature at pitch point, and ηd is dynamic oil
viscosity at oil temperature. XR is the roughness factor and XL is a
dimensionless approximation of lubricant factor dependent on lubricant base oil.
In this work, this equation has been adjusted according to the load
per unit length provided by the MEPE load model, providing a local
friction coeﬃcient model with analytic equation

2π

z1
2π

ξ0 + j − εβ

⎛ KA Kv KBβ KBα Fbt / l min ⎞0.2
⎟ ηd −0.05 XR XL
μm = 0.045 ⎜
VΣC⋅ ρC
⎠
⎝

∫0 z1 ∫l μdFn (u1 − u2) dα

z1
2π

ξ0 + j

j =0

∑∫

for which αt′ is the operating transverse pressure angle. The plus/
minus sign in Eq. (9) corresponds to the external (sun-planet) and
internal (planet-ring) gears, respectively. To compute the sliding
frictional power losses from Eq. (9) using Eqs. (8) and (10), the
variation of the friction coeﬃcient, expressed as a function of ξ and ξ0 ,
is required.
In the design stages, where experimental data is unavailable, a gear
contact mean coeﬃcient of friction may be described as follows [23]:

S = ∫ μdFn (u1 − u2 )
l
R = ∫ dF˜r (u1 + u2 )
l

z1−1

2.2. Bearing mechanical power loss

(9)

where ω1 is the pinion angular velocity and the function Jv can be

Total friction torque Tlb for the cylindrical and tapered roller
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manufacturer’s table. The power loss in a single bearing due to friction
torque is then given as

Pb = Tlb⋅ω⋅

π
30

(27)

2.3. Spin power loss model
Typically, gear transmissions employ one of two lubricating system
types: dip lubrication, where gears rotate at low speed and are partially
or fully immersed in a lubricant; and jet fed lubrication, where gears
rotate at comparatively high speeds, and lubrication is delivered to the
gear mesh contacts through jet nozzles. The spin power loss in any gear
transmission is a function of the circumferential speed, internal gearbox design, operating temperature, oil viscosity, diameter, and design
of the rotating wheels. However, the determinant factor dictating how
these losses are evaluated is based on the type of lubrication system
used. In terms of dip lubrication, spin losses are due to oil churning
whereas windage is due to jet fed systems [11].
Planetary gear sets make use of centrifugal force to move oil from
the system’s rotational center through lubrication paths [19]. This
centrifugal force initiates a reverse action to deliver oil to the planetary
bearing and gear mesh contacts. Lubrication is facilitated in this study
by jet fed lubrication channels. An electric motor drives a lubricating
pump coupled to an oil ﬂow distributor to allow lubricant to be
delivered through the oil channels. The oil is delivered via jet nozzles
to the bearings and gear contacts at subsequent planetary stages. Welldesigned drain valves are typically placed at the base of an oil sump
located at each planetary stage. The lubricant is allowed to exit through
the drain valves, and then it ﬂows back to an external oil reservoir.
When idling, an adequate level of lubricant is maintained in the oil
sump to ensure proper lubrication of the planet gear and bearings.
Under normal operating conditions, the lubricant is usually returned
back from the oil sump located at the planetary stage to the external oil
reservoir to provide dry sump lubrication management for the entire
wind turbine transmission. Allowing the oil to drain from the sump
keeps debris that might cause component failure from being churned
up into the gear and bearing contact areas. Accurate analysis of such
systems must consider the eﬀect of windage and oil churning on each
planet gear and bearing.

Fig. 3. Oil bath parameters for a single planet-ring gear mesh.

bearings used for the planet gear and carrier supports were calculated,
respectively, according to [25]. The model accounts for sliding frictional torque Tsl , rolling frictional torque Trr , and viscous drag Tdrag ,
which will be handled under the spin loss model. The total bearing
frictional torque is given as

Tlb = ϕish⋅ϕrs⋅Trr + Tsl + Tdrag

(16)

where the rolling torque Trr is given as

Trr = Grr (ηk ⋅ n )0.6

(17)

ηk is the kinematic viscosity of the lubricant at operating temperature, n
is the rotational speed, and Grr is a variable dependent on bearing type,
applied loads, and geometrical parameters. It may be described,
respectively, for cylindrical and tapered bearings as
Grr = R1 d m 2.41Fr

(18)

Grr = R1 d m 2.38 (Fr + R2⋅Y ⋅Fa )0.31

(19)

where R1 is a bearing geometry constant, d m is the bearing mean
diameter, and Y is the axial load factor. All bearing type geometric
factors used in this study have been listed in the appendix. Fa and Fr are
the axial and radial acting loads, respectively. Loads Fa and Fr for the
planet gear and carrier bearings were both calculated by applying the
principle of statics. Table 2 lists example bearing loads for nominal
operating conditions. Inlet shear heating and lubricant replenishment/
starvation are compensated, respectively, as

ϕish =

1
1 + 1.84 × 10−9 (n ⋅ d m )1.28⋅ηk 0.64
1

ϕrs =

e

Krs ηk ⋅ n (d + D )

Kz
2(D − d )

(20)

2.3.1. Gear viscous drag power losses
Viscous drag on the planet carrier and all rotating gears subjected
to lubricant drag forces are predicted according to the closed-form
formulations proposed by Seetharaman and Kahraman [11,12]. For
components operating in an air-oil mixture or fully immersed in oil, the
power loss due to drag on the periphery Pdpi of a single rotating
component i can be expressed, respectively, as

(21)

where Krs is the replenishment/starvation constant for jet lubrication,
Kz is a bearing geometric factor, and d and D are the bearing bore and
outside diameters, respectively. The sliding torque Tsl is given as

Tsl = Gsl μsl

(22)

The sliding friction coeﬃcient μsl depends on the weighting factor
ϕbl , the boundary ﬁlm coeﬃcient of friction μbl , and the full ﬁlm friction
coeﬃcient μEHL , for each lubricant.

μsl = ϕ bl ⋅ μbl + (1 − ϕ bl ) μEHL

ϕ bl =

(24)

In this study, the approximate values for μbl = 0.15 and μEHL = 0.02
for cylindrical rollers and μEHL = 0.002 for tapered roller bearings were
used in the bearing simulation. The sliding friction parameter Gsl can be
expressed, respectively, for cylindrical and taped roller bearings as

Gsl = S1 ⋅d m0.9⋅ Fa + S2⋅ d m⋅ Fr

Gsl =

S1 ⋅d m 0.82 (Fr

+ S2⋅ Y ⋅Fa )

(28)

c
Pdpi
= 4 ⋅ π ⋅ ηmix ⋅ bi ⋅ ro i 2 ⋅ ωi 2⋅ϕi

(29)

where bi ,roi , and ωi are the face width, outside radius, and the rotational
w
speed of a gear i. In the case of windage drag, Pdpi
, ηmix is the air-oil
c
mixture dynamic viscosity. For oil churning drag ηd , Pdpi
is the oil
dynamic viscosity around the gear i. With regards to gears immersed in
oil, the planet gear immersion angle, as shown in Fig. 3, is
ϕi = cos−1 [1 − h¯i ]. The immersion depth hi of gear i is characterized
by a dimensionless parameter h¯i = hi / roi .
Likewise, the drag power loss along the face of component i
operating in an air-oil mixture Pdf can be expressed, respectively, as
follows.

(23)

1

−8 (n ⋅ η ) 1.4 d
m
k

e 2.6 ⋅ 10

w
Pdpi
= 4 ⋅ π ⋅ ηd ⋅ bi ⋅ ro i 2 ⋅ ωi 2

(25)

⎧ 0.41 ⋅ π ⋅ ρ ⋅ η 0.5 ⋅ ωi 2.5 ⋅ ro i 4 ,
k
w
Pdsi
=⎨
⎩ 0.025 ⋅ π ⋅ ρ ⋅ ηk 0.14 ⋅ωi 2.86 ⋅ ro i 4.72

(26)

⎪

⎪

where S1 and S2 are geometric constants obtained from the product
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13,20]. With regards to the studied application, oil drag due to dip
lubrication at the planet sump and also due to components rotating in
air, oil, or an air-oil mixture dictates that spin losses due to drag should
not be ignored. However, since the geometric constraints of the ring
gear in the example application, which will be studied in later sections
of this paper, restricts rotational motion, the oil inhibiting the planetring gear mesh will result to little or non-consequential oil pocketing at
this mesh. The sun-planet mesh on the other hand will contribute to oil
pocketing; however, this mesh is characterized by very low speed gears.
Talbot [20] developed a helical gear pocketing power loss model for
planetary sets typical for automobile applications. Pocketing losses
were predicted for helical gears with helix angles, β =0°, 15°, and 30°
and operating within a speed range 0–10000 rpm.
From a parameter sensitivity study on helical gear pocketing losses,
Talbot [20] reported that helical gears experience signiﬁcantly less
pocketing power loss than spur gears. In addition, it was shown that
under lightly loaded and high-speed conditions, pocketing losses can be
a big percentage of the total power loss in a gear transmission. In the
example application, the planetary gears operate under heavy loads and
low input speed conditions. Therefore, since oil pocketing has been
reported to be sensitive to speed [11,20], gear pocketing losses will not
be considered in the spin power loss predictions.

Table 1
Geometrical data for gears.
Planetary stage

1st

2nd

Parameters

Sun

Planet

Ring

Sun

Planet

Ring

Number of teeth
Outside diameter
[mm]
Operating pitch dia.
[mm]
Normal pressure
angle [deg]
Normal module [mm]
Helix angle [deg]
Center distance [mm]
Eﬀective face width
[mm]
Total contact ratio

24
481.40

34
657.80

92
1659.07

23
259.13

43
461.61

109
1109.86

442.44

626.78

1696.01

238.25

445.42

1129.08

508

10
5
341.8
315

305

280

20
18
2
534.6
568

568

1.791

1.910

⎧ 0.41 ⋅ ρ ⋅ ηk 0.5 ⋅ ωi2.5 ⋅ ro i2 ⋅ Adfi
,
⎪
⎪
sin ϕi
c
Pdsi
=⎨
⎪ 0.025 ⋅ ρ ⋅ ηk 0.14 ⋅ ωi2.86 ⋅ ro i2.72 ⋅ Adfi ,
⎪
(sin ϕi )0.14
⎩

2.187

2.208

Re < 5 ⋅ 10 5
Re > 5 ⋅ 10 5

(31)

where ηk is the kinematic viscosity of the air-oil mixture or oil around
gear i. The lubricant ﬂow regime (laminar and turbulent) in the
gearbox was handled separately depending on rotational speed. To
characterize the ﬂows, the Reynolds number was deﬁned as
Re = 2ρ ωi roi2 / η within the range of 105 to 106 [26]. The wetted surface
area of the gear face Adfi is given as

⎡π
⎤
Adfi = roi2 ⎢ − sin−1(1 − h¯i ) − (1 − h¯i ) h¯i (2 − h¯i ) ⎥
⎣2
⎦

2.3.3. Bearing viscous drag
The bearing viscous losses in the system Tdrag were computed to
account for both dip lubrication (when the system is idling and a level
of oil is maintained in the planet sump) and jet lubrication. This is
because each planet will cover one complete dip lubrication cycle and a
jet lubrication cycle while idling for each complete carrier rotation
cycle. The bearing viscous frictional moment of drag losses for the
planet bearing when submerged in the oil sump may be described by

(32)

Msump = 10 ⋅Vm⋅Kroll⋅B⋅ d m4⋅n2

Depending on the system conﬁguration, for example if the ring gear
is ﬁxed, there will be three main components: the sun gear Pds , the
carrier Pdc , and the planet gear Pdp . The sum of drag power loss per
single rotating component Pdi is then

Pd i = Pdp i + Pdf

Kroll =

(33)

i

Considering the subject wind turbine transmission, the sum of drag
power loss on each contributing component is given as
⌢

Pd = Pdpd + Pds + Pdc

(34)

⌢

k

∑ n˜[Pvb + Pdpd ] + Pdc + Pds
i =1

KL KZ (d + D ) −12
10
D−d

(37)

where KL and KZ are constants related to the rolling element geometrical type given in [25]. When the planet gear and bearing are not
submerged in the oil sump, frictional moment drag loss Mjet may be
expressed by [27]

where Pdpd represents drag due to windage w and oil churning c on each
planet gear for a single carrier rotation circle. Thus, the total spinbased power losses for planetary stage k due to the sun gear Pds , the
⌢
planet gear Pdpd , the planet carrier Pdc , and viscous dissipation Pvb is
given as

Pspin =

(36)

where B is the bearing width and Vm is the drag loss factor. The rolling
element constant Kroll may be deﬁned as

⎧10−7 f (η ⋅n )2/3 d m 3
k
0
Mjet = ⎨
−7
3
⎩160⋅10 f0 d m
⎪
⎪

ηk ⋅n ≥ 2000

ηk ⋅n ≤ 2000

(38)

where f0 is dependent on bearing type and lubrication method. The
values of f0 range from 0.2 to 4 for cylindrical roller bearings. For
paired bearings or double row roller bearings, f0 should be multiplied
by 2. The resultant bearing viscous drag loss for the planet gear
bearings based on the studied lubrication system may be expressed as

⌢

(35)

where ñ is the number of planets at the kth planetary stage. It is noted
that the inﬂuence of shaft seals have been ignored in the total
contribution of spin losses. This decision is justiﬁed by earlier simulation results reported by Nutakor et al. [6]. Nutakor et al. have shown
that power losses related to gearbox shaft seals increase with speed. In
the studied example there are two seals, a lip seal and a labyrinth seal.
However, since the considered application operates at low speed, it is
assumed that any power loss occurring at the seal contacts are
negligible.

Tdrag = Msump + Mjet

(39)

Carrier bearing drag torque should account for the lubrication
system applied. Here, the carrier bearing was jet lubricated meaning in
Eq. (39), drag moment due to dip lubrication was omitted.
3. Example simulation of power loss of a two stage wind
turbine gearbox
As an example, an industrial large-scale wind-turbine gearbox was
studied. The system conﬁguration consists of two planetary stages with
a total nominal power capacity of 3 MW and an overall transmission
ratio of 1:27.74. The structural arrangement is such that a high torque
rotor drives a planet carrier at a rotational speed of 11.8 rotations per
minute (rpm) to be increased to the medium speed of 323.1 rpm

2.3.2. Pocketing losses
Literature on gear-spin power losses suggests that the overall
component of spin power losses in gear transmission should account
for drag experienced by the gears or rotating components and oil
pocketing due to the squeezing of oil in gear meshes as they rotate [11–
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Table 2
Parameters of the cylindrical and tapered roller bearings.
Location

Designation

Inner diameter [mm]

Outer diameter [mm]

Width [mm]

Fa [N]

Fr [N]

Planet carrier 1

JL580946
JL580946
NJ2252
NJ2252
JL580946
LM869448
NU2338
NU2338

630
630
260
260
630
414
190
190

850
850
480
480
850
572
340
360

108
108
130
130
108
75
132
132

154074
154074
–
–
10847
92377
–
–

158184
393621
5487269
5487269
26250
3178
2812701
2812701

Planet1
Planet carrier 2
Planet 2

on the eﬃciency of a two-stage planetary wind turbine gearbox. The
predicted power losses were studied as follows. The bearing mechanical
and bearing viscous power losses Pmb and Pvb were determined. Then,
the eﬀect of the design parameter values on gear-mesh power loss Pmesh
and spin losses (which in this study is composed of churning losses Pcd
and windage power losses Pwd) at the ﬁrst and second planetary stages
were evaluated. For brevity, only selected cases that were examined will
be discussed here. Comparisons were made between the power loss
predictions of the developed model and the results of a variety of
experiments and EHL predictions taken from literature.

Table 3
Mechanical parameters of the ISO VG 320 lubricant.
Parameter

Unit

PAO

Density at 15 °C
Density at 95 °C
Kinematic viscosity at 40 °C
Kinematic viscosity at 95 °C
Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C
Ambient viscosity at 95 °C
Pressure viscosity coeﬃcient
Thermal conductivity at 95 °C

kg/m3
kg/m3
cSt
cSt
cSt
Pa s
GPa−1
W/m K

854.0
811.3
325.0
40.04
34.90
0.028
12.15
0.137

4.1. Bearing power losses

required by the generator. Each planetary stage comprises a ﬁxed ring
gear, a sun gear, and a planet carrier that provides input torque. In
addition, there are four and three planet gears, respectively, at the ﬁrst
and second stage of the planetary gear sets.
Each planet gear is supported by a pair of single row cylindrical
roller bearings (see Fig. 2). These bearings are caged, but lack outer
rings. They are integrated into the planet wheels such that the rolling
elements run directly in the raceway machined in the planet wheel.
Tapered roller bearings are used as bearing supports for the planet
carrier and the output shaft (not shown). The gear ratio of the ﬁrst
planetary stage is 1:4.833. It is coupled to the second stage through a
spline on the sun gear. The second stage ratio of 1:5.739 produces the
medium output speed required by the generator. The basic geometrical
parameters for the gears in the gearbox are deﬁned in Table 1. Table 2
lists the bearing parameters used in this study.
The oil assumed for this study was an ISO VG 320 synthetic
Polyalphaoleﬁn (PAO), which is typical for wind turbine applications.
Table 3 lists the oil parameters.

The bearing power loss model was ﬁrst validated with a set of
experimental data reported by Talbot et al. [28] and an EHL caged
roller bearing power loss model by Talbot [20]. Talbot et al. conducted
experimental investigations on caged needle roller bearings and fullcomplement needle bearing power losses in a planetary gear train. The
experiments were conducted with an experimental setup previously
used for planet load sharing and planetary gear sets eﬃciency
measurements [1,19,20]. In their experiments, a baseline caged
double-row needle roller bearings and a number of full-complement
needle bearings were used within ranges of bearing parameters,
operating speed, and torque levels. In their report presented in [28],
only measured data at 90 °C were reported, therefore besides the
inﬂuence of bearing mean diameter d m and bearing speed nb , to validate
the inﬂuence of temperature on bearing mechanical power loss,
comparisons were made using EHL bearing power loss predictions by
Talbot [20].
Fig. 4(a) and (b) illustrate the eﬀect of oil inlet temperatures of
30 °C and 95 °C on the planet cylindrical roller bearings at a nominal
input torque of 2428 kN m. A typical wind turbine lubricant, with
mechanical properties as shown in Table 3, was considered. In Fig. 4, a
decrease in oil inlet temperature is seen to increase power loss. For
example, at planet bearing speed nb = 31.9 rpm and nb = 57 rpm for the
ﬁrst planetary stage with an input planet mesh torque within the range

4. Parametric study
Transmission performance was evaluated using the developed
power loss models. These models were used to perform a design
sensitivity study to quantify the inﬂuence of various design parameters

Fig. 4. Variation of oil inlet temperature with 1st stage total planet bearings Pmb : (a) nb =32 rpm (b) nb =57 rpm.
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Fig. 5. Variation of bearing dm with total planet bearings Pmb : (a) Stage 1 and (b) Stage 2 planet bearings.

Tmesh ∈ [600…670] kN m. Reducing oil temperature results in an
increase in bearing mechanical power loss.
A comparison of Fig. 4(a) and (b) for Tmesh =620 kN m shows that
increasing oil inlet temperature from 30 °C to 95 °C (through reduction
of lubricant viscosity) results in a 77% and 79.2% reduction in Pmb ,
respectively, at nb = 31.9 rpm and nb = 57 rpm. The inﬂuence of oil
viscosity is more pronounced at higher bearing speeds as shown in
Fig. 4(b). A closer look at Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the trend of Pmb to be
almost linear (slightly concave down) with torque. Meaning that larger
reductions in Pmb can be realized at lower loads. The results in Fig. 4(a)
and (b) agree with the trend of an EHL prediction presented by Talbot
[20] for a caged cylindrical roller bearings in planetary gear sets. In
[20], when using an automatic transmission ﬂuid typical for automobile applications, bearing power losses were predicted at the
discrete temperature values of 40 °C, 60 °C, and 90 °C. The power loss
predictions of [20] clearly show a concave downwards trend, which is
similar to that presented in Fig. 4 where even larger reductions in Pmb
are observed at lower torque values and at higher temperatures.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) demonstrate the inﬂuence of bearing mean
diameter d m on Pmb at oil temperature 95 °C. Here, nb for the 1st and
2nd stages was kept at the nominal speeds of 31.9 rpm and 145.3 rpm,
respectively. In addition, the planet pin diameter and the planet bore
were kept constant while the bearing outer diameter was varied to
accommodate diﬀerent d m values.
First, d m =370 mm and 265 mm were considered. These d m values
correspond to the original bearing data presented in Table 2. To study
the inﬂuence of d m on Pmb , two new bearings deﬁned by NU2352 and
NJ2338 were chosen. These bearings are characterized by d m =400 mm
and 295 mm for the ﬁrst and second stage planet bearings, respectively. From Fig. 5(a) and (b), Pmb is seen to increase with d m . Here at
Tmesh =667.6 kN m and 184 kN m, increasing the d m results in 17% and
23% increase in Pmb . In terms of design durability, an increase in
bearing d m would indeed result in favorable fatigue performance.

The favorable fatigue performance is achieved, because an increase
in d m results in an improvement in the bearings capability to withstand
shock and absorb heavy loads. However, as shown in Fig. 5, increasing
d m reduces the eﬃciency of the transmission, because the signiﬁcant
increase in contact pressure leads to an increase in frictional losses.
Even larger eﬀects are observed at higher bearing speeds, as Fig. 5(b)
shows. Experimental results presented by Talbot et al. [28] clearly
conﬁrm the predictions presented in Fig. 5. Their results suggest that in
low-load applications, bearing diameter has little inﬂuence on system
eﬃciency. However, in higher-load applications, as is the case in the
studied application, design with the largest d m should be avoided. In
addition, Fig. 5(b) reveals that an increase in bearing speed contributes
to the increase in Pmb .
Fig. 6 illustrates a similar trend for d m on bearing viscous-drag
power loss Pvb at oil temperature 95 °C for the planet gear bearings on
both planetary stages. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the total contribution of
bearing viscous moment due to oil jet Mjet and oil bath Msump for the
two-stage planet-gear bearings.
Here, the same designs with d m =350 mm, 370 mm, 265 mm, and
295 mm are used. Under nominal operating conditions, increasing d m
results in a 21.7% and 28.4% increase in Pvb at both planetary stages,
respectively. Comparing Fig. 6(a) and (b) reveals that the inﬂuence of
d m on Pvb appears to be more prominent at high bearing speeds, which
is also in line with bearing no-load loss experimental results reported
by Talbot et al. [28].
Results from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 indicate that increasing bearing d m
leads to an increase in Pmb and Pvb . These trends suggest that d m should
not be considered a design optimization parameter for improving
bearing eﬃciency in planetary gear sets.
Fig. 7 compares the contribution of bearing load-dependent and
load-independent torques on total bearing power loss for the example
of a two-stage planetary system at a nominal input carrier torque of
2428 kN m and at an oil temperature of 95 °C.

Fig. 6. Variation of dm with total planet bearings Pvb : (a) Stage 1 and (b) Stage 2 planet bearings.
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Fig. 7. Total bearing power loss for the two-stage planetary system.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) reveal that bearing mechanical power loss Pmb
dominates total bearing power loss Pb . However, there are high Pvb
losses at the planet carrier bearings. At an input carrier speed of
25 rpm, the value of Pvb for the second stage carrier bearings is about
56.8% higher than the total contribution of the second stage planet
bearings. Furthermore, the contribution to Pvb from the ﬁrst stage
planet bearings appears to be of little consequence. On the contrary,
under the same operating conditions, Pmb is dominated by the second
stage planet bearings, as Fig. 7(b) shows a nearly 52.1% contribution
than the carrier bearings. This behavior may be attributed to the
combined inﬂuence of d m and nb and also d m and Tmesh , respectively, on
the carrier and planet bearings located at the second stage.

increase in oil temperature led to a moderate reduction in Pspin whereas
the opposite was true for Pmesh at both planetary stages of the studied
application example. Increasing oil temperature to 95 °C resulted in
12.5% and 12.6% increases in Pmesh at planetary stages 1 and 2,
respectively. A comparison of Fig. 8 to the experimental planetary gear
sets data of Talbot et al. [18] shows a good correlation between the
predictions presented in this paper and their measured data. Even
though a direct comparison in this case is not possible, the trends are
still valuable to the evaluation of the predictions presented here. In
Talbot et al. [18], for example, Pmesh was shown to increase while Pspin
was shown to decrease with temperature. This trend is in line with the
power loss predictions presented in Fig. 8. As expected, Pmesh at the ﬁrst
stage is comparatively higher than that at the second, a condition that
can be attributed to the higher sun-planet and planet-ring mesh loads
at the ﬁrst stage. The increase in the mesh loads leads to signiﬁcant
frictional forces resulting in the increase in Pmesh .
Talbot et al. [18] also reported that at lower operating speeds and
higher loads, Pspin constitutes a smaller percentage of the total
transmission eﬃciency. A trend clearly predicted for Pspin in Fig. 8.
For instance, at a nominal input carrier speed of 11.8 rpm, the
predicted Pspin is 99.1% and 99.9% less than Pmesh for oil temperatures
of temperatures 30 °C and 95 °C, respectively. The results suggest that
even though speed is increasing at the second stage of the considered
application example, the speed level is still so low that there is little
inﬂuence from Pspin .
Using a combined lubrication system as was the case in this study
for such a low speed system could actually improve system reliability,
because it facilitates lubricating the gear and bearings during idle to
prevent lubricant starvation at the gear and bearing contacts. However,
the lubricant from the planet sump as previously described is usually
drained to an external oil tank to maintain a dry sump lubrication,
which further minimizes oil churning during nominal operation

4.2. Gear power losses
The developed planetary gear sets power loss model was partly
evaluated with a set of experimental data reported in Talbot et al. [18]
and Kahraman et al.[19]. Talbot et al. [18] conducted a set of planetary
gear set eﬃciency experiments using three, four, ﬁve, and six-planet
carriers. The experiments were conducted with a number of helical
planet gears operating in a back-to-back power-circulation test setup.
The experiments were performed across an input speed range of 1000–
4000 rpm and under loaded and unloaded conditions with an input
torque range of 0–1000 Nm. Using automatic transmission oil, they
performed tests at the discrete temperatures of 40 °C, 60 °C, and 90 °C.
They were able to extract Pmesh and Pspin by subtracting the power losses
measured under loaded condition from the total sum of losses
measured under loaded and unloaded conditions.
Fig. 8 illustrates the inﬂuence of oil temperature on Pspin and Pmesh
for both planetary stages. Here, nominal operating conditions were
maintained while the input carrier speed varied in the range ∈ [1…25]
for oil temperatures 30 °C and 95 °C. From Fig. 8(a) and (b), an

Fig. 8. Variation of oil temperature with Pspin and Pmesh : (a) planetary stage 1 (b) planetary stage 2.
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Fig. 9. Variation of Pwd with: (a) b (b) m.

power loss model. Therefore, to evaluate the parametric study on the
gear-mesh power loss model presented in this paper, the experimental
helical gear eﬃciency study of Vaidyanthan [30] was used in collaboration with a spur gear pair eﬃciency measurements reported by PetryJohnson et al.[29].
In the wind turbine application, the ranges for the variable gear
geometric parameters must be deﬁned to highlight the suggested
design optimization parameters according to Nutakor et al. [6]. For
each gear considered in the parameter sensitivity study, the gear helix
angle β has a range ∈ [2, 4…30], module m, ∈ [10,..24], pressure angle
α , ∈ [14, 16…22], face width b, ∈ [300, 325…500], number of teeth on
sun gear, planet gear and ring gear are, respectively, given as zj , where j
∈ [1–3] ranges ∈ [19..23, 35..43, 92..109]. Nominal operating conditions were considered. The studied helical gears used in the transmission have an RMS roughness value 0.5 µm.
In Fig. 10(a) the sun gear, planet gear, and the ring gear number of
teeth .. were varied for the second planetary stage. To ensure adequate
tooth proportions and reliable design assembly, the operating center
distances were also adjusted. This was necessary as the design being
studied is ﬁxed. Unless otherwise mentioned, other relevant parameters were kept constant in agreement with Table 1. An increment of
1 tooth was used for the planet gear while simultaneously increasing
the sun gear teeth z1 and ring gear teeth z3 to achieve the desired tooth
proportion. As shown in Fig. 10(a), increasing the number of gear teeth
zj results in decreasing Pmesh . While the decrease in Pmesh at the single
sun-planet gear and the planet-ring mesh is not so pronounced, a
sizeable reduction in Pmesh is achieved when considering the total
reduction at the planetary stage. By increasing the planet number of
teeth across the range ∈ [19…23], a 42.94% reduction in Pmesh is
achieved. The results illustrated by Fig. 10(a) suggest that a gear with
ﬁner pitch and more teeth should have much lower Pmesh . The trends
shown in Fig. 10(a) is in line with EHL predictions and experimental
results reported by Vaidyanthan [30], where the measured data clearly

conditions.
Using the same back-to-back test setup as previously described in
[1,18,20,28], Kahraman et al. [19] conducted a set of experimental
investigations to study spin power losses in planetary gear sets. The
experiments were conducted using a set of full-face width and reduced
face width planet gears. Results from their test data will be used to
validate the inﬂuence of face width and gear module on planetary gear
sets Pspin predictions presented in this study.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the inﬂuence of face width and module on
gear windage drag power loss Pdw at oil inlet temperature of 30 °C. A
single planet gear is studied to show the sole eﬀect of face width on Pdw
at the ﬁrst planetary stage. Increasing face width b increases Pdw by
13.6%. The predictions presented in Fig. 9(a) are in line with the
experimental results for planetary gear set spin power losses by
Kahraman et al. [19]. Their measurements showed a reduction in spin
power loss for the tests with the reduced face width planets.
Also in a separate study, Seetharaman et al. [13] similarly showed a
decrease in spin power loss with reduced spur gear face widths.
Fig. 9(b) also reveals the inﬂuence of module m on spin power loss.
Here, an increase in m from 18 through 30 results in a 79.9% increase
in Pdw . Experimental studies by Seetharaman et al. [13] and PetryJohnson et al. [29] corroborate this eﬀect with an increase in spin
power loss with gear module. These results dictate that a substantial
reduction of Pdw can be achieved by reducing b and m parameters.
Next, the gear-mesh power loss model developed in this study was
evaluated using helical gear-pair eﬃciency measurements and an EHL
parametric study presented by Vaidyanthan [30]. In the helical gearpair eﬃciency experiments, a number of 23-tooth and a 40-tooth
helical gear pairs with several varying design parameters were tested to
allow an experimental parameter sensitivity study. The reader is
encouraged to consult [30] for details on the test setup and descriptions. The same study presented a parameter sensitivity prediction for
the mechanical power losses of helical gear pairs using an EHL rolling

Fig. 10. Variation of Pmesh at second stage with: (a) z (b) b.
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Fig. 11. Variation of Pmesh at ﬁrst stage with: (a) m at variable center distance (b) m at ﬁxed center distance.

are kept ﬁxed while varying α within range α ∈ [14…22]. Increasing α
reduces Pmesh by 24.8%. This is because an increase in α results in an
increase in the proﬁle thickness at the base cylinder. In addition, an
increase in α results in larger curvatures which improves the load
carrying capacity of the gears.
The downside to the increase in α is increased noise brought about
by the lower contact ratios. When Fig. 12(a) is compared to the
experimental data reported by Vaidyanthan [30] on a set of 23-tooth
gear pairs, with the same β =30° and α =25.9° and α =22.7°. The gear set
with higher α is observed to have a lower Pmesh at all considered speed
and torque levels. Further, conﬁrming the predictions presented in
Fig. 12(a) based on the developed power loss model. Fig. 12(b) show a
17.6% reduction in Pmesh at the same (ﬁrst) planetary stage, when
pressure angle is held ﬁxed at α =20° and β is varied. Here, when β is
varied within the range β ∈ [2…30] Pmesh is seen to decrease slightly.
This is especially true for the Pmesh at the planet-ring mesh contact were
the trend is almost horizontal. On the contrary, Pmesh at the sun-planet
gear mesh appears to show a slight drop to β =30°. The presence of the
helix angle at a gear base cylinder improves the ability of the gear to
carry more load per a given face width. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 12(b), the beneﬁt of using a helical gear will be realized if the
helix angle is increased until, for example, an adequate axial contact
ratio is achieved for a given gear pair.
Vaidyanthan [30] used a set of 40-tooth gear pairs having β in the
range ∈ [17.5…30] to show that the gear sets with higher β have lower
Pmesh . The results presented in Fig. 12(b) based on the developed power
loss model and the measured data reported in Vaidyanthan [30] are in
good agreement. The larger the helix angle, the greater are the axial
forces transmitted through bearings, and since the cylindrical bearings
used in the study only support radial loads, increasing the helix angle
might have a negative eﬀect on overall system eﬃciency. Furthermore,
since an increase in β only results in small reductions in Pmesh ,

show the 40-tooth helical gear pair to have much lower Pmesh compared
to the 23-tooth gear pair. The experimental results from Petry-Johnson
et al. [29] on spur gear pair eﬃciency measurements also collaborate
the trend in Fig. 10(a).
In Fig. 10(b), increasing b discretely results in a 9.6% reduction in
Pmesh . An increase in b will result in a substantial decrease in the unit
pressure at the gear tooth, thereby relieving the pressure on the gear
proﬁle. However, when Fig. 10(a) and (b) are compared, it is clear that
the Pmesh reductions in (b) are not as prominent as in (a). This suggests
that increasing b is not a feasible approach to reducing Pmesh . Similar
trends were observed for a helical gear eﬃciency measurements
reported by Xu et al. [8].
Fig. 11 shows how Pmesh varies with m at the ﬁrst planetary stage.
Here, when the module is varied in the range of m ∈ [10,..24], a
sizeable Pmesh reduction of 46.8% is achieved at the ﬁrst stage. The
results presented in Fig. 11(a) are contrary to that of [30], where a
condition of ﬁxed center distance is analyzed for a parallel axis gear
pair. This is because the results presented in Fig. 11(a) have a variable
operating center distance where a change in m means a change in the
gear pitch diameter dp . Therefore, a provision for varying operational
center distance was made to ensure that the assembly requirements of
the transmission are met.
However, in Fig. 11(b), all other parameters are held ﬁxed to show
the sole eﬀect on the module when m is varied in the range m ∈ [15…
30] at an increment of 3 for a condition of ﬁxed center. As shown in
Fig. 11(b), the trend of Pmesh clearly depicts that presented by
Vaidyanthan
[30]
both
experimentally
and
theoretically.
Furthermore, the experimental data reported on spur gear pair
eﬃciency measurements by Petry-Johnson et al.[29] also conﬁrm a
sizeable increase in gear eﬃciency is gained by increasing the gear
module , m.
Fig. 12(a) shows the eﬀect of α on Pmesh when all design parameters

Fig. 12. Variation of Pmesh with: (a) α (b) .
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increasing β may not be an eﬀective means of increasing transmission
eﬃciency.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, a mechanical and spin power loss model has been
developed for planetary gear sets using a typical wind turbine lubricant.
The gear mechanical power loss model has been developed for
planetary gear sets using a non-uniform load distribution model based
on the minimum elastic potential principle and assuming a local
friction coeﬃcient accounting for variable load per unit length at any
point of contact. The spin power-losses for the planetary gear sets
accounted for both windage drag and churning drag due to the
lubrication used in the example wind application. The spin losses
evaluation considered the drag on the face and periphery of all rotating
gears and carrier using a ﬂuid mechanics model. In addition, a bearingfriction torque model was superimposed to account for bearing
mechanical friction torque and viscous losses in bearings used as
carrier and gear supports.
The developed model can predict bearing mechanical and viscous
losses, gear-mesh power losses, and spin losses due to windage drag
and oil churning over a wide range of input speeds and operating
temperature levels for a given wind turbine lubricant. The operation
conditions examined are typical for planetary gear sets used in wind
turbines. In addition, to quantify the inﬂuence of design parameters on
planetary gear sets, a parametric study was conducted, and the number
of gear teeth, normal pressure angle, module, and face width were
characterized as viable transmission design optimization parameters
with the helix angle being the least inﬂuential. The developed power
loss model is expected to enable a realistic prediction of power loss in
real systems. The following conclusions have been made.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix
See Appendix Table A1.
Appendix A1
Bearing types geometric constants.
Cylindrical roller
bearings

Taper rolling
bearings

R1

R2

S1

S2

Kz

KL

Krs

Y

1.0e−6

(-)

0.16

0.0015

5.1

0.65

3.10−8

–

1.69e−6

10.9

0.017

2

6

0.7

–

1.10
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This study proposes a methodology to predict power losses of traction motor having an integrated planetary gear
set permanent magnet electric motor, including both load-dependent and load-independent power loss components. The methodology combines a planetary gear set loss model which accounts for sliding and rolling losses
at the external and internal gear mesh contact interfaces, a bearing mechanical and drag loss model, a gear drag
loss model, an external and internal gear mesh pocketing loss model, a permanent magnet synchronous machine
iron, and copper loss model. Power loss measurements from a developed prototype traction motor having integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor is compared to model predictions to successfully
demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed methodology.

1. Introduction
A wide operating range traction motor assembly with an integrated
planetary gear set is discussed. The assembly is dedicated to wheel hub
applications in heavy mobile working machinery. In such equipment,
there is high demand for both low-speed high torque and high-speed
low torque operating conditions. While these design conditions already
pose restrictions on the design of the hub motor, the working space for
its transmission is typically limited. Such design restrictions and constraints make the planetary gear set a more suitable choice in the design
of an integrated gear drive. Planetary gear sets have compact architecture and have the ability to provide high power density because they
employ multiple load paths created by multiple planet branches. This
feature (in the absence of manufacturing and assembly errors) allows
the input torque to be divided into a number of planet branches, which
in turn reduces the force transmitted per gear mesh [1]. Being the main
power transmission component of the above-mentioned applications,
power losses caused by the planetary gear sets are critical to the entire
powertrain eﬃciency.
As evident from prior studies [2–6], power losses in any geared
transmission can be grouped into two categories. The load-dependent
power losses and load-independent power losses. Load-dependent
power losses are attributed to the relative sliding and rolling action at
the contact of lubricated bearing, gear, and interfaces of solid components. They are mainly due to the applied torque, the sliding speed and
the coeﬃcient of friction at the contact of the surfaces [5–8]. The load
independent losses are due to the interaction of the rotating
∗

components with the surrounding lubricant medium (oil, air/oil). They
include drag losses of the rolling element bearings, oil-churning losses
resulting from the drag of rotating solid components in the ﬂuid
medium, and oil pocketing loss at the gear mesh interface [4,9–11].
Other secondary sources such oil seal losses and root ﬁlling losses exist
[11]. However, these losses are typically small and thus negligible in
this study.
Prior studies aimed at predicting certain component level load-dependent power losses have proposed gear mesh models for spur and
helical gears. The ﬁrst group of studies investigated gear mesh power
loss by assuming a mean coeﬃcient of friction along the gear contact
surface [6,8]. Nutakor et al. [6] used an average coeﬃcient of friction
along the path of contact together with a uniform load distribution at
the contact of mating gear pairs to predict gear mesh power loss for sunplanet gear mesh types. This initial eﬀort was later improved to include
a non-uniform load distribution model to accurately account for the
varying gear tooth loads at the planet-sun and planet-ring mesh for a
two-stage planetary gear set conﬁguration [12]. Fernandes et al. [8]
also used an average coeﬃcient of friction equation based on experimental data to predict gear mesh power losses of FZG C40 gears. Diab
et al. [13] generated friction data from an experimental test rig and
then applied the data on a three-dimensional gear dynamic model to
predict gear mesh power loss from which they later compared their
model to data collected from a gear test rig.
Both Roland [14], and Li and Kahraman [7] used the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) formulation with smooth tooth surfaces
and both smooth and rough gear tooth surfaces ﬁnish respectively to
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Nomenclature

aV
B
b
E′
f
f jm
h
k
p
ph
P
Q
roi
req
SR
T
TR

uj
U
vk
vd
V
VR
w
β
μm
ρoil
ρR
α∗

−1

thermal expansivity, K
ﬂux density, T
face width of component i, (mm)
modulus of elasticity, Pa
normal tooth force, N
load per unit length, N mm
static immersion depth, (mm)
lubricant thermal conductivity, W/(m K)
pressure, Pa
Hertzian contact pressure, Pa
power loss, (W)
load parameter, (-)
outer radius of component i, (mm)
eﬀective radius of curvature, (mm)
slide-to-roll, (%)
temperature, (K)
reference temperature, (K)

φT
ω
Ω
ϕ

surface velocities of gear j (j = 1,2) (m/s)
speed parameter, (-)
kinematic viscosity, (cSt)
dynamic viscosity, (Pa s)
volume, (m3)
volume at reference state, (m3)
contact width, (mm)
temperature-viscosity coeﬃcient (K−1)
local friction coeﬃcient, (-)
oil density, (Kg/m3)
reference oil density, (Kg/m3)
reciprocal asymptotic isoviscous pressure viscosity coeﬃcient, (Pa−1)
thermal reduction factor, (-)
angular velocity, (rad/s)
rotational speed, (rpm)
planet gear immersion angle, (°)

geared drivetrains [25].
Power loss predictions under the discipline of electrical motors and
drives typically focus on the interactions due to the permanent magnet
synchronous machine (PMSM) and other existing electrical components. Thus, it is surprisingly rare to see studies accounting for losses in
any mechanical components such gears when estimating the total
power loss under this discipline. Mi et al. [21] presented an improved
approximate approach for predicting iron losses in a surface-mounted
PMSM. In their study, analytical predictions coupled with time-stepped
ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) simulations were compared to the measurement of an open-circuited PM motor. Stumberger et al. [22] also
studied iron losses in industrial PM machines using two-dimensional
(2D) FEA simulations. While their predictions and measurement discrepancies were in the range of 15% for the range of input speed studied, it was observed that rotor iron loss can present almost 30% of the
total motor iron loss, and therefore should not be neglected in the
prediction of total power loss of any PMSM. Zhu et al. [23] also applied
a similar time-stepping 2D FEA approach and compared predicted results to measurements. From this study, it was clear that measurement
and prediction comparison for an electrical machine is bound to be
reasonable provided all individual loss terms are accounted for. Thus,
suggesting that, for an accurate prediction of the total power loss of
traction motor having integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet
electric motor as is the case in the present study, all loss component
incurred by the PMSM and the planetary gear set interaction should be
accounted for.
The review presented above shows that majority of the studies on
gear power loss predictions, gear power loss measurements, and PMSM
power loss simulations have focused on predicting losses or measuring
losses occurring in test setups speciﬁcally designed to isolate the inﬂuence of all other possible loss components available in an actual
transmission or drive. These tests were limited to only FZG eﬃciency
test rigs or custom designed back-to-back test rigs. As these test rigs
allow only the study of gear mechanical power loss, gear spin power
loss, copper losses, iron losses, and PMSM no-load losses, they isolate
the complexity posed by studying an actual integrated transmission. In
this study, the power of an electric motor needs to be transmitted to the
wheel of a heavy-duty oﬀ-road working machine. As mechanical gears
inherently produce high torque density, it forms a starting point for an
integrated design in which an electrical motor and a mechanical gear
are combined to ensure wide-enough torque and speed range for the
heavy-duty machine. As the above-mentioned design, results in a multidisciplinary performance analysis for the heavy-duty machine, the
concern with power losses due to the integration of the planetary gear

instantaneously compute surface traction needed for the prediction of
load dependent power loss in spur gear pairs respectively. The two
individual studies, although physics based and potentially more accurate requires a signiﬁcant amount of computational eﬀort as the prediction of power loss of a gear pair requires several hundred of EHL
analyses. To ease the eﬀort required with applying the time consuming
transient EHL approach described above, Xu et al. [5] proposed a
methodology to formulate instantaneous friction coeﬃcient from a
linear regression analysis of a large parameter study of EHL analysis for
smooth gear tooth surfaces. However, the EHL model of Xu et al. [5]
was limited in terms of the asperity contact used. Meanwhile, most
gears in automotive transmissions have rough surface ﬁnishes that
originate from the shaving and grinding surface ﬁnish process. Li et al.
[15] used a similar regression approach to include both smooth and
rough tooth surfaces in a closed form friction coeﬃcient formula, required for gear mesh power loss predictions.
In terms of load-independent power loss, the approach used can also
be categorized depending on the level of sophistication used to address
the problem. One group used experimental studies to quantify the oil
churning or windage, and oil pocketing eﬀect of gears fully or partially
submerged in lubricants [4,9,11,16]. The second group of studies on
gear spin power losses used either numerical hydrodynamic formulations [16] or closed-form analytical ﬂuid mechanics formulations [10].
In the study presented here, the closed-form analytical ﬂuid mechanics
approach to predicting spin power loss would be employed here to
capture the complex gear mesh pocketing, and oil churning power loss
on all rotating solids and gears in the transmission. The third group of
studies on spin power loss employed commercial computational ﬂuid
dynamics (CFD) codes [17,18]. While the CFD approach appears to
capture the oil churning and pocketing interactions quite accurately,
the approach is computationally expensive, as it requires a lot of simulation time. Changenet et al. [19] provided a theoretical approach
and compared results to data from an oil churning test rig. The paper
presented the inﬂuence of lubricant parameters and temperature on oil
churning power loss. Talbot et al. [20] provided a set of experimental
data on load dependent and load-independent power losses of planetary
gear sets. In their test, several parameters such as the number of planet
gears, surface roughness, lubricant temperature, and operating conditions were shown to aﬀect planetary gear power loss. Increasing interest in a more eﬃcient drivetrain through the reduction of power
losses at the gearbox has led to design topologies, which employ only
direct-drive generators [24]. Meanwhile, recent ﬁeld test data for example in wind turbine subsystem reliability and eﬃciency, assure that
there still is no conclusive beneﬁts from direct-drive systems over the
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and torque multiplication occur at the ﬁrst gear range. Here, the planetary gear set ratio is 3.64:1. In the assembly of the integrated planetary gear drive, the PM rotor is directly connected to the sun gear.
The ﬁrst gear (reduction) range is enabled by engaging clutch 2. In this
operating mode, power is transmitted from the sun gear, through the
planet carrier then to the output shaft. See Fig. 1a. The direct-drive
occurs when the dog clutch 1 is engaged. In this operating mode, the
planet carrier rotates freely, while the sun gear and the output shaft
rotate at the same speed as the rotor to obtain a direct-drive 1:1 gear
ratio for the entire transmission. See Fig. 1b. The interested reader may
refer to [26] where the dynamic performance of the integrated drive is
studied.

set (the reduction gear range) with a permanent magnet electric motor
(direct-drive range) forms a motivation to theoretically and experimentally investigate the contributing components to the total power
loss in a traction motor having an integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor.
Studies on the total power loss in an integrated planetary gear
electric motor are not available in the literature. Also spare in the literature is a set of tightly controlled experiments focused on quantifying
the contributions of both direct-drive and reduction gear range power
loss. This study will fulﬁll this gap by providing a database of total
power loss of both the direct-drive and reduction gear range of an integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor and lubricant. The main goal of this study is to present a methodology to
predict the total power loss in an integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet (PM) motor. In addition, an experimental study on
power losses of an example traction motor having an integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor are presented. The
study includes the main power loss components present at the directdrive and reduction gear range. In accordance with this goal, the speciﬁc objectives of this paper are as follows.

2.2. Power loss prediction methodology
Power losses in any geared transmission can be can be categorized
into two main groups. Load-dependent (mechanical) and load-independent (spin) losses. See Fig. 2. Load dependent power losses are
attributed to the sliding and rolling action of the lubricant ﬁlm characterized by friction at the lubricated bearing, gear mesh, and interfaces
of other mating solid element contacts. These losses are dependent on
the transmitted torque in the given mechanical component [5]. With
this deﬁnition in mind, load dependent losses in the integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor can be categorized as the
summation of the gear mesh Pmg , bearing mechanical loss, Pmb and the
permanent magnet rotor load dependent losses PPMLD respectively as

(i) Develop a model that combines both load-dependent and load-independent losses to predict the power losses of an integrated planetary gear set PM motor.
(ii) Present power loss data that demonstrate trends of total power loss
with respect to speed and load for the direct-drive and reduction
gear range of an integrated planetary gear set PM motor.
(iii) Validate the developed model by comparing the predicted total
power loss with measured data from a prototype case study.

PLD = Pmg + Pmb + PPMLD,

(1)

Load-independent power losses are mainly dependent on speed, not
the transmitted power. They arise as a result of the interaction of the
rotating component in the transmission with the lubricant medium
(lubricant, air, a mixture of air-lubricant). These losses are also termed
spin losses because under no-load conditions contact friction is negligible. Thus, losses in this regard are only due to the spinning motion of
the mechanical and electrical components [10,27] and are written as

2. Integrated gear drive power loss
2.1. Power ﬂow
The integrated planetary gear drive is composed of a multiple-pole
tooth-coil wound PMSM. The complete driveline is a compact twospeed transmission with a reduction gear range (ﬁrst gear) and a directdrive range (second gear). Either the reduction gear or the direct gear
can be enabled by dog clutches. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view from
which the power ﬂow in each gear range is explained. Speed reduction

PLI = Pdc + Pds + Pdr + N [Ppex + Ppin] + Pdb + Prd + PPMLI ,

(2)

Here, the main components identiﬁed for PLI regarding the reduction
gear range are the bearing drag loss, Pdb , the carrier drag, Pdc , sun gear
drag, Pds , ring gear drag, Pdr , sun-planet gear mesh (ex) pocketing loss,

a

b

Fig. 1. Power ﬂow of an integrated planetary gear drive at (a) reduction gear range (b) direct drive.
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Fig. 2. Main components of power losses in an integrated gear motor.

Ppex , planet-ring gear mesh (in) pocketing loss, Ppin , and the permanent
magnet rotor on-load losses, PPMSM With the two main power loss categories deﬁned, the total power loss of the integrated gear drive is
determined as

of Nutakor et al. [6,12] and Kolivand and Kahraman [29], the rolling
traction power loss was computed using a regressed rolling traction
formula for cylindrical line contact presented by Goksem and Hargreaves [30]

(3)

P = PLD + PLI ,

Γ ijm = φT

2.2.1. Load-dependent power losses
The main contributors to the load-dependent power losses of the
gears at the reduction stage of the transmission are attributed to the
(i)
(i)
sliding Pmgsl
and rolling Pmgr
at gear mesh i (i = in, ex). The gear load
dependent loss is given as
(i)
(i)
(i)
Pmg
= Pmgsl
+ Pmgr
,

1

r
ujm
= 2 (u1j + u2j )

(4)

φT =

u2j = r2j (ω2 − ωc )

1 − 13.2(ph / E ′) LT 0.42
,
1 + 0.213(1 + 2.23SR0.83) LT 0.64

i
Pmgr
=

(8)

(9)

1
M

M

J

r
,
∑ ∑ Γ ijm wjm ujm
m=1 j=1

(10)

The total mechanical power loss of the j-th contact segment of gear i
at the mesh position m is obtained as

,
(5)

,

,

where the thermal load parameter is given as LT = μd βur2/ k , with k and
β given as the lubricant thermal conductivity and temperature-viscosity
coeﬃcient respectively. The slide-to-roll ratio is given as SR = us / ur .
The rolling power loss equation at each gear contact segment j is determined as

i
i
Pmg = Pmsl
+ Pmgr
,

Here all tooth surface velocities are deﬁned with respect to the planet
carrier as

u1j = r1j (ω1 − ωc )

α∗

Here given the asymptotic isoviscous pressure coeﬃcient α∗, the
equivalent modulus of the contacting solids, E ′, the dynamic viscosity
at ambient condition, vd , the equivalent radius of curvature, (req) jm for
the contact segment, the following non-dimensional parameters can be
deﬁned as G = α∗E ′, W = f jm /[E ′ (req) jm] and U = vd (ur ) jm /[E ′ (req) jm]. It
is noted that the thermal correction factor of Gupta et al. [31] has been
incorporated into the rolling traction formula. This is done to compensate for lubricant viscosity and ﬁlm thickness reduction due to lubricant shear heating. With the thermal reduction factor deﬁned according to Gupta et al. [31]

A gear load distribution model [28] based on elastic potential energy, is used here to predict the load intensities f jm along the gear tooth
line of contact. Here since the example gears used at the reduction stage
have straight teeth, the contact line is equal to the face width of the
gear tooth. The contact of the gear tooth is sliced into J (j ∈ [1, J ])
segments of uniform width, thereafter the load distribution at each
segment is calculated analytically at each gear mesh position. Fig. 3
shows a view of an external planetary gear mesh (sun-planet gear
mesh).
Here the driving gear (sun gear) rotates in a sense of clockwise direction and has a right working ﬂank. It is noted that the gear contact
parameters vary as the mesh position (contact point C) moves along the
line of action. As the gear mesh contact is represented by a cylindrical
s
r
line contact, the sliding ujm
and rolling ujm
velocities at the point of
contact, C in the oﬀ-line-of-action direction are deﬁned respectively as
s
ujm
= u1j − u2j

4.318(GU )0.658W 0.0126 (req) jm

(11)

Bearing mechanical power losses Pmb in this study were computed
according to [32] as described in detail in previous studies of Nutakor
et al. [6,12]. As such, the details of these calculations would not be

(6)

where rij , ωi and ωc are the radius of curvature, the angular velocity of
gear i and planet carrier angular velocity respectively. Once the load
intensity f jm at each contact segment is known, and the kinematics of
the contact accurately deﬁned the only unknown is the coeﬃcient of
friction μjm at the contact segment j at mesh position m (m ∈ [1, M ]) . In
this study, μjm is deﬁned similarly as in Nutakor et al. [12] to account
for the local coeﬃcient of friction along the path of contact. Combining
all the main factors inﬂuencing friction losses at gear mesh i (i=in, ex)
leads to the sliding power loss given as
i
Pmsl
=

1
M

M

J

s
,
∑ ∑ μjm f jm wjm ujm
m=1 j=1

(7)
Fig. 3. Basic geometrical parameters of a spur gear external mesh and the
varying lubricated contact parameters.

s
where ujm
is the gear tooth surface sliding velocity, wjm is the width of
the j-th contact segment at the mesh position m. In the previous studies
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2.2.3. Permanent magnet synchronous machine power losses
In addition to the aforementioned drag losses of permanent magnet
rotor, there are also power losses in permanent magnet synchronous
machine originating from electromagnetism. Their division into load
dependent and load independent components is not a straightforward
task, and therefore they are brieﬂy discussed here. Traditionally, permanent magnet synchronous machine losses are divided into iron and
copper losses. Iron losses are due to the alternating magnetic ﬂux and
they occur in the stator and rotor laminations as well as in the solid
parts of the machine, for example in permanent magnets. Iron losses
can be further divided into hysteresis, eddy current, and excess loss
components, but they are all together called iron losses. Iron losses are
duplicating losses in a PM machine. Thus they are present both at noload (load-independent losses), and loaded (load-dependent losses).
The most accurate reported methods to calculate the iron losses of the
PMSM are based on deﬁning the ﬂux density as a function of time separately for each mesh element in a FEA [21–23]. In analytical calculations, the iron losses are evaluated by dividing the magnetic circuit of
the studied machine into n sections, in which the magnetic ﬂux density
remains approximately constant. The total iron loss is calculated by
summing up the iron loss of diﬀerent machine parts as follows

repeated here.
2.2.2. Load-independent power losses
The load-independent power loss of the planetary gear system
consists of two categories. The ﬁrst group is composed of the drag losses
associated with the interaction of the rotating gear or carrier with the
lubricant or air-oil mixture of the surrounding medium. The second
group is the pocketing or squeezing losses at the respective sun-planet
(ex) gear mesh and the planet-ring (in) gear mesh interfaces. A rotating
gear, carrier, or a solid rotating component fully or partially immersed
in a lubricant are subject to drag forces that are due to the lubricant
interaction along the direction of ﬂow on the periphery and the sides of
the gears, carrier, or solid component. Also, root ﬁlling of the gear
cavities immersed in the lubricant contributes to some amount of loadindependent losses. However, such losses were neglected in this paper,
as they were too minute to be regarded in the power loss computation.
In this study, the carrier, gears and other rotating components for which
drag losses need to be accounted for are modeled as cylindrical disks.
Using the closed form formulations by Seetharaman and Kahraman
[10], the drag loss on a rotating component i (i ∈ {s, r , c }) (where
subscripts s, r and c refer to the sun gear, ring gear, and planet carrier
assemblies) is written as a sum of peripheral drag and face drag power
loss as

Pd, i = Pdp, i + Pdf , i,

PFe =

(12a)

(12b)

where bi , roi and ωi are the face width, outside radius, and the angular
velocity of rotating component i and vd is the dynamic viscosity of the
lubricant. Here, a dimensionless immersion parameter, hi = hi / roi is
deﬁned, with hi as the static immersion depth deﬁned according to [10]
0.5 2.5

Pdf , i =

2

⎧ 0.41ρvk ωi roi Adf , i , Re < 5⋅105
⎪ sin[cos−1 (1 − hi)]
,
⎨ 0.025ρvk 0.14ωi2.86roi2.72Adf , i
5
⎪ {sin[cos−1(1 − hi)]}0.14 , Re > 5⋅10
⎩

1
M

J

(m)

J

(13)

(14)

Pp = N

+

Ppex ),

(17)

Z
p
in
ex
in
ex
PLD = N [Pmgsl
+ Pmgsl
+ Pmgr
+ Pmgr
+ Pmb
]+

These pocketing losses occur at each sun-planet (ex) gear mesh as
well as planet-ring (in) gear mesh such that

(Ppin

(16)

2.2.4. Integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet motor power losses
The individual contributors to load-dependent power loss include
gear mechanical power losses, bearing mechanical power losses, copper
i
i
losses, and iron losses. Here both sliding Pmgsl
and rolling Pmgr
power
loss at gear mesh i (i = in, ex) are considered. In addition, both the
sliding Pmbsl and rolling Pmbr power loss at the roller-raceway contacts
are considered. With the load-dependent power loss at the sun-planet
in
ex
Pmgsl
and planet-ring meshes Pmgsl
, the planet bearing mechanical power
p
, for N planet set, Z number of main shaft (sh) bearings meloss Pmb
sh
chanical power loss Pmb , the load-dependent power loss components
from the electrical machine, PCu and PFe predicted, the overall loaddependent power loss of an integrated gear drive becomes

(m)

M
1
2
)
(m) ⎤
Pp(m
∑⎡
,1j + ∑ Pp,2j ,
⎢∑
⎥
m=1
j=1
j=1
⎣
⎦

mFe, n,

where Fe and Cu would from here onwards be used to represent iron and
copper unless stated otherwise. It must be borne in mind that because
iron losses are also present when the machine is rotating, the load dependent electrical losses are the sum of iron and copper losses, such that
PPMLD = PCu + PFe . Similarly, because PFe occurs whether or not the
system is transmitting power, the permanent magnet rotor load independent losses are deﬁned here as PPMLI = Prd + PPMSM . Here PPMSM
consists of PFe coming from both the rotor and the stator.

(12c)

Equation (13) is repeated for all j control volumes of gear i (i = 1,2)
to give an average power loss over the total number of rotational increments M, as

Pp =

2

⎠

PCu = mI 2 R,

Here ρ and vk are the density and the kinematic viscosity of the oil and
Adf , i is the wetted surface area on the side of rotating component i [10].
It is worth to note that the same drag formulations were utilized in
calculating the drag losses on the PM rotor Prd . To characterize the lubricant ﬂow regimes, the formulation of Pdf , i is deﬁned for either laminar or turbulent regime respectively as (Re < 5 ⋅ 105 ) or (Re > 5 ⋅ 105 ).
Lastly, the lubricant pocketing (squeezing) power losses at the j-th
control volume at mesh position m of gear i brieﬂy stated here as the
product of the pocketing force and the discharge velocity of the lubricant escaping through the backlash ﬂow area vbm, ij and the end ﬂow
area is found asvem, ij
)
(m) (m)
(m) (m)
Pp(m
, ij = vb, ij Fb, ij + 2ve, ij Fe, ij ,

⎝

where kFe is an empirical correction coeﬃcient, P15 is measured total
iron loss per mass with a sinusoidal excitation with the same frequency
and ﬂux density of 1.5 T, Bmax is the maximum ﬂux density within the
investigated structural part and mFe is the mass of the structural part.
Copper losses occur in the stator windings, and because they become dominant electrical loss component when the machine is loaded,
they can be referred to as load dependent losses. Copper losses in a
winding having m phases, phase resistance R and current I are calculated as

Here

Pdp, i = 4vd bi roi 2ωi 2 cos−1 (1 − hi ),

B

max, n ⎞
∑n kFe,n P15 ⎛ 1.5
T

sh
+ PCu + PFe,
∑ Pmb
z=1

(18)

With all contributions to the load-independent power loss composed
of the bearing drag loss Pdb , carrier drag Pdc , sun gear drag Pds , permanent magnet rotor drag Prd , sun-planet gear mesh (ex) pocketing loss
Ppex , planet-ring gear mesh (in) pocketing loss Ppin , permanent magnet
rotor no-load losses PPMSM , and the bearing drag losses for the main
sh
shaft Pdb
identiﬁed as described above, the load-independent loss of an

(15)

where N is the number of planet gears in the planetary gear set. Bearing
drag loss Pdb was predicted using the bearing oil bath drag loss model
according to [32] as described in detail in previous studies of Nutakor
et al. [6,12].
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3.1. Test matrix and specimen

integrated gear drive becomes
Z

PLI = N [Ppin + Ppex + Pdb] + Pds + Pdr + Pdc + Prd +

The test matrix includes ranges of speed and torque, at a constant oil
temperature as operating condition variables. An input speed, Ωin range
of 240–1200 rpm (increment of 240 rpm) and an input torque, Tin range
of 81–324 Nm (increment of 81 Nm) were considered in the test matrix.
All the baseline eﬃciency tests presented here were performed using
the 80W90 lubricant, as this type of lubricant was deemed suﬃcient for
high speed/low torque and low speed/high torque applications and
provides adequate cooling for the PM motor. All comparisons described
here are performed at a constant oil temperature of 60 °C. Table 1
presents the parameters of the oil used in this study. Table 2 and
Table 3 displays the dimensions of the test planetary gear sets and the
designations of the bearings used in the test setup. The planetary gear
sets are supported by custom made full-complement needle roller
bearings. The basic dimensions of the implemented needles (rollers) are
also listed in Table 3.

∑ Pdbsh + PPMSM ,
z=1

(19)

2.2.5. Lubricant properties
A typical axle oil (80W90) is considered for the current study. For
the lubricant in question, some measurements have been carried in
Refs. [33,34] and some of these measured data have been consolidated
and used in this study.
2.2.6. Density
The equation of state (EOS) is used here to predict the temperature
dependence of density at ambient pressure. The equation relating the
temperature dependence of density is [35]

ρ
V0
= 1 + aV (T − TR) = R ,
VR
ρ0

3.2. Measured integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet electric
motor

(20)

Subscript R denotes reference state. Here VR is the reference volume at
the reference temperature, and ambient pressure. For this axle oil,
ρR = 900 kg/m3 and the thermal expansivity aV = 8.2e−4 K−1and
TR = 288.15 K.

Unloaded tests: The test setup presented here comprised of a torque
transducer (MagtroL TM 216) with a range of 5000 Nm and a sensitivity
calibration of 0.1% of the rated torque. The sensitivity of this transducer limited the chances of conducting unloaded tests on the integrated gear drive. As such, the isolation of PLI to show the sole inﬂuence of speed on measured torque data was not possible.
Loaded tests: Here external load is applied to the integrated gear
drive. This measurement constitutes PLI and PLD losses which together
makeup the total power loss, P , for the integrated gear drive. For a
given nominal input load Tin , and input speed Ωin the input power is
given as

2.2.7. The pressure-viscosity coeﬃcient
Ramasamy et al. [33] report pressure-viscosity coeﬃcient values
predicted for 80W-90 oil over a wide range of temperature (30–120) °C
and pressure (0–1200 MPa). In their predictions, the Blok's reciprocal
asymptotic isoviscous pressure coeﬃcient was used and is given by Ref.
[35]

∫0

α∗ = ⎡
⎢
⎣

∞

−1

vd (p = 0) dp ⎤
⎥
vd
⎦

⎡ v
= ⎢ d0 +
α v
⎣ N dN

N

∑
i=1

−1

vd0 vdi − vdi − 1 ⎤
,
αi vdi vdi − 1 ⎥
⎦
ln(v / v

Pin = ωin Tin =
(21)

2π
Ωin Tin,
60

(20a)

Given this input power, the instantaneous output torque, Tout experienced by the gear drive is measured by the torque transducer. From
these measured torque data, the output power is determined by

)

where vdi is the viscosity at ambient pressure pi , while αi = p di− p di − 1 αN
i
i−1
and vdN are respectively the pressure-viscosity coeﬃcient and a viscosity at the N-th pressure.

Pout = ωout Tout =

2π Ωin
Tout ,
60 R

(20b)

where R is the input-to-output speed ratio at a given gear range. With
this the total power loss of the integrated gear drive under loaded
condition is

3. Experimental setup
A prototype for an integrated planetary gear set permanent magnet
electric motor (integrated planetary gear drive) has been instrumented
to verify initial design predictions of the concept of integrating a PM
motor with a single planetary gear set. The beneﬁt of such a design is to
capitalize on the advantages of both design concepts. A 480 kW, 1590rpm DC machine is coupled to the rotor to provide a load to the integrated gear drive. A torque transducer with a torque range of 5000
Nm is mounted between the DC motor and the integrated planetary
gear drive to measure torque. It is worthy to note that in most test cases,
for example, back-to-back tests a representative reaction gearbox would
have been required to transmit loads from the dynamometer to the test
gearbox. However, in the setup presented here and shown in Fig. 4, the
integrated PMSM is driven as a motor (thus input torque comes directly
from the PM motor) while the dynamometer (DC machine) is used directly as a load. The gear drive is lubricated using direct oil cooling
approach. In this kind of cooling method, oil is circulated outside the
motor to allow cooling. Then after, the cooled oil is returned back to the
motor. A thermocouple (Pt 100 thermistor) located in the oil channel is
used to measure the oil temperature within the reservoir. The lubricant
level was maintained at half the rotor diameter. Thus gears operate in a
partially submerged manner called dip lubrication. The oil ﬂow rate
(3.5 L per minute), and the oil temperature was tightly controlled
throughout the entire test.

(20c)

P = Pin − Pout ,

Here it is worthy to note that the total power loss P constitutes the
two main components of the total integrated gear drive power loss as

Fig. 4. Test setup and instrumentation.
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Table 1
Physical parameters for 80W-90 lubricant.
Temperature [°C]

Unit

40

60

100

vk (manufacturer)
vk (predicted)
vd [33]
α∗ [33]
Thermal conductivity, k
Viscosity index

cSt
cSt
mPa s
GPa−1
W/(m K)
–

169
173.34
152.8
22.31
0.146
106

–
64.33
55.83
19.69
0.143
106

16.8
16.09
13.53
16.03
0.137
106

Table 2
Parameters of gear sets and PM rotor.
Unit
Number of teeth
Normal module
Normal pressure angle
Face width
Outside diameter
Root diameter
Center distance
Number of planets
PM rotor, width
PM rotor, diameter

mm
deg
mm
mm
mm
mm

Sun

Planet

Ring

22

18
3.75
20
30
76.6
59.7
75.4
5
80
340

58

36
89.2
72.3

mm
mm

44
212.5
229.3

Table 3
Parameters of rolling bearings of the integrated hub motor.
Type

Designation

Planet needle bearings
Ball bearing 1
Ball bearing 2
Ball bearing 3
Ball bearing 4
Ball bearing 5
Ball bearing 6

RN-5X29.8BF/G2
6013
61817
61912-2RZ
61920
61813-Y
6206

described by Eq (3).
4. Results
4.1. Comparison between predictions and experiments
Variations to the baseline integrated gear drive conﬁguration were
designed and implemented to isolate the main components that constitute the total power loss of an integrated gear drive. One major
variation is the removal of the reduction gear range from the complete
drive. The essence of this is to allow collecting data under a deﬁned
condition when only one of the drive's gear range is engaged. As such,
to quantify the main components of power loss for an integrated gear
drive as described in Fig. 2, several tests were made with the reduction
gear absent. This allowed collecting torque data under conditions
where only the main individual components contributing solely to the
direct-drive power loss is present. The main outcome of this major test
variation is described below.

Fig. 5. Measured and predicted integrated gear drive total power loss (direct
drive and reduction gear range) at (a) 324 Nm, (b) 243 Nm, (c) 162 Nm, and (d)
81 Nm.

gear range. Therefore, the comparison of the total power loss of each
gear range would be discussed to give a clear insight of each gear range
performance. At ﬁrst gear (reduction gear range), it is important to note
that the ring gear of the planetary gear set is held stationary. While this
constraint does not restrict or limit the number of gear mesh power loss
components required to describe the total reduction gear range load
dependent power loss, it does reduce the contributions of the ring gear
to the total load-independent power loss. Thus, because there is no
motion in the ring gear the drag losses related to the ring gear become,
Pdr = 0.
Fig. 5 (a) shows loss measurement and predictions at nominal
torque as functions of rotational speed. Good quantitative agreement
between measurement and predictions can be seen particularly at lower
speeds. Here the largest component of the power loss is PLD , which
constitutes 79% of the averaged total power loss at Ω = 1200 rpm,

4.1.1. Case with reduction gear present
The methodology proposed in the previous sections is used to simulate the baseline power loss experiments of an example integrated
gear drive in order to validate the proposed methodology. The key
signiﬁcance of this comparison is to show the total contribution of the
main components dictating an integrated gear drive eﬃciency. As such
for the sake of brevity, power loss contributions at the individual
component level would not be discussed here but presented in a later
section under predictions. Since the integrated gear drive is a two-speed
transmission, it is interesting to understand the performance at each
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Fig. 6 (b) compares the measured and predicted total power loss P
within a range of input speeds Ωin at Tin = 243 Nm. Although both Fig. 6
(a) and (b) form an envelope of high load power loss data, the scatter in
the measured data appears to be minimal as compared to the highest
torque case studied. Also, the comparison with the predicted total
power loss shows a good quantitative agreement. In this comparison,
PLD dominates the total power loss by 71% whereas PLI is 29%. Fig. 6 (c)
and Fig. 6 (d) forms a group of measured and predicted total power loss
P at lighter loads where Tin=162 and 81 Nm. Here, a good quantitative
agreement is again observed for the measured and predicted total
power loss P . Additionally, in both cases, the individual loss component
contributions are PLD= 64% and 52% while PLI = 36% and 48% respectively for Tin=162 and 81 Nm.

whereas PLI , is only 21%. Meanwhile, at Ω = 960 rpm no measurement
data is presented mainly because the measured data point had a very
poor resolution. This behavior was hypothesized to be because of
torque sensor range. However, there is no fact as to what caused the
data point to fall out of trend with the rest of the measured torque data.
The cause of this variation in measured torque data is still under investigation in our ongoing studies on the studied test setup. Also, observed in Fig. 5 (a) is the trends in both predicted power loss components.
Fig. 5 (b) shows similar comparisons between measurements and
predictions at Tin= 243 Nm. Here expect the low-speed measurement
data, which appear to be lower than the predicted power loss, the
global trends show good quantitative agreement between measurement
and prediction. Again, the largest component of the power loss is PLD ,
which constitutes 75% of the averaged total power loss, P at Ω
= 1200 rpm, whereas PLI , is only 26%. In Fig. 5c at Tin = 162 Nm, the
largest component of the total power loss is PLD , with a contribution of
69% while PLI is 31% of the total power loss. In addition, Fig. 5 (c)
shows a good quantitative agreement between measurement and prediction.
Fig. 5 (d) shows a similar comparison between measurement and
prediction at Tin=81 Nm. Here, a higher than the desired discrepancy is
observed at the lowest speed measurement data. Meanwhile, a good
quantitative agreement between measurement and prediction is evident
at Ω = 480 through 1200 rpm. Also, the largest component of power
loss is PLD , which constitutes 57% of the total power loss, with PLI
contributing 43% of the total power loss. Here the increase in the
portion of PLI indicates that at light loads the PLI represents a large
portion of the total power loss. In general, as evident in Fig. 5, measurements and predictions show good quantitative agreement at lighter
loads. Additionally, it is observed that at the lowest input speed and the
lowest to moderately high torque, the measured power loss at this speed
appears to be lower compared to all the other measured data points.
This behavior as evident in Fig. 5 (b) through (d) is attributed to the
lower contact temperature present at the PM stator and rotor during
start-up. Here because the PM stator and rotor contact temperature are
lower than the oil temperature, the resulting oil viscosity present at the
contact is higher and thus higher oil ﬁlm thickness. It is important to
note here that PCu and PFe components do not explicitly account for
temperature variations in their predictions, as such the higher lubricant
viscosity at startup as evident in Fig. 5 (b) through (d) is not captured
by the power loss formulations (Eq. (16) and (17)). This sizable higher
oil ﬁlm thickness results in a decrease in measured power loss as observed for low to moderate input torque cases.

4.1.3. Case with only reduction gear (planetary gear set power loss)
The case with reduction gear range only was calculated as the

4.1.2. Case with reduction gear absent
The experimental data used for the comparisons presented here
were obtained from conditions when the reduction gear is totally removed from the integrated planetary gear drive to isolate its contribution to the total power loss. This was necessary as it allowed the
sole contribution of the direct-drive gear range to be studied. Although
the measurements required the removal of the reduction stage, all operating conditions as used in the previous measurements were repeated
to allow a direct and repeatable comparison.
Fig. 6 (a) shows the comparison between measured and predicted
total power loss P for the direct-drive gear range within the range of
input speeds Ωin at Tin = 324 Nm. This comparison shows good quantitative agreement between measurement and predictions. Here, similar
to the previous case the largest total power loss component is PLD with
76% contribution to the total power loss while PLI only contributes 24%
of the total power loss. While a good agreement between measured and
predicted data points is evident, a closer look at the trends shows clear
variance in the total power loss P at increasing speeds. This variance
was observed in all higher load power loss measurement data. The
scatter at these measurement points are again speculated to be due to
the torque transducer resolution and range of operation.

Fig. 6. Measured and predicted integrated gear drive total power loss (direct
drive range only) at (a) 324 Nm, (b) 243 Nm, (c) 162 Nm, and (d) 81 Nm.
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Pdg, c=

follows: Pdb= 0.24%, Prd= 28%,
0.39%, PPMSM = 27.42%, and Pp=
0.42%.
Fig. 9 shows the same breakdown of the total predicted power loss
into its individual two main components at two diﬀerent load levels as
in Figs. 8 and 9. As evident in Fig. 10 at a constant oil temperature of
60 °C, under both light load (Tin= 81 Nm) and heavy load (Tin = 324 Nm)
an increase in input speed is accompanied by a sizable increase in
power loss. Meanwhile, the determining factors of the integrated gear
drive as a suitable candidate for heavy-duty oﬀ-road working machine
dictates that the vehicle should be capable of operating at both high
speed with low torque and at high torque with low speed. As a result of
such demanding requirement for the heavy-duty oﬀ-road vehicle, the
power loss distributions presented in Fig. 8 through Fig. 10 show that at
these operating conditions the power loss generated by the PMSM is by
far the most dominating component on the total overall power loss
distribution in the integrated planetary gear drive.
It is apparent from Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 10 (b) that the required drive

diﬀerence between the case with a reduction gear for all ranges of Ωin
and Tin and the case without reduction gear (direct drive only). It is
observed in Fig. 7 (a) through Fig. 7 (d) that P varies linearly with
speed conﬁrming trends of planetary gear power loss predictions by
Nutakor et al. [6,12], planetary gear sets power loss experiments by
Talbot et al. [36], and spur gear pair experiments [4]. It is also observed
in Fig. 7 that PLI varies exponentially with speed, also in agreement
with load-independent power loss experiments by Kahraman et al. [9]
and spin power loss measurements by Talbot et al. [36]. Fig. 7 shows
the power loss measurements and predictions for the ﬁve-planet gear
set reduction gear range for the integrated gear drive. As expected, at
the higher input torque cases (see Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b)), as speed
increases the scatter in the measured data starts to dominate. This
scatter or increase in measured power loss is primarily related to load.
The increase in normal load naturally results in the increase in friction
due to increased asperity interactions. Additionally, because the temperature is kept constant in the test, any increase in speed results aﬀects
the thermal balance at the PMSM. It is important to note that the main
essence of implementing the oil bath lubrication here is to promote
cooling at the PMSM. The heat exchange due to cooling while the speed
increases from 240 through 1200 rpm results in a decrease in viscosity
for this lubricant. This reduction in viscosity results in a reduction of
lubricant ﬁlm thickness at the external and internal gear meshes and
consequently, increase in total power loss P . Here, because the PCu and
PFe do not account for thermal correction, a subtraction of these electrical losses left residues of loss due to thermal interactions and hence
the high power loss variations at the high load and increasing speed
case. However, at lower input torque Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 7 (d), little or no
scatter is present. Overall, the experiments and predictions show good
qualitative and quantitative agreement. This suggests that the proposed
methodology to predict the total power loss P is indeed accurate.
4.2. Integrated gear drive total power loss distribution
In Fig. 8, a breakdown of the total power loss into its individual
components at diﬀerent load levels is presented. Fig. 8 (a) shows the
major contribution of power loss of an integrated planetary gear drive
at Ωin = 240 rpm and Tin = 324 Nm, which forms the low speed and high
torque case for the studied application. With this input torque and
speed, the sun gear torque transmitted per planet branch is 64.8 Nm.
Meanwhile, conditions at the PM sees the full torque 324 Nm. Normally, it is at the low speed high torque-operating mode that the integrated gear drive is meant to operate for oﬀ-road applications. In
Fig. 8 (a) the sum of PCu and PFe contributes 83.77% of P, this sizable
amount of loss forms the most donating components of PLD . The remaining is comprised of Pmg which constitutes 10.30% of the total
power loss P, Pmb is only 0.48% of the P . Here the total load-independent loss is deﬁned as PLI = P − PLD , which in this high torque
and low speed case constitutes only 5.45% of P. In the case of the PLI , as
shown in Fig. 8 (b) the individual loss components are as follows:
PPMSM = 4.89%, Prd= 0.52%, Pp= 0.01%, Pdb= 0.02% and Pdg, c = 0.01%.
Here (g, c) represents the sum of drag losses on the carrier and sun gear.
Here it is clear that at high torque and low-speed case, the most dominating loss component is load-dependent losses PLD forming a total sum
of 94.55% of P.
Fig. 9 shows the main contributors to the total power loss of an
integrated planetary gear drive at Ωin = 1200 rpm and Tin = 81Nm. This
operating condition forms the maximum speed operation point of the
integrated gear drive. Typically, this mode of operation allows for
transportation on road. Fig. 9 (b) shows clearly that for this high travelling speed mode of operation, the most dominating power loss
component is the PM rotor drag, Prd which constitutes 28% of the total
power loss P followed by the load independent loss of the PMSM, PPMSM
with 27.4% of P. Here the total sum of individual load-independent loss
components yields PLI = 56.47% clearly dictating the total power loss at
this load and speed level. The Individual PLI loss components are as

Fig. 7. Measured and predicted integrated gear drive total power loss (reduction gear only) at (a) 324 Nm, (b) 243 Nm, (c) 162 Nm, and (d) 81 Nm.
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(a) P = 100 %

PCu-Fe

PLI = 56.47 %
PCu-Fe= 28.72 %
Pmb = 3.20 %
Pmg = 11.61 %

PLI

Pmb
Pmg

Fig. 8. Predicted total power loss component breakdown of the reduction gear
range (a) load dependent loss (b) load-independent loss at Tin = 324 Nm and
Ωin = 240 rpm.
Fig. 9. Predicted total power loss component breakdown of the reduction gear
range (a) load-dependent loss (b) load-independent loss at Tin = 81 Nm and
Ωin = 1200 rpm.

cycle of the PM motor necessitates that a compromise is found to enhance the performance of the integrated gear drive while fulﬁlling the
base requirements. Here the loss trend is obvious, at lowest load level,
Fig. 10 (b) PLI increases with speed, while PLD shows a clear reduction in
absolute loss magnitude. This is because the increase in speed results in
the reduction in asperity interactions at the contact surface and an increase in speciﬁc ﬁlm thickness. From Fig. 10 it can be concluded that
PLI constitutes a larger percentage of the total loss at high speed, while
PLD increases at higher load levels.
The loss trends presented above suggests that the route to improving
the performance of an integrated gear drive is to enhance the performance of the entire cooling system. From the lubrication and cooling
system perspective for the integrated gear drive, the low-speed high
torque and high-speed low torque operating conditions could be used as
the determining factor to alternate the oil level in the oil sump. It is
apparent from Fig. 8 (a) that the majority of the PMSM heating is
generated at the high load level. Here the inﬂuence of speed on PCu and
PFe is negligible. Thus dictating that increasing the oil level at this mode
of operation would lead to improved cooling with minimal eﬀect on oil
churning because the driving factor for load independent losses, as
clearly shown in Fig. 10 (b) is speed. On the other hand, increasing the
oil level at the high-speed low torque level, wouldn't be the appropriate
choice mainly because at the direct-drive mode any small increase in
eﬀective oil level would result in increased splashing of oil by the PM
rotor and thus increase in PM rotor drag. See Fig. 9 (b). Additionally,
lubricant base oil should be selected to enhance performance.
In this study, a mineral base oil forms the basis of the formulated
80W90 gear oil. These type of lubricant grades inherently produce
higher isoviscous pressure coeﬃcient and low viscosity index (See
Table 1), which eventually results in higher traction coeﬃcients.

Therefore, since the PMSM contributes a sizable amount of heat, a gear
oil with optimized oxidative stability limit should be chosen. This way
even above the higher temperature limits of the PMSM rotor, cooling
can still be achieved without sacriﬁcing the life expectancy of the lubricant. As such optimizing the lubricant oxidative stability is design
stage is key in maximizing the overall integrated gear drive eﬃciency.
Continuing research on the inﬂuence of the lubricant oil level, on the
integrated gear drive eﬃciency and inﬂuence of lubricant degradation
due to driving cycle is ongoing and lastest results would be presented in
a separate paper.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a power loss prediction methodology for integrated
planetary gear set permanent magnet electric motor was proposed. This
methodology combines eight individual loss models in order to predict
the main components of power loss in an integrated planetary gear set
permanent magnet electric motor. The main components of the power
loss model constitute the load dependent and load-independent power
loss. The load-dependent models include gear mesh power loss (composed of sliding and rolling), bearing mechanical power loss, copper
and iron losses. The load-independent loss includes carrier drag, gear
drag, permanent magnet rotor drag, gear mesh pocketing, bearing drag
loss, and the permanent magnet electric motor no-load loss components. The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated with experimentally measured output torque, from which the measured total
power loss is calculated. Measured trends in total power show good
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• Deviations in the measured torque at high speed and high load may
point to the need to investigate the inﬂuence of thermal instability
of the lubricating medium.

Results show that the base requirements (low-speed high torque and
high-speed low torque operating conditions) for the oﬀ-road working
machine dictates the overall eﬃciency of the integrated planetary gear
set permanent magnet electric motor. Additionally, the results presented here dictates that in order to reduce the total power loss of a
powertrain, the transmission needs to be considered as a whole, in
order to capture how the mechanical and electrical systems interact.
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